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Abstrat

The development of e�ient network strutures for freight transport is a major onern

for the urrent global market. Demands need to be quikly transported and should also

meet the ustomer needs in a short period of time. Tra� ongestions and delays must

be minimized, sine CO2 emissions must be ontrolled and a�ordable transport osts

have to be o�ered to ustomers. Hub-and-spoke struture is a urrent network model

used by both regional and interontinental transportation, whih o�ers an eonomy of

sale for aggregated demands inside hub nodes. However, delays, tra� ongestions

and long delivery time are drawbaks from this kind of network. In this thesis, a new

onept, whih is alled �sub-hub�, is proposed to the lassi hub-and-spoke network

struture. In the proposed network models, eonomy of sale and shorter alternative paths

are implemented, thus minimizing the transport ost and delivery time. The sub-hub

proposal an be viewed as a onnetion point between two routes from distint and lose

regions. Transshipments without the need to pass through hub nodes are possible inside

sub-hubs. This way, ongestions an be avoided and, onsequently, delays are minimized.

Four binary integer linear programming models for hub loation and routing problem

were developed in this thesis. Networks with sub-hub and networks without sub-hub

taking into aount irular hub routes or diret onnetions between hubs are ompared.

These models are omposed of four sub-problems (loation, alloation, servie design and

routing), whih hinders the solution. A utting plane approah was used to solve small

instanes of problem, while a Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS)

omposed of exat methods (matheuristi) was developed to solve large instanes. The

VNDS was used to explore eah sub-problem by di�erent operators. Major bene�ts are

provided by models with sub-hub, thus promoting the development of more ompetitive

networks.

Keywords: Hub-and-spoke, sub-hub, binary integer linear programming, utting

plane, VNDS, matheuristi.
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Résumé

Le développement de strutures de réseau e�aes pour le transport de marhandises

est fondamental sur le marhé mondial atuel. Les demandes doivent être traitées rapi-

dement, répondre aux besoins des lients dans les meilleurs délais, les ongestions et les

retards doivent être minimisés, les émissions de CO2 doivent être ontr�lés et des oûts

de transport moins élevés doivent être proposés aux lients. La struture hub-and-spoke

est un modèle de réseau ourant utilisé à la fois dans le transport régional omme dans le

transport interontinental, permettant une éonomie d'éhelle grâe aux onsolidations

opérées au niveau des n÷uds hub. Mais, les retards, les ongestions et les longs délais

de livraison sont des inonvénients de e type de réseau. Dans ette thèse, un nouveau

onept, "sub-hub", est ajouté à la struture du réseau lassique hub-and-spoke. Dans les

modèles de réseau proposés, une éonomie d'éhelle et des hemins alternatifs plus ourts

sont mis en ÷uvre, en minimisant ainsi le oût de transport et le délai de livraison. Le

sub-hub est vu omme un point de onnexion entre deux routes distintes de régions

voisines. Des transbordements sans passer par les n÷uds hub sont possibles au niveau

des sub-hubs. Des ongestions peuvent ainsi être évitées et, par onséquent, les retards

assoiés sont ainsi minimisés. Quatre modèles de programmation linéaire en nombres en-

tiers binaires du problème de la loalisation de hubs et de routage sont développés dans

ette thèse. Des réseaux ave sub-hub et des réseaux sans sub-hub prenant en ompte des

routes irulaires entre hubs ou des onnexions diretes entre hubs sont ainsi omparés.

Ces modèles sont omposés de quatre sous-problèmes (loalisation, alloation, onep-

tion de servie et routage) qui rendent omplexe la reherhe de solutions. Une approhe

utting plane est testée pour résoudre de petites instanes de problème tandis qu'une

reherhe à voisinage variable ave déomposition (VNDS) omposée de méthodes ex-

ates (matheuristi) a été développée pour résoudre de grandes instanes. Le VNDS mis

en ÷uvre, explore haque sous-problème ave di�érents opérateurs. Des gains importants

dans la fontion objetive sont observés par les modèles ave sub-hub on�rmant ainsi le

développement de réseaux plus ompétitifs.

Mots lés: Hub-and-spoke, sub-hub, programmation linéaire en nombres entiers

binaires, utting plane, VNDS, matheuristi.
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Introdution

The development of e�ient network strutures for transportation and ommuniation is

a fundamental fator in the urrent global market.

Millions of information are transmitted by opti �ber networks. People are trans-

ported by planes, trains, ars and vessels both at regional and ontinental level using

servie networks. Di�erent types of goods, in inreasing quantities eah year, are dis-

tributed in all parts of the planet by pre-established servie networks.

Di�erent fators must be taken into aount for demands to be �uid in a partiular

distribution/transportation network. Mainly, it will depend on the appliation �eld for

whih network is designed.

In teleommuniations, information needs to be �uid readily, disruptions must be

avoided and a large volume of demands needs to be baked by the network.

In passenger transport and freight transport, demands need to be �uid quikly and

meet ustomer needs in the shortest possible time. Congestions and delays need to be

minimized. Moreover, CO2 emissions have to be ontrolled beause inreasingly stringent

environmental rules must be respeted.

However, for all appliation �elds, a statement that is still unanimous is that diret

onnetions between soure-destination are not the most eonomial way to transport

goods from one origin to one destination. Therefore, demands must be transported by

sharing intermediate nodes (hubs) and/or intermediate links (ars onneting hubs) in a

network struture named "hub-and-spoke".

In a hub-and-spoke network, demands from di�erent soures are sent to an interme-

diate point (hub). Inside this hub, demands headed to the same region/destination are

onsolidated and after that they are transported to their destination, or they are trans-

ported to another hub (intermediate destination) where they are disaggregated aording

to their destination and, only after, delivered to this one.

In this study, hierarhial hub-and-spoke networks are studied. Though they are

also used in teleommuniations (see Resende and Pardalos (2008)), we fous on the

harateristis of freight networks.

Hub network strutures are mainly found in air passenger and freight servies, o�ering

struture at global, national and regional levels (Rodrigue et al., 2017).
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Hub nodes are also known as transshipment points beause inside them demands

are downloaded from one servie or transport mode and uploaded to other servie or

transport mode. Multimodal transport an be represented in a hub-and-spoke network.

In unimodal hub-and-spoke networks, the transport times of eah demand are in-

reased if ompared to a network with diret onnetions between one soure node and

one destination node. But, larger vehiles an be used in the transport of aggregated

demands between hub nodes and, onsequently, an eonomy of sale is o�ered for this

larger volume of demands.

However, ongestions are favored by these demands onentrated at hub nodes. These

ongestions together with long hub routes (harateristi of hub network) inrease trans-

port lead time.

Normally, vehiles are sped or omit visits at some nodes on the route trying to min-

imize delays in a transportation network. But, the speed-up of a vehile is related to

the inrease of fuel onsumption and, onsequently, to the inrease of CO2 emissions.

Whereas, delays of just some demands an be eliminated by the omission/postponement

of servie in spei� points of a network.

CO2 emissions in transportation network an be redued by hanging transportation

mode, vehile type, vehile route or its loading (Martínez and Fransoo, 2017).

In Martínez and Fransoo (2017), it is also said that a good transportation performane

in terms of osts and emissions is stritly determined by the design of network, more

spei�ally, its hub loation.

For this reason, eonomies of sale o�ered by hub-and-spoke struture are fundamental

to ahieve low osts in a transport network. But, urrently, the level of ustomer expeta-

tions is not only driven by low transport osts, but also by redued travel times, redued

CO2 emissions, low inidene of delays and of disruptions (omitted nodes). Therefore,

shortest paths need to be o�ered by a network.

The general objetive of this thesis is to develop a new onept alled "sub-hub"

inside the lassi hierarhial hub-and-spoke network. In this network, transport osts are

minimized both by eonomy of sale provided by hub networks as by shorter alternative

paths o�ered by sub-hub loations.

In a hub-and-spoke network with additional sub-hubs, transshipments are performed

both at hub nodes as at sub-hub nodes. In a hierarhial struture with two levels, where

the �rst level is hub level and the seond one is luster level (one hub and its assoiated

spoke nodes), sub-hub nodes are represented by nodes allowing the onnetion between

two lose lusters.

In this researh, the developed models we propose are omposed of irular routes

at luster level. Regarding hub level, models with irular route and models with diret

onnetions between hubs have been investigated.
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Then, sub-hub node is more than a single node alloated to two hubs sending and

reeiving demands from them. Sub-hub is a node where �ows from two lose regions an

be transported without the need to transit via the hub network, so a shorter alternative

route an be ahieved.

In order to show the e�ieny of the sub-hub add in, integer linear programming

models of hub-and-spoke with sub-hub and without sub-hub have been developed for a

omparative analysis.

The proposed models integrate four sub-problems: hub loation problem, spoke al-

loation problem, interonnetion between nodes (named in this work "servie design")

and routing problem, together.

A utting plane approah has been implemented with Cplex solver version 12.6.3

1

and

the help of lazy onstraint allbaks.

However, beause of the omplexity of the developed mathematial models, only re-

sults for small instanes are ahieved by exat methods.

Then, aiming to validate the e�ieny of hub-and-spoke with sub-hub over the model

of hub-and-spoke without sub-hub, a metaheuristi is proposed for solving large instanes.

The metaheuristi hosen is the Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS),

a variant of the Variable Neighborhood Searh (VNS) proposed by Mladenovi¢ and Hansen

(1997). In VNDS, the original problem is deomposed in small problems (a part of the

original problem) and eah part is improved by dediated loal searh operators. The

improved partial solution is inserted in the original problem and then, the orresponding

solution is veri�ed.

But, partial solutions will be only aepted if an improved solution is observed in the

original problem.

This metaheuristi was hosen in this work beause of the harateristis of the studied

problem. As said before, a hierarhial hub-and-spoke problem an be deomposed in

four sub-problems (loation, alloation, servie design and routing).

In hub loation-routing problems, where network is not omposed of diret onne-

tions hub-hub and/or hub-spoke, but onneted by an inomplete graph, loation and

routing must be solved together beause the outome, whih ours from one problem

in�uenes/is in�uened by the results of the other one.

So, in the implemented metaheuristi, eah sub-problem is explored by di�erent oper-

ators. Moving between operators is guided by neighborhood hange sequential proedure

(see Hansen et al. (2016)), allowing to be build a solution of global problem by solving

four sub-problems at the same time.

Therefore, this thesis is organized as follows:

In hapter 1, a state of the art about hub-and-spoke network struture is presented.

1

Cplex is an optimization software pakage of IBM
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In this hapter, di�erent forms of hub loation, spoke nodes alloation, servie designs

and routing are presented. Finally, the hub loation-routing problem is highlighted using

networks with di�erent levels and onnetions.

In hapter 2, liner shipping network problem is desribed through a published paper.

Based on the harateristis of deep sea and short sea servies presented in liner shipping

problems, a hub-and-spoke network with sub-hub is applied. Mathematial model of hub-

and-spoke with sub-hub is reated to develop networks with irular routes both at hub

level and at luster level. Results of omputational tests are ompared with a developed

version of network without sub-hub.

In hapter 3, integer linear programmingmodels for traveling salesman problem, short-

est path problem and p-median problem are presented. Charateristis of these problems

are found in binary integer linear programming models developed for hub loation-routing

problem. In this hapter, new variants of previous developed models of hub-and-spoke

with sub-hub and models without sub-hubs are presented. Now, lusters an be omposed

of isolated nodes (one hub), two nodes (one hub and one spoke) or more than two nodes.

In this hapter, models with/without sub-hub are also presented with diret onnetions

between hubs (omplete graph).

In hapter 4, a onstrutive heuristi and a dediated VNDS are desribed to provide

solutions for larger networks. Exat methods are used in both algorithms. Therefore, the

implemented VNDS is also lassi�ed as a matheuristi.

In hapter 5, results of omputational tests for all four models introdued before

(hapter 3) are presented. These results are obtained by using exat method (utting

plane approah) for small instanes and by using matheuristi for small and large in-

stanes (Australian Post benhmark). Testing metaheuristi with small instanes allows

us to validate the quality of our implemented metaheuristi for the studied problem.

Moreover, tests with large instanes have ontributed to strengthen the statement that

the transport ost in a hub-and-spoke network is redued by the use of sub-hub nodes.

In hapter 6, the main onlusions and perspetives for future works are �nally pre-

sented.
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Chapter 1

Hub-and-Spoke networks: variants and

omponents

An introdution about Hub-and-Spoke network struture is desribed in this hapter.

Di�erent problems of this network struture are presented.

In this ontext of hub-and-spoke network, the hub loation problem, the hub network

design problem and hub loation-routing problem are highlighted.

In this study, problems of hub-and-spoke are lassi�ed by taking into aount hara-

teristis these problems above, allowing the identi�ation of existing ideas and innovative

ideas.

Methods used to solve di�erent problems of hub-and-spoke are also desribed. The

solving methods are divided in exat methods and heuristi methods. In this study, a

ombination of the two methods has been used to solve the identi�ed problems proposed.

Then, ombinations of exat method with heuristi method existing in the hub-and-spoke

literature are also highlighted.

Appliations of hub-and-spoke network are pointed out.

1.1 Introdution

Initially presented by O'Kelly (1986), the mathematial model for design of a hub-and-

spoke struture has been inremented by di�erent harateristis, providing di�erent

variants of this problem.

Advanes in Operations Researh (loation models) and inreasing omputing power

allowed for studies about more omplex hub loation models and new algorithms ap-

proahes (Campbell and O'Kelly, 2012).

In hub-and-spoke like strutures, requests from spokes belonging to the same hub are

sent to this hub. Then, these demands are aggregated aording to their destination, and

are �nally delivered along the route taken. This route an be omposed of links between
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hubs (origin and destination nodes alloated to di�erent hubs) or only of regional links

(origin and destination nodes alloated to the same hub).

So hub nodes at as transshipment and swithing points (Campbell, 1994) but they

are also viewed as onsolidation points for regrouping demands.

Eonomies of sale

1

are obtained in inter-hubs transport beause of these onsolidated

�ows. Sattered demand points ostly to operate by a point-to-point servie, are also

favored by a hub-and-spoke network. Therefore, an eonomy of sope

2

an be o�ered

beause sattered demand points an be met (Lin, 2010).

Charateristis of hub-and-spoke are mainly based on loation and alloation aspets.

However, some hub-and-spoke problems are also omposed of harateristis onerning

the servie provided by the network.

In hub loation problem, the network in hub level is generally omposed by diret links

(Alumur et al., 2012a), (Nikel et al., 2001) and diret onnetions between spoke nodes

are not allowed (Nikel et al., 2001). While in hub network design problem, a variant

of hub loation problem, onnetions between hubs and/or between hub and spokes an

be like a ring or a tree beause these latter onstraints are relaxed (O'Kelly and Miller,

1994), (Alumur, 2009).

In these new network on�gurations, a tatial planning operation whih inludes the

seletion and sheduling of the servies (routes) to operate, the spei�ation of terminal

operations, and the routing of freight, harateristis of Servie Network Design Problem

(SNDP) (Craini, 2000), was inluded in hub-and-spoke problems.

In freight transport haraterized by a network with terminals where argo and vehi-

les are onsolidated, grouped or simply moved from one servie to another, the servie

design is an important fator for a ompany that supplies transportation servies or

ontrols routing of goods (Craini and Laporte, 1997).

In Thomadsen (2005), a hierarhial network design problem is de�ned. This problem

is omposed of four sub-problems (hub loation, alloation of nodes, interonnetion of

nodes at hub level and at luster level and the routing) whih are solved together.

Hub-and-spoke system was de�ned in O'Kelly (1998) as a hierarhial system with

two levels, at least. One level is made by hub-hub onnetions and a seond one is made

by a spoke-hub onnetions.

Four attributes are used in �ahin and Süral (2007) to lassify the hierarhial fail-

ity loation problem. The same attributes are used in Torkestani et al. (2016) for the

hierarhial hub network problem. These attributes are:

• Flow pattern:

1

The eonomy of sale means that inreases in load volume transported result in lower unit operating

osts

2

The eonomy of sope means that inreases in load variety transported result in a lower average

operation osts
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� single-�ow � �ows are sent from the �rst (last) level until the last (�rst) level,

rossing all intermediate levels;

� multi-�ow � �ows an be started at any level (lower or higher) and an be ended

at any level (lower or higher) without neessarily rossing all intermediate

levels.

• Servie availability:

� non nested hierarhy - di�erent servies are o�ered by eah level;

� nested hierarhy - in eah level, it is o�ered a di�erent servie plus servies

provided by lower levels.

• Spatial on�guration:

� oherent system - eah demand is met by servies of a single hierarhy (for

example, from lower level or from intermediate level);

� non oherent system - eah demand an be met by servies of di�erent hierar-

hies (for example, from lower level and from intermediate level).

• Objetives:

� median models - in these models, failities are loated in suh a way that

minimizes transport ost of network;

� overing models - the main harateristi is that they are omposed of two

di�erent models. In the �rst model, a minimized number of failities are

loated in suh a way that all ustomers are overed (set overing) by one

faility, at least. In the seond one, the maximum number of ustomers are

overed by a spei� number of failities (maximum overing);

� �xed harge loation models - osts to establish failities and osts of transport

are minimized.

Therefore, features like servie design, routing and sheduling are likewise present in

hub-and-spoke problems.

In the next setions, harateristis of hub loation problem, hub network design

problem and hub loation-routing problem used for onstruting di�erent models of hub-

and-spoke will be desribed. We try to point out di�erenes and similarities at the

hub-and-spoke problems from the literature and a lassi�ation is proposed. Finally,

the solution methods used to solve di�erent problems of hub-and-spoke struture will be

presented.
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1.2 Hub Loation Problem

The hub loation problem is onerned with loating hub failities and alloating non-

hub nodes (demand enters) to these loated hubs in order to route the �ow between

origin�destination pairs (Alumur, 2009).

Main problem is to selet hub nodes, to alloate spokes to hub and then routing the

demands.

In O'Kelly (1987), the number of spoke nodes alloated to a hub is not limited. All

spoke nodes an be alloated to just one hub. Eah spoke node must be assigned to a

single hub and the number of hub nodes is established. This problem was desribed as

Hub Loation Problem (HLP).

Hub loation problem is de�ned in Alumur and Kara (2008) as a problem of loa-

tion of spei� failities named hubs and of assignment of spoke nodes to these hubs

allowing �ow of demands. Hub loation problem an be lassi�ed as a topi of loation

problem (Hekmatfar and Pishvaee, 2009).

In Hekmatfar and Pishvaee (2009) and Farahani et al. (2013), a lassi�ation for hub

loation problems is based on the harateristis below:

• Solution domain:

� Network � the domain of nodes, where hubs are hosen, is omposed by all

nodes;

� Disrete � the domain of nodes, where hubs are hosen, is omposed by a set

of partiular nodes;

� Continuous � the domain of nodes, where hubs are hosen, is omposed by a

plane or a sphere.

• Objetive funtion riterion:

� Mini-max � the maximum transport ost of demands is minimized;

� Mini-sum � the ost of hub loation plus the ost of spoke alloation is mini-

mized.

• How to determine the number of hubs to loate:

� Exogenous � the number of hub nodes is de�ned as a parameter of the problem;

� Endogenous � the number of hub nodes is de�ned during the exeution. It is

a part of the solution.

• Number of hub nodes:

� Single hub � the network is omposed of just one single hub;
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� Multiple hubs � the network is omposed of p hubs. Where p an be de�ned

by an exogenous format or by an endogenous format.

• Hub apaity:

� Capaitated � eah hub node has a limited apaity;

� Unapaitated � eah hub node has an unlimited apaity.

• Cost of hub nodes:

� No ost � the ost to open a hub node is not applied;

� Fixed ost � the ost to open a hub node is de�ned as a parameter of the

problem;

� Variable ost � the ost to open a hub node is de�ned during exeution.

• Alloation of a spoke node to hub nodes:

� Single alloation � eah node an be alloated to just one hub;

� Multiple alloation � eah node an be alloated to more than one hub.

• Cost of spoke alloation:

� No ost � the ost to link a spoke node to a hub node is not applied;

� Fixed ost � the ost to link a spoke node to a hub node is de�ned as a

parameter of the problem;

� variable ost � the ost to link a spoke node to a hub node is de�ned during

the exeution.

These harateristis have de�ned di�erent problems in the literature.

Loation in Hub loation problem

exogenous loation

In O'Kelly (1987), a hub loation problem was presented with an exogenous harateristi.

Besides that, all nodes are andidates to hub node. Currently, these harateristis are

seen in several works (see for example Yaman (2011), EghbaliZarh et al. (2013), and

Mahmuto§ullar� and Kara (2015)).

Exogenous harateristi of hub loation problem is represented by a onstraint (on-

straint 1.1).

Conventional notation used in this hapter: let a network represented by a omplete

graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of nodes with n nodes and E is a set of edges with

m edges.
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n∑

j=1

xjj = p, (1.1)

where xjj is a binary variable that reeives 1 if node j ∈ V is alloated to itself (it is

a hub node) or 0 if j is not a hub node. Parameter p is a parameter (integer) of the

problem whih sets the number of hub nodes to open.

In Campbell (1994), p-hub enter problem is reated as an analogous to the p-enter

problem. In that model, a mini-max objetive funtion is presented for a disrete set of

hubs.

endogenous loation

Note that onstraint (1.1) or its variants are removed in mathematial models where an

endogenous harateristi is presented.

In O'Kelly (1992), onstraint (1.1) is removed. But, the ost for installation of a hub

node (a parameter of the model) is inserted in the objetive funtion trying to minimize

this ost and, onsequently, to limit the number of hub nodes. This problem was desribed

by Campbell (1994) as analogous to the unapaitated faility loation problem.

In hub overing problem proposed by Campbell (1994), ost for hub installation is

minimized. In this problem, eah demand point (eah origin and destination) needs to

be overed by a hub pair.

In Marianov et al. (1999), an endogenous harateristi is presented by an objetive

funtion in whih the sum of the expeted annual revenue from �ow minus the sum annual

amortized opening and ontinuing osts for eah potential hub are maximized in a hub

loation ompetitive model.

Also in Marianov et al. (1999), an endogenous harateristi is presented with a vari-

ation of onstraint (1.1) beause its right-hand-side is modi�ed. In their model, hubs are

reloated and new hubs are added (total of hubs is inreased). Then, right-hand-side is

omposed by the number of urrent hubs (hubs will be reloated or not) plus the number

of new hubs.

In Yaman and Carello (2005), the quantity of tra� transiting through the hub is

limited by the apaity of hub. But, the number of hubs is also limited by objetive

funtion beause the ost of hub installation is inserted.

In Horner and O'Kelly (2001), an endogenous loation of hubs and an endogenous

disount fator level in links of network are both applied. Hub loation is established by

the minimization of transport ost and the disount fator applied in all edges of network

is a onsequene of the quantity of �ow that irulates along the edge.
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In problems where the number of hub nodes is determined by an endogenous form,

the number of hub nodes are de�ned by di�erent fators, as for example: apaity of

hubs, hub installation osts and transport ost.

An other important harateristi presented in hub loation problems is alloation.

Single and multiple alloation of spoke nodes to hubs are used in di�erent works in

literature.

Alloation in Hub loation problem

In all �gures from this hapter, regional links (links between spokes or links spoke-hub)

are represented by full lines, hub links (links hub-hub) are represented by dashed lines,

hub nodes are represented by squares, spoke nodes are represented by irles and eah

region (or luster) is represented by a di�erent olor.

single alloation

The single alloation of spoke nodes is represented at Figure 1.1. Constraints (1.2) and

(1.3) are inserted in mathematial models to allow this harateristi.

n∑

j=1

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ V (1.2)

xij ≤ xjj, ∀i, j ∈ V (1.3)

where xij is a binary variable that reeives 1 if the node i ∈ V is alloated to the hub

node j ∈ V or 0 otherwise. In the onstraint (1.2), eah node i is alloated to just one

hub j. And in the onstraint (1.3), one node i is only alloated to a node j if j is a hub

node (xjj = 1).

Single alloation an be seen, for example, in Ernst and Krishnamoorthy (1996) for

unapaitated single alloation p-hub median problem and in Alumur et al. (2012b) for

single alloation unapaitated hub loation problem with unertainty in set-up osts or

unertainty in demands.

In the single alloation problem presented by Skorin-Kapov et al. (1996), onstraint

(1.3) is removed. Flow variable wijkl is used under the ondition that i is alloated to

hub k and j is alloated to hub l (onstraints (1.4) and (1.5)).

n∑

l=1

wijkl = xik, ∀i, j, k ∈ V (1.4)

n∑

k=1

wijkl = xjl, ∀i, j, l ∈ V (1.5)
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Figure 1.1: Hub-and-spoke network with single alloation

where wijkl is the perentage of �ow from i to j routed through hub nodes k and l ∈ V .

In Yaman and Carello (2005), a apaitated single assignment hub loation problem

with modular link apaities is showed. In this model, alloation ost and ost of ar

installation are minimized.

In Elhedhli and Hu (2005), unapaitated single assignment hub loation problem

with ongestion is presented. This model is obtained by the inorporation of a non-linear

ost term, representing tra� ongestion, in the objetive funtion of unapaitated single

assignment p-hub loation problem.

multiple alloation

In O'Kelly et al. (1996), models with single alloation and with multiple alloation are

ompared. In the seond one, the �ow between every origin-destination is routed between

some hub pair (onstraint (1.6)).

n∑

k,l=1

wijkl = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V (1.6)

Example of multiple alloation an be seen on Figure 1.2.

In Figure 1.2, multiple alloation is represented by irle nodes with two olors.

In Parvaresh et al. (2014), a multiple alloation p-hub median problem under inten-

tional disruptions is presented as an integer bi-objetive bi-level programming problem.

In this mathematial model, hubs are hosen in the �rst level of problem to minimize two

objetive funtion (minimize transport ost in a normal situation and minimize transport
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Figure 1.2: Hub-and-spoke network with multiple alloation

ost after r-interdition of hubs). While in the seond level, hubs are seleted for inter-

dition to maximize the damage to the system. Constraint (1.6) is represented at �rst

level of the problem (for a situation without disruption) and a similar onstraint, using

a similar variable, is represented at the seond level.

However, in Parvaresh et al. (2014), the variable wijkl used in the �rst level and a

similar variable used in the seond level of the problem are binary variables. Then,

despite multiple alloation, one demand an not be divided in fration parts that ross

di�erent hub pairs. Eah demand is assigned to a single hub pair.

In the unapaitated r-alloation p-hub median problem presented by Yaman (2011),

onstraints (1.3) and (1.6) are used in the model and onstraint (1.2) is replaed by

onstraint (1.7).

n∑

j=1

xij ≤ r, ∀i ∈ V (1.7)

where r, in onstraint (1.7), is a onstant of problem representing number of j hub nodes

that a spoke node i ∈ V an be assigned to.

In this model, although the number of hubs to alloate eah spoke node is de�ned

during exeution, a maximum number allowed an be de�ned before, allowing a single

alloation (r = 1), a full alloation (r = p, where p is the number of hubs) or an

intermediate alloation value (1 < r < p).

Routing in Hub loation problem

Mathematially speaking, after loation and alloation are de�ned, �ows an be routed.

Diret onnetions hub-hub and hub-spoke and the non onnetion spoke-spoke, two
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harateristis presented in hub loation problems, simplify the demand routing.

Campbell (1994) used the onstraints (1.8) and (1.9) for disrete hub loation prob-

lems (p-hub median problem, unapaitated hub loation problem, p-hub enter problem

and hub overing problem).

wijkl ≤ xkk, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (1.8)

wijkl ≤ xll, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (1.9)

Fration of �ow wijkl from node i to node j is routed through k and l if k and l are

seleted hub nodes.

In Skorin-Kapov et al. (1996), onstraints (1.8) and (1.9) are replaed by onstraints

(1.10) and (1.11), o�ering a model with a tighter linear relaxation.

n∑

l=1

wijkl ≤ xkk, ∀i, j, k ∈ V (1.10)

n∑

k=1

wijkl ≤ xll, ∀i, j, l ∈ V (1.11)

However, onstraints (1.10) and (1.11) are used when the inter-hub network is om-

posed of a full interonneted graph.

New onstraints and variables were inorporated in the mathematial model of hub

loation problem and di�erent network strutures have been developed. In next setion,

di�erent network strutures format are presented.

1.3 Hub Network Design Problem

O'Kelly and Miller (1994) de�ned hub network design problem as a problem that involves

�nding optimal hubs loation, assigning spoke nodes to hub and determining linkages

between nodes and �ows routing.

Hub network design problem are hub loation problem beause loation and alloation

are present in the models. But, the problems are omposed of hierarhy of hubs, hoie

of inter-hub links and onnetion between spokes.

In Alumur et al. (2012a), a multimodal hub loation and hub network design problem

is built with a variation of the onstraint (1.1). In this variation, nodes j are seleted

from a set of andidates hub nodes (disrete solution domain).

There are problems where hub nodes are divided in di�erent ategories of hub, onse-

quently, the loation of hub is made at di�erent levels. In Alumur et al. (2012), the set

of hubs is divided in hub, airport hub and entral airport hub. A single entral airport
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hub is �rstly loated. A group of airport hubs are loated and assigned to the entral

airport hub and a group of loated hub nodes are alloated to eah airport hub. There-

fore, a single loation is realized at the �rst level (one entral airport hub) and multiple

loations are performed at the other levels (p-airport hub and p-hubs).

Currently, models of hub-and-spoke network are not only omposed of harateristis,

suh as diret onnetions between hubs and no link between spoke nodes. Now, these

strutures are also modeled with di�erent layers, without full onnetions at hub level,

with links between spoke nodes at regional level allowing the reation a irular route (as

in the traveling salesman problem solution) or to reate routes (as in the vehile routing

problem) inside eah luster (region), et.

These harateristis have generated di�erent kinds of network strutures, o�ering the

routing of demands not only diretly or with one hub stop or two hub stops, but with

di�erent on�gurations.

Servie design in Hub network design problem

In Wieberneit (2008), the transportation of freight between two spokes, between one

spoke and one hub or between two hubs is de�ned as a servie. Servie route was de�ned

as a sequene of servies using a spei� �eet of vehiles. A servie network is made by

the union of all servie routes.

In what follows, we desribe this di�erent on�gurations used to implement servies

in hub-and-spoke network.

In hierarhial strutures like star shape network (Figure 1.3), hubs from a layer are

linked to nodes of a lower layer by diret onnetions. Nodes from the same layer an be

onneted by diret links, but this harateristi does not need to appear at eah layer.

Hierarhial star network strutures an be seen in Yaman (2009) and Alumur et al.

(2012).

In Figure 1.3, a seond lass (type) of hub nodes are represented by triangles.

In Alumur et al. (2012), a multimodal servie is presented with three layers. At lower

layer, demands between spoke node and hub node are transported by highway servies.

At intermediate layer, demands between hub node and airport hub are also transported

by highway servies. In this seond layer, demands between hub nodes onneted to

the same airport hub an have diret transport by highway servies without rossing

airport hub. At top layer, demands between airport hubs and a entral airport hub are

transported by airline servies. In this problem, the top level is omposed of a single

node.

In Yaman (2009), star struture is omposed of a top hub layer fully onneted hubs

(similar to Figure 1.3).

The sheduling of demands is veri�ed in Yaman (2009) and also in Alumur et al.
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Figure 1.3: Hierarhial star shape network struture

(2012). Departure time variables and arrival time variables are used in onstraints to

reate a transport onnetion between nodes from di�erent layers.

In Arshadi Khamseh and Doost Mohamadi (2014), the idea of inomplete hub net-

work was used at top hub level of a star network struture. The model was named

inomplete hierarhial hub enter network problem with single assignment.

A tree struture at hub level is used in Contreras et al. (2009), Contreras et al. (2010)

and de Sá et al. (2013). The model named tree of hubs loation problem is omposed of a

small tree, whih is made by hub nodes and a large tree. This large tree is omposed by a

small tree with an extension made by single alloation of spoke nodes to hubs (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Tree of hubs network struture

The same tree network struture has been also used by Kim and Tha (1992) and

Lee et al. (1996). But, in these works, the objetive funtion foused on alloation and
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installation osts, whereas in previous work, the objetive funtion foused in alloation

and routing osts.

In Alumur et al. (2012a), hubs are established with spei� transportation modes.

Then, two hubs using the same transportation mode an be linked. Links between all

hub nodes for a spei� transport mode, named ground transport mode, an also be

presented. Then, di�erent servies are established by using di�erent links.

Distint failities use hierarhial network strutures for transport or for distribution of

demands. A lassial problem in literature is the n-Ehelon Vehile Routing Problem (nE-

VRP). In this problem, ustomers are served by a entral depot via n-stage distribution

network (Drexl and Shneider, 2015).

In two-ehelon Vehile Routing Problem (2E-VRP), for example, the network is om-

posed of a single depot onneted to one or more intermediate depot, named satellites,

by irular routes. These satellites are also onneted to ustomers by irular routes

(see Craini et al. (2008) and Perboli and Tadei (2010)).

Di�erent from network strutures using hub failities, in 2E-VRP, demands �ow only

in one diretion (from entral depot to end ustomers). Satellites are responsible for

splitting the demand reeived from depot, allowing to the use of di�erent routes (satellite-

ustomers) to deliver the demand of di�erent ustomers.

Although the depot-satellite level allows the onnetion between satellites by using

vehiles, all reeived demand in eah satellite is originated from depot. Unlike the hub-

and-spoke problem that de�nes a general transport network (many-to-many), a 2E-VRP

is used as a goods distribution network (one-to-many).

A literature review about 2E-VRP an be seen in Drexl and Shneider (2015).

Therefore, in the hub-and-spoke network literature, servies are represented by di�er-

ent link onnetions, di�erent levels and di�erent modes of transport. But, demands are

routed in all diretions, beause hub nodes are not only soure nodes as in a fatory or

a warehouse, but are also transshipment points for the routing of �ows. Links between

hub failities allow for transport demands from di�erent levels of network.

Routing in Hub network design problem

Charateristis used for network design are linked with the ones from the routing of

demands in a similar way as harateristis of spoke alloation are attahed with the

ones from hub loation.

In di�erent problems from hub-and-spoke struture literature, routing an be per-

formed by visiting one hub, two hubs, or more. But in freight transportation, the more

hub nodes are used in the path, the more transshipments, sorting operations and oordi-

nation between demand points and hubs are required (Yaman, 2009).

Mathematial models were also modi�ed with the insertion of new variables and on-
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straints, allowing for the representation of the network design servies and, onsequently,

the routing in the di�erent parts of the network strutures.

Variable w (see onstraints (1.8), (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11)) is not enough in networks

with diret onnetions between spoke nodes and/or without fully interonneted hub

network (Nikel et al., 2001).

In Nikel et al. (2001), a mathematial model using a network design formulation is

presented and, besides variable w, variables sijkl, ykl and zkl are introdued.

sijkl is the fration of �ow between nodes i and j routed via spoke link (k, l) ∈ E,

ykl is a binary variable equal to 1 if hub edge (k, l) ∈ E is used in the network or 0,

otherwise. And zkl is a binary variable equal to 1 if non hub edge (k, l) ∈ E is used in

the network or 0, otherwise.

New onstraints were presented by Nikel et al. (2001) allowing the �ow of demands.

Flow onservation onstraints are the following:

n∑

l=1

(wijkl + sijkl − wijlk − sijlk) = 1, ∀i, j, k ∈ V : k = i, i 6= j (1.12)

n∑

l=1

(wijkl + sijkl − wijlk − sijlk) = −1, ∀i, j, k ∈ V : k = j, i 6= j (1.13)

n∑

l=1

(wijkl + sijkl − wijlk − sijlk) = 0, ∀i, j, k ∈ V : k 6= i, k 6= j, i 6= j (1.14)

Constraints (1.12), the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will leave the

soure node using the ar (i, l), where the �ow an be a �ow represented by variable w

(�ow in a ar-hub) or a �ow represented by variable s (�ow in a ar-non-hub).

Constraints (1.13), the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will be reeived in

the destination node using the ar (l, j), where the �ow will an be a �ow represented by

variable w (�ow in a ar-hub) or a �ow repesented by variable s (�ow in a ar-non-hub).

Constraints (1.14), all �ows that leave an intermediate vertex k (whih is not the

soure or the destination), will be equal to the �ow that has arrived at the intermediate

vertex.

Flow at hub level is routed only via hub edges:

wijkl + wijlk ≤ ykl, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (1.15)

Flow at regional level is routed only via spoke edges:

sijkl + sijlk ≤ zkl, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (1.16)
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Hub edges link only hub nodes:

ykl ≤ xkk, ∀k, l ∈ V (1.17)

ykl ≤ xll, ∀k, l ∈ V (1.18)

The hub network struture presented in Nikel et al. (2001) was used to represent a

publi transport problem. Demands are routed using the shortest paths due to onstraints

(1.15) and (1.16). This harateristi makes sense in some network modes, for example,

publi transport network or in ommuniation network, but not for all modes, suh as

liner shipping transport network.

In publi transport network, generally, a regular servie is performed by vehiles in

both diretions of an edge. In ommuniations network, a signal is routed in the edges in

both diretions. Therefore, in a irular network, di�erent demands an be routed, both

in a lokwise as ounterlokwise diretion(Figure 1.5).

Generally, in a liner shipping transport network (see Christiansen et al. (2013) and

Brouer et al. (2013)), goods are transported by vehiles performing a irular route in

just one diretion. One node is visited again after all other nodes had been visited. Then,

in this situation, direted edges need to be reated.

Figure 1.5: Network with demands between the nodes 0-5 and 0-8

In Figure 1.5, demand between nodes 0 and 5 are represented by direted red lines

and demand between nodes 0 and 8 are represented by direted yellow lines.

In mathematial model of hub network design problem with pro�ts, presented by

Alibeyg et al. (2016), only demands o�ering a pro�t are routed (pro�t-oriented models).

Servie-oriented models are also showed. In this seond ase, even a fration of demands

not o�ering pro�ts are routed, trying a penetration in the market by the ompany.
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The onept of graph partitioning is used in the partitioning-hub loation-routing

problem (Catanzaro et al., 2011). In this problem, a given network is partitioned in sub-

networks and one hub node is seleted in eah sub-network. The �ow between two nodes

an be diretly routed by spokes from the same sub-network, but it needs to use hub

nodes if the demand is between two di�erent sub-networks. Demands between two non

neighbor sub-networks are routed by several hub nodes.

In the next setion are presented problem in struture hierarhial, but with two

important harateristis: loation problem and vehile routing problem.

1.4 Hub Loation-Routing Problem

Hub loation-routing problem involves hub loation planning with tour planning. This

tour an our in the various layers.

In Nagy and Salhi (2007), some hub problems are grouped in a speial lass of Lo-

ation and Routing Problem (LRP). In these loation routing problems, failities (hubs)

are onneted to eah other by routes. This speial lass is divided in four ategories of

problems:

• Transportation-loation problem: onnetions inside lusters and onnetions be-

tween hubs are omposed of diret links;

• Many-to-many loation-routing problem: hub-spoke onnetions are omposed of

tours and hub-hub onnetions are omposed of diret links. Tour planning is

de�ned by Nagy and Salhi (2007) as a route with multiple stops;

• Vehile routing-alloation problem: onnetions inside the lusters are omposed

of diret links and onnetion hub-hub are omposed of tours. It is a partiular

variant of VRP problem in whih not all ustomers need to be served by vehiles;

• Multi-level loation-routing problem: onnetions inside the lusters and hub-hub

are omposed of tours.

In this setion, Hub loation-routing problem are based in Nagy and Salhi (2007). The

ombination of di�erent on�gurations between networks in hub level and in regional level

allows the di�erent ategories of hub loation-routing problems.

Transportation-loation problem

The Fully Interonneted Network Design Problem (FINDP) is omposed of a totally

interonneted network at hub level. Eah hub node is inserted in a di�erent luster and

eah luster is a disjoint set of nodes (single alloation). Nodes belonging to the same

hub are fully interonneted (Figure 1.6).
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This problem is showed by Thomadsen and Larsen (2007), where the network at hub

level is named bakbone network. The authors inluded a maximal and minimal number

of lusters (onsequently, the number of hub nodes). Eah luster is also omposed of

a minimal and maximal number of nodes. The fully interonneted network inside the

lusters are named aess network. Aess network and bakbone network are usually

used in the literature about teleommuniation network.

Still in Thomadsen and Larsen (2007), two variables are used to represent links. One

variable representing links in bakbone network and the other one in aess network of

the presented problem. The problem is desribed by the authors as a hierarhial problem

with two layers, however, no �ow variables are registered in the orresponding model.

Figure 1.6: Hierarhial network fully onneted at hub and luster levels

In Saboury et al. (2013), it is presented a new mathematial model for the fully inter-

onneted network design problem proposed by Thomadsen and Larsen (2007), in whih

the number of variables and onstraints are minimized.

A hub loation and routing problem is presented by Aykin (1995), but both diret

onnetion hub-spoke and hub-hub as some diret onnetions soure-destination (from

di�erent lusters) are used by the author. The servie is o�ered by a diret onnetion

soure-destination just for a set of predetermined demands.

In Mahmuto§ullar� and Kara (2015), a network similar to the one presented by Aykin

(1995) is used. Alternative paths are o�ered by soure-destination diret links between

spoke nodes. In these problems, spoke links are not parts (intermediate links) of a path

for demand deliveries, only a diret onnetion from a spoke soure to a spoke destination.
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Many-to-many loation-routing problem

Similar to one of the network strutures presented in our study, Rodríguez-Martín et al.

(2014) showed a hub network with diret onnetion between hubs and one irular route

inside disjoint lusters. Other similarities are lusters omposed of a single hub node,

lusters with two nodes (one hub and a single spoke node) and lusters with more than

two nodes making a irular route (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: Network with diret hub links and irular routes in lusters

In Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2014), a variations of onstraint ( 1.1) is presented in the

mathematial model of a hub loation and routing problem (HLRP). The left-hand-side

of onstraint (1.1) is divided in hub with no alloated spoke nodes, hub with only one

spoke node alloated and hub node with two or more spoke nodes alloated.

However, the model developed by Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2014) is omposed of a

single alloation of spoke nodes to a hub and of apaity onstraint limiting the number

of ars in a route, onsequently, the number of nodes, whih ompose the luster.

Nagy and Salhi (1998) proposed the many-to-many hub loation-routing problem

(MMHLRP). This problem is a two-level hub-and-spoke with diret onnetions at hub

level. In eah luster, routes an be reated as in a vehile routing problem (Figure 1.8).

In the model presented by Nagy and Salhi (1998), demands are �rstly olleted, then,

they are aggregated in the hub node and only then delivered. Therefore, demands with

soure and destination in the same luster (same route of a luster) are also initially

transported to hub and, only after, delivered to their respetive destinations.

In de Camargo et al. (2013), a new formulation for many-to-many loation-routing

problem was proposed. Pikup and delivered servies are made by the same vehile route.

Di�erent from (Nagy and Salhi, 1998), in this model version presented by de Camargo et al.

(2013), a disount fator is used at hub level.
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Figure 1.8: Network struture in many-to-many hub loation-routing problem

A network model similar to the one presented in de Camargo et al. (2013) is used by

Bostel et al. (2015). Hub nodes are hosen from a set of andidates nodes. The problem

was lassi�ed as Hub Loation Routing Problem (HLRP).

In many-to-many loation-routing problem, nodes visited by vehile routes an only

be a pikup servie, a delivery servie or it an be a pikup and delivery servie at the

same time (Nagy and Salhi, 1998), (Riek et al., 2014).

In Sun (2016), a network similar to the one presented in Figure 1.8 is omposed of

pikup servie routes and delivery servie routes. Servies are done in di�erent routes

beause the set of nodes used in pikup servie is di�erent from the set of nodes used

in delivery servie. The author de�ned the problem as Hub Loation-Routing Problem

(HLRP).

A hierarhial struture with multiple alloation is showed in Çetiner et al. (2010).

The orresponding mathematial model is not presented, but an iterative two-stage pro-

edure is desribed. In the �rst stage, hub loation and multiple alloation of spoke nodes

are performed. In the seond stage, vehile routing problem is solved inside eah luster.

Di�erent lusters are onneted by diret hub ars, but they an also be onneted by one

ommon node or one ommon ar (two nodes alloated to the same hub) (see Figure 1.9).

Multi-level loation-routing problem

In Lopes et al. (2016), it is also presented a network struture similar to the one presented

in our study. Hub level and lusters level are omposed of irular routes. Eah luster

is a disjoint set (single alloation of nodes) that an be omposed of one node (only the

hub), two nodes (hub and one spoke) or more (Figure 1.10).

However, as well as the model presented by Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2014), the num-
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Figure 1.9: Hub network with irular regional tours and multiple alloation

Figure 1.10: Cirular routes both at hub and luster levels

ber of nodes inside eah luster is also limited in Lopes et al. (2016).

In Lopes et al. (2016), the presented model was alled Many-to-Many p-Loation-

Hamiltonian Cyle Problem (MMpLHP).

In teleommuniation literature, networks with irular route at hub level and ir-

ular routes at luster level are named Hierarhial Self-Healing Ring Networks (see

Shi and Fonseka (1994)).

In ring networks, demands an be rerouting when a failure ours in a link or node.

Detetion of failure and tra� rerouting at ring network an be ahieved in a fration of a

seond (Carpenter and Luss, 2006), when using the ring arhiteture named Synhronous

Digital Hierarhy (SDH), or Synhronous Optial Network (SONET) in United States

(Henningsson et al., 2006).
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In Altinkemer (1994), a study onerning an aess network (regional network) is

presented. The mathematial model optimizes the �ow inside the lusters by making

several rings for eah luster. The authors lassi�ed the problem as similar to the multi-

depot vehile routing problem.

A study regarding aess network is also done in Kang et al. (2000). The mathemat-

ial model allows the luster to be omposed of one or two hubs.

In Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2016a), Hierarhial Ring Network Problem (HRNP) is

studied. Eah luster an be omposed of q nodes (maximum) and only network design

is approahed (�ow variables are not present).

While in Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2016b), a seond model of hierarhial ring network

problem is presented. In this seond paper, the problem is desribed as ring/k-rings

beause one ring is made between hubs and k-rings an be made for eah luster. In eah

luster, at least one ring is reated. Similar to Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2016a), eah

luster is omposed of q nodes (maximum) and �ow routing is not studied.

Hierarhial ring network with one irular route at hub level and one irular route for

eah luster is presented in Thomadsen (2005). Loation, alloation, servie design and

routing are solved by two mathematial models (ring partitioning and the ring-generation

problem.). The �rst problem is a set-partitioning problem to hoose the lowest ost subset

of rings. While in the seond problem, tour and routing are made. Clusters are omposed

of a limited number of nodes.

Vehile routing-alloation problem

Following with di�erent network strutures, note that in Nagy and Salhi (2007) vehile

routing-alloation problem was also de�ned as a ategory of hub loation-routing problem.

In this ategory, a network struture is omposed of a irular route only at hub level

(Figure 1.11).

In Contreras et al. (2016) a network with diret hub-spoke onnetions and irular

route at hub level is used. The network is desribed by the authors as a yle-star network.

A yle hub loation problem (CHLP) is presented in their works.

Routing in Hub loation-routing problem

Now, �ows in hub-and-spoke struture are routed by one-stop servie (one hub is visited

in the route), two-stop servie (two hubs are used in the route), multiple stops in tours or

no-stop servie in Aykin (1994), Aykin (1995). In the fourth ase, a set of routes allowing

diret transporting are given as parameters of the hub loation and routing problem.

In Sung and Jin (2001) and in Wagner (2007), a network divided in lusters is given.

Inside eah luster, a hub node is seleted and �ows are routed by hub nodes or by diret

links (soure-destination). In this Cluster Hub Loation Problem (CHLP), transport ost
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Figure 1.11: Network with irular hub route and diret links in lusters

using hub links, transport ost using diret links, as well as the �xed ost to install a hub

in the seleted node are minimized.

In this hapter, several hub and spoke problems have been presented. In the next

setion, a lassi�ation for the presented problems is showed (see Table 1.1). This las-

si�ation is based on the identi�ed problem (hub loation problem, hub network design

problem, hub loation-routing problem).

1.5 Hub-and-spoke problems lassi�ation

Based on the presented studies, di�erent harateristis of hub-and-spoke problem have

been developed. In this setion, these works and main harateristis are grouped in

three di�erent problem lasses.

In Table (1.1), the �rst olumn is related to the ategories of problems, seond olumn

onerns the main harateristis presented and third olumn is omposed by di�erent

works presented before. Eah line from Table (1.1) represents a di�erent lassi�ation

group.

Charateristis presented in olumn two are not all used in the same problem. Eah

problem uses a ombination of harateristis.

However, hierarhial strutures of hub loation-routing problem ombining diret

onnetion spoke-spoke and multiple alloation were negleted by researhers (see Ta-

ble 1.2).

Table 1.2 is based on the four ategories of problems of hub loation and routing

problem presented in Nagy and Salhi (2007).

The models developed in our study are inluded in two di�erent ategories of Table 1.2:
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many-to-many loation-routing problem and multi-level loation-routing problem.

Table 1.1: Proposed Hub-and-spoke lassi�ation

Categories of problem Main harateristis Works of literature

Hub Loation Problem

- assoiated sub-problems:

loation, alloation, routing;

- diret hub link;

- no spoke-spoke link;

- single alloation, multiple

alloation.

- single alloation unapaitated hub loation

problem (Alumur et al., 2012b)

- multiple alloation p-hub median problem

(Parvaresh et al., 2014)

- single alloation p-hub median problem

(O'Kelly, 1987)

- apaitated single alloation hub loation

problem with modular link apaities

(Yaman and Carello, 2005)

- unapaitated hub loation problem with

single alloation (Cunha and Silva, 2007)

- unapaitated r-alloation p-hub median problem

(Yaman, 2011)

- robust bi-objetive unapaitated single alloation

p-hub median problem (Amin-Naseri et al., 2016)

- reliable single alloation hub loation problem

(An et al., 2015)

- reliable multi alloation hub loation problem

(An et al., 2015)

- hub overing loation problem (EghbaliZarh et al., 2013)

- p-hub enter problem (Campbell, 1994)

- unapaitated single assignment hub loation problem

with ongestion (Elhedhli and Hu, 2005)

Hub Network Design

Problem

- two or more hierarhial levels;

- diret hub onnetion is relaxed;

- spoke-spoke link is allowed;

- assoiated sub-problems: loation,

alloation, servie design, routing;

- single alloation.

- multimodal hub loation and hub network design problem

(Alumur et al., 2012a)

- tree of hubs loation problem (Contreras et al., 2009),

(Contreras et al., 2010), (de Sá et al., 2013)

- partitioning-hub loation-routing problem

(Catanzaro et al., 2011)

- inomplete hierarhial hub enter network problem

with single assignment

(Arshadi Khamseh and Doost Mohamadi, 2014)

- hierarhial multimodal hub loation problem

with time-de�nite deliveries (Alumur et al., 2012)

- hierarhial hub median problem with single assignment

(Yaman, 2009)

Hub Loation-Routing

Problem

- two hierarhial levels;

- assoiated sub-problems: loation,

alloation, tour servie design, routing;

- single alloation, multiple alloation;

- diret hub onnetion is relaxed;

- spoke-spoke link is allowed.

These problems are subdivided in Table 1.2

based on Nagy and Salhi (2007) lassi�ation

Our developed models are named: Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem

with Sub-Hub (MMpHLRPSH), Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem (MM-

pHLRP), Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem with Sub-Hub (tLpHLRPSH) and

Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem (tLpHLRP).
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Table 1.2: Hub loation and routing problems based on Nagy and Salhi (2007) ategories

Classi�ation single alloation multiple alloation

Transportation-loation problem

(Diret onnetion)

- FINDP

(Thomadsen and Larsen, 2007)

(Saboury et al., 2013)

* no �ow routing

- CHLP

(Sung and Jin, 2001)

(Wagner, 2007)

- HLRP

(Aykin, 1995)

Many-to-many loation-routing

problem

(TSP inside lusters)

- MMpHLRP

Our fourth proposed problem

- HLRP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2014)

(VRP inside lusters)

- MMHLRP

(Nagy and Salhi, 1998)

(de Camargo et al., 2013)

- HLRP

(Bostel et al., 2015)

(Sun, 2016)

(TSP inside lusters)

- MMpHLRPSH

Our third proposed problem

(VRP inside lusters)

- HLRP

(Çetiner et al., 2010)

* no mathematial model

Vehile routing-alloation problem

(Diret onnetion)

- CHLP

(Contreras et al., 2016)

-

Multi-level loation-routing problem

(TSP inside the lusters)

- tLpHLRP

Our seond proposed problem

- MMpLHP

(Lopes et al., 2016)

* no �ow routing

- HRNP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2016a)

* no �ow routing

(Thomadsen, 2005)

(VRP inside lusters)

- HRNP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2016b)

* no �ow routing

- tLpHLRPSH

Our �rst proposed problem
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Table 1.3: Main harateristis of hub loation and routing problem identi�ed in literature

PROBLEM

SOLUTION APPROACH HUB LOCATION ALLOCATION

NUMBER OF NODES

IN A CLUSTER

SERVICE DESIGN

IN REGIONAL NETWORK

SERVICE DESIGN

IN HUB NETWORK

SERVICE

ROUTING

� EXACT METHOD

APPROXIMATE

METHOD

EXOGENOUS ENDOGENOUS SINGLE MULTIPLE LIMITED UNLIMITED

SINGLE

ROUTE

MULTIPLE

ROUTES

DIRECT

CONNECTION

CIRCULAR

DIRECT

CONNECTION

UNIDIRECTIONAL BIDIRECTIONAL �

tLpHLRPSH

* * * * * * * * *

tLpHLRP

* * * * * * * * *

MMpHLRPSH

* * * * * * * * *

MMpHLRP

* * * * * * * * *

FINDP

(Thomadsen and Larsen, 2007)

* * * * * * *

FINDP

(Saboury et al., 2013)

* * * * * * *

HLRP

(Aykin, 1995)

* * * * * * * *

CHLP

(Sung and Jin, 2001)

* * * * * * * *

CHLP

(Wagner, 2007)

* * * * * * * *

HLRP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2014)

* * * * * * * *

MMHLRP

(Nagy and Salhi, 1998)

* * * * * * * *

MMHLRP

(de Camargo et al., 2013)

* * * * * * * *

HLRP

(Bostel et al., 2015)

* * * * * * * *

HLRP

(Sun, 2016)

* * * * * * * *

HLRP

(Çetiner et al., 2010)

* * * * * * * *

CHLP

(Contreras et al., 2016)

* * * * * * * * *

MMpLHP

(Lopes et al., 2016)

* * * * * * *

HRNP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2016a)

* * * * * * *

HRNP

(Thomadsen, 2005)

* * * * * * * *

HRNP

(Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2016b)

* * * * * * *
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In Table 1.3, the main harateristis of our developed models are ompared with

harateristis from works inserted in the Table 1.2.

Table 1.3 is started with harateristis of models developed in this thesis. For more

details onerning our developed models, see hapter 3. Eah asterisk represents a har-

ateristi presented by the respetive model.

Although hub-and-spoke network is omposed of loation, alloation, servie design

and routing, links between the harateristis of these parts have generated an integrated

system.

The solving methods have been enhaned, whih try to solve all parts of a hub-and-

spoke system at the same time.

1.6 Solving methods for hub-and-spoke struture

Greater is the quantity of harateristis (see Table 1.1) used in a hub and spoke problem,

higher is the pratial di�ulty of the problem solving.

Due to this di�ulty, only small and medium instanes of the problems presented in

this hapter an be solved by exat methods. Big instanes must be solved by heuristis,

metaheuristis, or hybrid methods.

Based on the problem lassi�ation presented in Table 1.1, some problems and their

solving methods are presented below.

Group 1 - Hub Loation Problem

In this group is the greatest quantity of problems about hub and spoke. Consequently, the

largest variety of solving methods is also presented. Below, some examples are mentioned:

Two heuristis were developed for single alloation p-hub median problem proposed

by O'Kelly (1987). In the �rst one, all existing possibilities of p hub loation are enu-

merated and eah spoke node is alloated to the nearest hub. In the seond one, the

alloation is performed in a di�erent way beause the spoke node an be alloated to the

�rst or the seond nearest hub.

Classial metaheuristis like GRASP, Tabu Searh, Variable Neighborhood Searh

(VNS) and geneti algorithm are used to solve di�erent versions of hub loation problem.

In Peiró et al. (2014), Grasp was used to solve unapaitated r-alloation p-hub median

problem. In Martí et al. (2015), the same problem was solved by the Satter Searh

methodology. In Cunha and Silva (2007), a memeti algorithm (geneti algorithm with a

loal searh) is applied on Unapaitated Hub Loation Problem with Single Alloation

and with variable disount fators on the linkages between hubs. In Yaman and Carello

(2005), a apaitated single alloation hub loation problem with modular link apaities

is solved by a loal searh approah. This problem is deomposed in two sub-problems
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(loation and assignment). A tabu searh is applied on loation sub-problem to �nd

the best set of hubs. In assignment sub-problem, a basi loal searh is applied for the

alloation of spoke nodes.

Combinations of metaheuristis are also used in the literature in order to improve

results. A hybrid metaheuristi is used to solve a robust bi-objetive unapaitated single

alloation p-hub median problem in Amin-Naseri et al. (2016). In this metaheuristi,

the diversi�ation phase is performed by a satter searh and high-quality solutions are

explored by a Variable Neighborhood Searh.

Exat methods are also represented in hub loation problem literature. In An et al.

(2015), a Lagrangian relaxation method is used in a branh and bound framework trying

to solve a reliable single alloation hub loation problem and a reliable multi alloation

hub loation problem.

Group 2 - Hub Network Design Problem

In this group, the observed problems are mainly solved by exat methods and deompo-

sition methods:

In Alumur et al. (2012a), the multimodal hub loation and hub network design prob-

lem is solved in two phases: initially a overing problem is solved by Gurobi solver and,

after that, the alloation is optimized together with transportation.

Tree of hubs is solved with Lagrangean relaxation by Contreras et al. (2009). In

de Sá et al. (2013), it is solved with Benders deomposition.

A branh and ut is used by Catanzaro et al. (2011) for the partitioning-hub loation-

routing problem.

In Arshadi Khamseh and Doost Mohamadi (2014), inomplete hierarhial hub enter

network problem with single assignment is solved with optimization software (GAMS and

Cplex).

Hierarhial multimodal hub loation problem with time-de�nite deliveries is solved

with Cplex solver by Alumur et al. (2012). The problem is solved in two di�erent forms:

without valid inequalities insertion and with valid inequalities.

A proposed mixed integer programming model for the hierarhial hub median prob-

lem with single assignment is solved by Cplex by Yaman (2009).

Group 3 - Hub Loation-Routing Problem

In this group, problems are mainly solved by exat methods or by heuristi methods using

deomposition.

Due to the fat that hub loation and routing problems are omposed of di�erent

sub-problems, then, deomposition methods seem to be a natural way to solve them.
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In Thomadsen and Larsen (2007), fully interonneted network design problem was

solved by a olumn generation in a branh and bound framework, whih is named branh

and prie. In Sung and Jin (2001), a dual-based approah is used for the luster hub loa-

tion problem. In Wagner (2007), the luster hub loation problem is solved by a onstraint

programming approah. A branh-and-ut algorithm was used to solve a hub loation

and routing problem presented by Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2014). Cyle hub loation

problem is also solved with an branh and ut in Contreras et al. (2016). Hierarhial

ring network design problem is solved in (Rodríguez-Martín et al., 2016a) with branh-

and-ut and in Thomadsen (2005) with branh-and-prie algorithm. Branh-and-ut is

also used to solve the ring/k-rings network design problem in (Rodríguez-Martín et al.,

2016b). While in de Camargo et al. (2013), the many-to-many hub loation routing prob-

lem is solved with Benders deomposition.

In Aykin (1995), the hub loation and routing problem is solved in an iterative manner

after the deomposition of problem in hub loation problem and routing problem. A

deomposition method is also presented by Nagy and Salhi (1998) for the many-to-many

hub loation routing problem. In the deomposition presented by Nagy and Salhi (1998),

loation is solved before routing. But an inter-relation between loation and routing is

desribed as a third part of deomposition method. In Çetiner et al. (2010), an iterative

hub loation and routing heuristi is used for the hub-loation routing problem.

However, works using metaheuristi are also found:

In Saboury et al. (2013), two hybrid metaheuristis were proposed to solve the fully

interonneted network design problem. In the �rst hybrid metaheuristi, a VNS is used

in the improvement phase of a Simulated Annealing framework. In the seond one, a VNS

is used in the improvement phase of a Tabu Searh. Cyle hub loation problem is solved

with GRASP in Contreras et al. (2016). In Lopes et al. (2016), three metaheuristis are

used to solve the many-to-many p-loation-hamiltonian yle problem: a biased random-

key geneti algorithm, a multi-start with VND improvement algorithm and a simple loal

searh with multistart.

Our proposed models are lassi�ed in this third group of problems (see Table 1.2

and hapter 3). A deomposition VNS is used to solve the proposed models of hub

loation-routing problems.

1.7 Conlusions

Hub-and-spoke strutures were developed with the idea of routing demands using inter-

mediate points (hubs) instead of diret onnetions.

Although delivery time is inreased by these intermediate points and a larger on-

gestion is veri�ed in these area as onsequene of the onentrated �ows, this network
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struture is used beause an eonomy of sale is o�ered due to a larger volume of �ow in

onsequene of the aggregate demands.

Works have been developed allowing demands to �ow between spoke nodes without

using hub nodes. But, this harateristi is only o�ered between two nodes inside the same

luster (set omposed of one hub and its alloated spoke nodes) (Rodríguez-Martín et al.,

2014) or for a spei� set of demands through of alternative paths (Aykin, 1995). Con-

sequently, a small redution will be veri�ed in the transport ost if ompared to a pure

hub-and-spoke.

When a multiple alloation is veri�ed in problems from the literature, spoke-spoke

onnetion as parts of a delivery path is not used. Only few puntual and diret (soure-

destination) demands are met by this harateristi and the transport ost redution is

not so impated.

Mathematial models for hub-and-spoke problem with routing of �ow in hierarhial

network struture omposed of spoke nodes onnetions inside the lusters plus onne-

tions between lusters (sub-hub idea), whih means multiple alloation of spoke nodes,

were not identi�ed in literature.

Mathematial models with routing of �ow in hierarhial network allowing spoke

onnetions (diret onnetion between any pair of nodes belonging to the same luster,

irular routes in luster or star struture with links between spokes from the same luster,

et), besides being omposed of disjoint luster, have been mainly designed with fully

onneted hubs. Cirular routes at hub and luster level with routing is only identi�ed

in teleommuniation literature for ring network problem.

In the two next hapters, mathematial models for routing of �ow in hierarhial

hub-and-spoke networks are presented. Models are reated to allow network strutures

with irular routes at luster level and irular route at hub level and network strutures

with irular routes at luster level and diret onnetions at hub level. In both network

strutures, two new models are proposed: in the �rst one, only disjoint lusters are

allowed and, in the seond one, lusters with an intersetion point in a spoke node are

allowed.

Models were developed for freight transport network. Therefore, two groups of di-

reted edges (at luster and hub levels) were inserted allowing demands to �ow using

unidiretional irular servies.

In this study, importane/reality of eonomy of sale in hub network was not disussed

beause it is a harateristi used almost by all researhers of hub-and-spoke literature.

Eonomy of sale is also presented in our models.

However, developed models are ompared trying to show that, in a hub-and-spoke

network, it an be o�ered a larger gain in transport ost when both eonomy of sale in

hub ars and shorter alternative paths are mixed in a single model.
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Chapter 2

A new hub network design at liner

shipping operations

A paper published in the International Journal of Shipping and Transport Lo-

gistis: A new hub network design integrating deep sea and short sea servies

at liner shipping operations (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2017)

Abstrat: Liner shipping is an inreasingly attrative maritime transport, not only

by the growing volume of goods transported in the world, but also by the diversity of

produts that an be arried and its servie stability. At liner shipping operation, a

hub and spoke struture is often used in whih deep sea servies take plae at the hub

network and short sea servies an be done in the regional network between the hub

and its respetive spoke nodes. In this study, a new hierarhial struture of hub and

spoke with sub-hub is presented. Deep sea servies and short sea servies are depited

in irular form and the sub-hubs are intersetion points of neighbors regional networks.

Both argo-routing with transshipment in hub ports or in sub-hub ports are allowed. The

binary integer linear programming model proposed in this study o�ers, together, a hub

loation with multiple spoke alloation problem, a servie design problem and the argo

routing problem. Experimental results show good performanes ompared to the lassi

hub and spoke network struture.

Keywords: Maritime transport; liner shipping; deep sea; short sea; network design;

servie design; hub and spoke; hierarhial struture; sub-hub; routing argo; transship-

ment; hub loation; multiple alloation; binary integer linear programming.

2.1 Introdution

Inreasing globalization of trade is urrently experiened by the world, and liner shipping

has been largely responsible for this hange of behavior in the international trade senario.

Maritime transport has been lassi�ed, (Christiansen et al., 2007) and (Andersen,
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Figure 2.1: Container of 1 TEU. Soure: www.dimensionsinfo.om/20ft-ontainer-size/

2010), on tramp shipping, industrial shipping and liner shipping.

Regarding tramp shipping, the ship route is de�ned by argo destination, whih is,

usually omprised of a single produt. A tramper is a ship that has no �xed routing (as

well as itinerary or shedule) and is available at short notie to load any argo from and

to any port.

Conerning industrial shipping, the transportation is provided by the owner of the

goods. This type of operation has been used by oil ompanies, where only one produt

is transported, and the route is set aording to the demand.

For a liner shipping, the goods are arried in ontainers. Routes are pre-de�ned and

the servie ours in a regular way. A liner servie generally ful�lls the shedule, unless

in ases where a all at one of the ports has been unduly delayed due to natural auses.

During the 60s, with the growth of world trade, the operations of liner shipping

were no longer being met e�iently by the break bulk system (Stopford, 2009). The

argo handling proedure was simpli�ed by the load unitization with palletization and

ontainerization, thus aelerating the transport operations.

Through this load unitization, goods from di�erent owners are transported, at the

same time, by a single vessel. Di�erent types of argos also beame transportable, beause

they are ontainerized aording to their harateristis, as in the ase of produts using

refrigerated ontainers.

Aording to Andersen (2010), ontainers are produed in a large number of variants,

but the 20-foot-long (1 TEU - Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit) and 40-foot-long (2 TEU)

are the most ommons (Figure 2.1).

Trying to aompany this growth on maritime transport, ompanies have inreasingly

invested in more e�ient ships. Greater arrying apaity ombined with lower fuel

onsumption is showed by these new ship generations. Reently, the Frenh ompany

CMA CGM has launhed Kerguelen, whih is one of the largest ontainer ship in the

world with a apaity for 17.722 TEU.

The vessel apaity is measured in TEU and the lassi�ation of vessel size is based on

the largest possible anal size that an be transited by the vessel. For example, Panamax
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(Panama Canal), Suezmax (Suez Canal), and Malaamax (Strait of Malaa), (Andersen,

2010).

Ports and hannels are being upgraded to reeive these inreasingly larger vessels, suh

as the post-panamax vessels, and to arry out harging and disharging more quikly.

Liner shipping has been an inreasingly attrative goods transport system, not only

by the growing volume of goods transported in the world, but also by the diversity of

produts that an be arried and by the servie stability. In these operations, routes are

modi�ed only six months after noti�ation and the rates are published and remain stable

for long periods.

Aording to Plum (2013), the business of liner shipping is often ompared to publi

transit systems, suh as bus lines, where eah station/port has a frequeny of visits. In

the ase of liner shipping, the frequeny is usually weekly.

The sequene of ports visited by a vessel, operating a given servie, usually is in

irular form. Soon, if it is neessary four weeks in order to a ship to visit all the ports

of a servie, then, to make a weekly visit to all ports belonging to this servie, four ships

are neessary to be used at the operations along the same line.

Liner shipping operations are divided into deep sea and short sea servie. In short

sea servie, regional o�erings are olleted by small ships, then they are transported to

large apaity ports.

Large apaity ports are used as hub, olleting the o�er from di�erent regional ports

and onsolidating those with similar destinations. After onsolidated, goods are sent to

their regions of destinations through a large vessel operating a deep sea servie.

These large vessels are used to onnet hub ports, traveling ontinental distanes,

distributing demands and olleting o�ers from di�erent regions.

One the destination region of goods is ahieved through the port hub, a seond short

sea servie takes plae for delivering to the �nal destination.

Hub ports are transshipment points for ommodities. The end point of a ommodity,

with origin and destination in di�erent regions, is ahieved after the transshipment in

two hub ports, being the �rst in the hub from the soure region and the seond in the

hub from the destination region.

However, in liner shipping operations, it is highlighted that ports hub also has its own

o�er and demand, both at regional and ontinental levels.

Deep sea and short sea operations are onneted via hub ports, making a large network

of servies. In Andersen (2010), it is desribed that a series of major ports referred to

the hubs will provide the interfae between the servie networks of short sea and deep

sea arriers through the transshipment of freight.

A network with 13 ports is represented by a direted graph on Figure 2.2, where the

hub ports verties are represented by squares and the spokes alloated to eah hub nodes
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Figure 2.2: Hub and spoke network for deep sea and short sea servie

are represented by irular verties. Deep sea servies are represented by the dashed ars

and short sea servies are represented by ontinuous ars.

The servies are presented in Figure 2.2 in yli form, both as deep sea level and

short sea level. Using this network, goods an be sent from one port to any other port in

the network. The route that the goods have to travel is unique in this way.

At the planning of a supply servie in maritime transport, several fators are onsid-

ered. Wieberneit (2008) relates some of them, whih are highlighted:

• whih is the route of a servie?

• whih is the frequeny?

• whih vehile do we use?

• how is eah ommodity routed?

With the deision of the routes of eah servie, the integration between deep sea and

short sea, seeking to minimize the time that a argo is stored in a port, an be better

planed by maritime ompanies.

While that, with visit frequeny at eah port and type of vehile that will be used in

the servie, an e�ient berth sheduling an be planned by the ports for eah ship and

an estimated �ow an be developed, on whih a better sheduling rane an be o�ered

by the ports.

When the routing sequene of eah ommodity is set, the transit time is possible to

be estimated.

All these fators involved at the deision of the implementation of a servie network

are still di�ult beause the supplier needs to keep a ustomer satisfation level and meet

the environmental legislations.

Due to hub and spoke struture being used by liner shipping network, routes between

hubs at deep sea servie are highlighted with a larger apaity and, onsequently, with
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greater eonomies of sale.

Given the fat that short sea servie an be done in yli form using a ship to

ollet/deliver the goods of all ports from a region, a regional ommodity does not need

to perform a transshipment, beause the goods are just routed from the soure port to

the destination port, whih is loated in the same region.

Ports with small volume of goods are also favored by this type of servie in yli

form, beause argos from di�erent points are olleted by a single ship, where the ship

apaity is ompleted with small demands.

The main drawbaks of a hub and spoke network are the longer routes and the time

spent in terminals, whih are onsequenes of this struture (Craini and Kim, 2007).

Due to the time windows that ships must respet to visit ports, delays are failitated

with the use of long routes. Also, the long time used in a terminal by a ship ends up

allowing the ongestion training by the ships waiting to dok.

In the ase of maritime transport, these delays are also observed in onsequene of

bad weather, mehanial problems, strike at ports or rew and ongestion in passageway.

When the whole demand is servied by a ship, a revenue is reeived by it, but if the

demand is servied by the ship with late, failed to be met or it is answered in part, a

penalty is generally paid by the arrier.

Therefore, trying to redue these delays, the speed of navigation an be inreased or

visits at some ports on the route are omitted by ships.

With the inrease in the speed of navigation, the delay an be redued by the ship,

but this alternative ends up bringing other onsequenes. When a ship is speeded up,

spending on fuel onsumption and CO2 emissions are proportionally inreased. The ost

of bunker fuel is a ubi funtion of speed (Brouer et al., 2013).

The CO2 produed by maritime transport is estimated at 2.7% of CO2 emission

worldwide, of whih 25% orresponds to ontainer vessels (Plum, 2013).

About the omission of a port by a ship trying to redue the delay on the route, several

onsequenes are generated both for the ship as for the omitted port.

When a port is omitted by a ship operating in deep sea servie, the o�er and demand

of an entire region will no longer be served by the ship. The o�er from the omitted port

will be answered only by the next ship in the route, requiring the payment of a penalty

by the ship.

A demand that should be delivered by a ship at the port omitted an only be delivered

in the next visit of the ship at the port, beause the route is in yli form and has the

same diretion for all ships alloated to the servie.

Observing Figure 2.2, if hub ports 5 and 6 are in two lose regions and hub ports 7

and 8 are in other two neighbor regions, a ommodity originating from spoke node 12

and with destination in spoke 10 needs to perform a journey aross the network, visiting
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far regions and only then reahing the �nal port.

For a maritime ompany to get a ompetitive advantage between its ompetitors, it

is neessary a servie network that meets its ustomers in the shortest possible time,

maintaining ustomer satisfation and performing a green logistis, avoiding to violate

environmental laws of di�erent ountries.

Reahing and sustaining a ompetitive advantage is only ahieved by long-term a-

tions. In Christiansen et al. (2007), network design is lassi�ed as a strategi planning

problem in maritime transport and routing as tatial planning problem.

For maritime ompanies, an e�ient and sustainable network struture is ahieved

more easily with the deployment of a supply servie.

With the e�etive design of a network, the amount of vessels operating in eah servie

an be redued and, onsequently, the fuel expenses, the amount of CO2 emitted and the

ost for the rews are also redued.

The number of transshipments an be further redued with the hoie of hub ports,

and, as a onsequene, the travel time of the goods an be redued too.

With an e�ient implementation of short sea servie, the main haul of regional journey

undertaken by truks and trains an be done by ships, ahieving greater eonomies of

sale and leaving just the door-to-door servie to truks. It an help redue road network

ongestions, as well as CO2 emissions (Andersen, 2010).

This hapter is organized as follows: In setion 2, the main researhes in maritime

transport are highlighted with a fous on the hub loation, servie network design and

routing problem. Setion 3 desribes our proposed mathematial model for designing

network with alternative paths. Setion 4 shows the results we obtained and, �nally,

as the onlusion part, the main observations and diretions of future researhes are

presented.

2.2 Literature Review

Liner shipping has inreasingly attrated the interest of researhers within a perspetive

of operational researh, with works addressing di�erent ontexts of the problem.

Charateristis of transshipment operations are highlighted by Meng and Wang (2011b),

Zheng et al. (2014) and Mulder and Dekker (2014).

In Meng and Wang (2011b), a mathematial programming model with equilibrium

onstraints for intermodal hub and spoke network design (IHSND) was developed, where

it is de�ned one physial network and an operational network. Physial network involves

nodes, links and transshipment lines, and the transfer proess of ontainers in a hub is

re�eted by operational network. The ost of transportation on the network and the ost

of operations in the hubs are minimized by the model.
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A two-phase mathematial programming model for liner hub and spoke shipping net-

work design is presented in Zheng et al. (2014). Phase 1 presents the hub loation and the

spoke alloation, where diret links from spoke nodes to hubs node are observed together

with a simple alloation, or in other words, eah spoke node is alloated to only one hub

and eah hub is visited by the demand of their spokes. Maritime abotage onstraints

are also presented at the phase 1. Meanwhile in phase 2, routing with the deployment of

a �eet of ships subjet to transit time restrition is arried out. In this phase, it is used

a hub expansion tehnique, where a hub is expanded in n hubs, n being the number of

ommodities that were transshipped in this hub.

In Mulder and Dekker (2014) �eet design and ship sheduling are ombined by on-

sidering them as neessary points in the building of the servie network, along with a

argo routing, to the proposed problem. A set of routes with transshipment ost and

apaity of the route of ships are onsidered by the authors.

Di�erent formulations of servie sheduling or of argo routing are addressed in

Zheng et al. (2014), Mulder and Dekker (2014), Wang and Meng (2014), Meng and Wang

(2011a), Plum et al. (2014a) and Plum et al. (2014b).

A mixed-integer non-linear and non-onvex programming model for liner shipping

network design problem with deadlines is presented in Wang and Meng (2014). At the

model, it is maximized the pro�t for a single route on a loop form, respeting the on-

straints of ontainer shipment demand split delivery, transit deadlines, weekly frequeny

servie and port team depending on the handled ontainer volume.

In Meng and Wang (2011a), a set of feeder routes onneted by a hub with empty

ontainer repositioning is presented. A sequene of port alling is presented by eah

feeder route, it is formed by a yli route. Laden and empty ontainers are related by

the mathematial model.

An ar-�ow and a path-�ow model for a single liner shipping servie design problem

is showed by Plum et al. (2014a). At the model, the demand among the various points of

the route, the ar apaities and the limited time of travel for ommodities are presented.

Capaity onstraints were also used in Mulder and Dekker (2014) and Plum et al.

(2014a), at the building of the mathematial model.

In Plum et al. (2014b), a servie �ow model for the liner shipping network design

problem is proposed, where the servie is represented with butter�y ports. Butter�y

ports are ports where a vessel is reeived twie in the same route. At the proposed

model, ports and servies are represented by nodes and the ars are used to represent

servie-port. Demand �ows from port node to a servie node and from servie node to a

port node using servie-ports ars.

In Zheng et al. (2014), Mulder and Dekker (2014) and Wang and Meng (2012), the

authors worked with maritime problem using harateristis of vessel �eet.
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In Wang and Meng (2012), a mixer-integer nonlinear stohasti mathematial model

is presented for the liner shipping sheduling problem in order to handle unertainties

related to time of arrival at a port and start time of argo handling at the port. In

this model, the objetive funtion inludes shipping osts, bunker osts plus late start

handling osts.

Time limits are onsidered by Zheng et al. (2014), Wang and Meng (2014), Plum et al.

(2014a), Wang and Meng (2012) and Brouer et al. (2013) to represent harateristis of

travel time, delay and argo-handling.

in Brouer et al. (2013), a mathematial model for the vessel shedule reovery problem

is presented. The model aims to minimize sailing osts, misonneting argo osts and

delay osts of a group of ontainers. In the model, it is assumed that there will be one

misonneting argo when a ontainer group is late and there will be a port omission

when there is misonneting argo.

Aording to Christiansen et al. (2013), network design models, for liner shipping

problem, published during the last deade, were grouped in 4 ategories: models with a

single route or sets of routes without transhipment; hub and feeder route models where

eah feeder port is onneted to a single hub port, models where some ports are lassi�ed

as hub ports without any onstraints on the number of hubs and non-hub ports a route

may visit; and multi route models without any separation of hub and non-hub ports.

In these groups, the models are distinguished by having a apaitated network, by

the use of time-limited, by manner of servie shedule, by single or multiple alloation

of spokes nodes to hubs, by the use of a �eet of ships, or transshipment osts, et. But

the representation of a network with the format used by regular maritime transport, i.e.

a route representing regional short sea servie and one hub route representing deep sea

servie, all in a irular form, is still negleted even in the literature on hub and spoke

problem.

2.3 Problem De�nition

This study is bringing together the problems of hub loation, spoke alloation with single

and multiple alloations, servie design problem and argo routing problem.

Deep sea and short sea servies are integrated in the new hub and spoke struture.

The hierarhial struture of the model is provided by the multiple alloation of some

spoke nodes.

Deep sea servie is represented by a set of ars onneting the hub nodes. Unlike most

existing studies in the literature (Alumur and Kara, 2008), (Campbell, 1994), where the

network of hubs is represented by a omplete graph (i.e. diret links between the hubs),

we onsider in this study that, for every hub node, there are one inoming ar and one
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outgoing ar, allowing the ylial visit of nodes by one ship (hub route).

Eah hub node has a set of spoke nodes alloated to it. Generally, in the hub and spoke

literature, diret links are observed between the spoke nodes and the hub to whih spoke

nodes are alloated (Zheng et al., 2014), (Hamaher et al., 2004), (Yaman and Carello,

2005), not allowing a demand to travel between two spokes without �rst visiting a hub.

In this researh, for eah hub and its respetive group of spoke nodes, the ars are linked

to allow a ylial visit between the hub and spoke nodes (sub route), representing the

short sea servie.

Consequently, in the urrent version of the mathematial model, we onsider only

servies (i.e. one-way yli routes) whih are omposed with 3 nodes at least.

In de Camargo et al. (2013), due to a postal servie problem to be solved, a yli

visit between the hub and its respetive spoke nodes is observed. But the delivery of

a demand between two spoke nodes belonging to the same luster needs to aomplish

transshipment at the hub, where the urrent demand is aggregated with demands from

di�erent soures, and then proeed to the destination spoke. In short sea servie, demands

are olleted and delivered by ships traveling between spoke nodes, transshipment is just

made to satisfy demands of di�erent regions (lusters).

Note that in this study, transshipments are not only performed in hubs but they

an also be done in sub-hubs. Sub-hubs are spoke nodes alloated to two di�erent hubs

beause they are situated with an equivalent distane from both two hubs. These spoke

nodes are used as intersetion points between the two orresponding regional routes.

Due to sub-hubs are inluded in sub-routes (regional routes), they have no ar-hub

links, but only regional links, so the transshipment held in sub-hub orresponds to argo

of ships operating a short sea servie.

Beause hubs and sub-hubs are also onsidered as ordinary ports (i.e. spokes), they are

veri�ed to have o�ers and demands to satisfy (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2015a).

So, hub and sub-hub are not only points of transshipment and aggregation of demands,

but are also regarded as start and end points of �ow of goods.

The number of hub ports is limited, but the amount of spokes alloated to eah hub

is resulted of the proximity between the hub and eah spoke. The number of sub-hubs

is also not limited. The only restritions are that, between two hubs, there is at most a

single sub-hub, and a sub-hub an only exist if two nearby regions onstraint are veri�ed.

Generally, in the literature on hub and spoke networks, only two hubs are visited by

the demand between two regions, the hub of origin region and the hub of destination

region (Hamaher et al., 2004), (Yaman, 2011), (O'Kelly et al., 1996), beause the hub

network is a omplete graph. As in this researh, the hub network is in irular form,

demands using the deep sea servie, after been uploaded in the hub from soure region,

will travel some hubs of network without performing any transshipment, then they will
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Figure 2.3: Hub and spoke network with sub-hub for deep sea and short sea servie

be downloaded at the hub of destination region.

The goods that are transported between two neighboring regions have the option of

using a deep sea servie, performing the transshipment in two hub ports, or just use a

short sea servie, aomplishing the transshipment in only one sub-hub. The path that

will be used by the goods is de�ned by the option with the biggest eonomy or, in other

words, it is de�ned by the path using an eonomy of sale, or the path using a route that

o�ers a lower ost beause it is shorter.

Note that this alternative path makes the solution more robust against unertainties

of strikes, bad weather, mehanial problems or long times spent in a hub terminal.

On Figure 2.3, the result of a problem for a network with 13 nodes is showed, where

the hubs are represented by squares, sub-hubs are represented by triangles and spokes

are represented by irles.

2.3.1 Omitted Regions

In a hub and spoke network without sub-hubs, where both the deep sea servie as short

sea servie are represented in irular form and in just one diretion, the omission of ports

by a vessel onduting a route between hubs, generates signi�ant delay to the demands

of the omitted ports. Deep sea servie is performed between ontinents with a sequene

of ports that will be visited. The omitted demand will only be delivery after the ship

omplete the route and return at the omitted port. In the ase of network with sub-hubs,

the ship may hoose to omit a port where it is permitted to deliver the argo at the next

port of the network, and from this the goods travel using a regional route and perform a

transshipment at sub-hub, until reahing the omitted region.
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Therefore, in the network with sub-hub, the minimization of delay in argo delivery

from an omitted port is obtained, beause it prevents goods to travel ontinental dis-

tanes, rossing the entire network. The presene of sub-hubs allows that an alternative

route is used by the argo, using short sea servie to reah the region omitted by the ship

operating in deep sea.

As a hub also distributes goods from the region for the entire network, then, the

omission of a hub port will impair not only the region omitted, but also all ports that

would reeive demands from the omitted region.

The o�er of the omitted region an be distributed to the other regions of the network

by the next ship operating the network between hubs, with, of ourse, a delay of one

week. However, the argo of a neighboring region may not su�er with this kind of delay

beause is possible to use an alternative route with transshipment in a sub-hub.

Thus, the alternative paths o�ered by sub-hub transshipments, allow for redued

delays in delivery time of some demands without the need to inrease the speed of the

ship. As onsequene, fuel expenses are redued in this network and, thus, it redues

CO2 emissions.

In a network that has a hub and spoke struture, the use of alternative paths through

regional routes provides a minimized time of routing argo, enabling greater ustomer

satisfation, a redution in spending on transshipment and, onsequently, a redution in

the overall ost of network.

2.3.2 Mathematial Model

This study presents a binary integer linear programming model for the hub loation

and spoke alloation problem together with the servie design problem and the routing

problem.

Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, cij is the ost per unit of �ow from node i to

node j where i, j ∈ V , p is the number of hubs, flij is the �ow from node i to node j

and α is the disount fator on the unit of �ow between hubs.

Hub loation, sub-hub loation and spoke alloation are de�ned by variables of model:

xij = 1, if the vertex i is alloated to hub j, or 0 otherwise, and ti = 1, if i is sub-hub, or

0 otherwise.

The variable yij = 1, if there exists the ar-non-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise, and bij = 1,

if there exists the ar-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise, are responsible by the servie design.

While the variables wijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow from i to j routed via ar-hub

(k; l), or 0 otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow from i to j routed via ar-non-hub

(k; l), or 0 otherwise, orrespond to the argo routing.

The model an be stated as follows:
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min

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

cij xij +

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij ckl sijkl +

+
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij α ckl wijkl

s.t. :

n∑

j=1

xjj = p (2.1)

xij ≤ xjj, ∀i, jǫV (2.2)

xij + xii ≤ 1, ∀i, jǫV, i 6= j (2.3)

ti ≤
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

xij/2, ∀iǫV (2.4)

ti + xii ≤ 1, ∀iǫV (2.5)

n∑

j=1

xij = 1 + ti, ∀iǫV (2.6)

xij + xik + xlj + xlk ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, lǫV,

i 6= j, k 6= j, k 6= i, l 6= j, l 6= k, l 6= i (2.7)

yij + xii + xjj ≤ 2, ∀i, jǫV, i 6= j (2.8)

yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2 + xjk + xil, ∀i, j, k, lǫV, i 6= j, l 6= k (2.9)

xij + xkj + xlj + yik + yil ≤ 4, ∀i, j, k, lǫV,

i 6= j, k 6= i, l 6= i, l 6= k (2.10)
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yij + yji ≤ 1, ∀i, jǫV, i 6= j (2.11)

yij + ti + tj ≤ 2, ∀i, jǫV, i 6= j (2.12)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yij = 1 + ti, ∀iǫV (2.13)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yji = 1 + ti, ∀iǫV (2.14)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bij = xii, ∀iǫV (2.15)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bji = xii, ∀iǫV (2.16)

bij + bji ≤ 1, ∀i, jǫV, i 6= j (2.17)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i

sijkl = 1, ∀i, jǫV, k = i, j 6= i (2.18)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

wijlk +

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

sijlk = 1, ∀i, jǫV, k = j, j 6= i (2.19)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl +

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

sijkl =

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk +

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

sijlk,

∀i, j, kǫV, k 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (2.20)

sijkl ≤ ykl, ∀i, j, k, lǫV, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (2.21)

wijkl ≤ bkl, ∀i, j, k, lǫV, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (2.22)

xij , ti, yij, bij , wijkl, sijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k, lǫV (2.23)
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The objetive funtion minimizes the osts. The �rst part minimizes the loation and

alloation osts and the seond part minimizes the overall transportation ost, where

there are the ost of �ow just in ar hub, utilizing the parameter α, and the ost of �ow

in ar non-hub.

The transport ost alulated in the objetive funtion does not reord the ost of the

vessel rossing an ar (aggregate �ow), but the ost of eah ommodity going through an

ar (disaggregated �ow).

The onstraints (2.1) - (2.7) are responsible for reating hub loations and alloation

of spoke nodes to hub nodes, while the onstraints (2.8) - (2.17) reate the ars linking

the nodes, representing the servie design, and the onstraints (2.18) - (2.22) transport

the �ow on these ars.

In the onstraint (2.1), the number of hubs is equal to p. For the onstraints (2.2), a

vertex i will just be alloated to a vertex j if j is a hub. The onstraints (2.3) assure

that if i is a hub, it an not be alloated to a hub j or if i is alloated to j, i an not

be a hub. In the onstraints (2.4), a vertex i will just be a sub-hub if it is alloated to

2 hubs. The onstraints (2.5) assure every vertex will be a hub or a spoke, and a vertex

will just be a sub-hub if it is not a hub. The onstraints (2.6) assure that every vertex i

will be alloated to one hub j, or to two hubs j in the ase of i to be a sub-hub. In the

onstraints (2.7), 2 sub-hubs an not be alloated to the same hubs.

For the seond group of onstraints, the onstraints (2.8) assure that ar represented

by variable yij will not link hubs, it will either link spokes or 1 hub with 1 spoke. The

onstraints (2.9) will not permit the existene of an ar linking the vertex i and j if the

vertex i and j are alloated to di�erent hubs. There will just exist an ar linking the

vertex i and j if they are alloated to the same hub. The onstraints (2.10) will not

allow two ars going out of a vertex i to two other verties that belong to a same hub

k. The onstraints (2.11) assure that the network uses the ar (i; j) or the ar (j; i) to

�ow the demands. The onstraints (2.12) do not permit an ar linking 2 sub-hubs. The

onstraints (2.13) assure that, from every vertex i, 1 ar go out, but if i is a sub-hub, 2

ars go out. The onstraints (2.14) assure that every vertex i will reeive 1 ar, but if i

is a sub-hub, it will reeive 2 ars. The onstraints (2.15) assure that from every vertex

hub i, 1 ar represented by variable bij go out. In the onstraints (2.16), every vertex hub

i will reeive 1 ar represented by variable bji. For the onstraints (2.17), the network

uses the ar-hub (i; j) or the ar-hub (j; i), where, ar hub links 2 hubs and ar non-hub

either links a hub with a spoke or links two spokes.

Network struture is built by these two groups of onstraints above and the next group

of onstraints is responsible for reating the argo routing in this network.

Constraints (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) satisfy the �ow onservation. Constraints (2.18)
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state that the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will leave the soure using the

ar (i; l), where the �ow an be a �ow represented by variable w (�ow in an ar hub) or

a �ow represented by variable s (�ow in an ar non-hub). The onstraints (2.19) assure

that the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will arrive at the destination using

the ar (l; j), where the �ow should be a �ow in a ar hub or a �ow in a ar non-hub. The

onstraints (2.20) ensure that all outgoing �ows from an intermediate vertex k (that is not

the soure or the destination), will be equal to all ingoing �ows from that intermediate

vertex. The onstraints (2.21) assure that the �ow represented by variable s will just

exist if there exists the ar non-hub and in the onstraints (2.22), the �ow represented

by variable w will just exist if there exists the ar-hub.

Constraints (2.23) are the integrality onstraints.

Instanes solved by this mathematial model need to have, at least, 3 hubs. For eah

luster, it is neessary, at the minimum, 3 nodes.

Beause there are possibilities to form a subtour at hub network level when we onsider

instanes with 6 or more hubs, onstraints to eliminate subtours are added in the previous

model.

For the same reasons at regional route, it was performed the same subtour elimination

when a luster has 6 nodes or more.

Then, for eah viable solution found, H will be the set of seleted hubs nodes with p

nodes, C will be the set of seleted lusters with C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm}, Cq will be the set

of seleted nodes, whih belong to the same luster q and G will be any subset of nodes

from a set H or from a set Cq. The onstraints are:

∑

i∈G,j∈H−G

bij > 1, 2 ≤ | G | ≤ | H | −2, with | H |= p, q ≥ 6 (2.24)

∑

i∈G,j∈Cq−G

yij > 1, 2 ≤ | G | ≤ | Cq | −2,

∀ Cq with | Cq |≥ 6, where q ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}, with m = p (2.25)

Constraints (3.24) are responsible to eliminate subtours at hub route level and on-

straints (3.25) to eliminate subtours at regional route level.

2.4 Computational Results

The omputational tests were exeuted with a proessor Intel Core i7 with 3.0 GHz and

8 GB of memory and the mathematial model was implemented using Cplex Conert

Tehnology C++.
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In the literature, it was not found a mathematial model where there are together the

harateristis: yli route between hubs (deep sea servie) integrated with yli routes

between eah hub and its spoke nodes (short sea servies) and unlimited number of spoke

nodes for eah hub. Therefore, the version without sub-hub, (Figure 2.2), was reated in

this study to ompare this basi model with the one with sub-hub.

For this model version without sub-hub, it was removed the onstraints

(2.4), (2.7), (2.10) and (2.12) and the onstraints (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (2.13) and (2.14)

of mathematial model were hanged.

All instanes were generated and an be found in our web site. The results are

presented in the tables below:

Where OF is the objetive funtion value and ET is the exeution time. The exeution

time is in seonds. The exeution time limited for Cplex was 9000.

Table 2.1: results for 9 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 9 3 0.4 487927 0 114.81

without sub-hub 9 3 0.4 532664 0 72.39

with sub-hub 9 3 0.7 592315 0 326.08

without sub-hub 9 3 0.7 680965 0 179.59

with sub-hub 9 3 0.9 653369 0 6085.91

without sub-hub 9 3 0.9 779832 0 531.52

Table 2.2: results for 10 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 10 3 0.2 629064 0 1398.58

without sub-hub 10 3 0.2 679935 0 650.36

with sub-hub 10 3 0.4 770670 0 1621.27

without sub-hub 10 3 0.4 841871 0 789.75

with sub-hub 10 3 0.7 1047110 22.4 9000.00

without sub-hub 10 3 0.7 1083930 0 1416.3

Tables 2.1 - 2.6 are results of instanes with 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 15 nodes, respetively.

Table 2.7 shows the gain of the objetive funtion between the two models only for
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Table 2.3: results for 11 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 11 3 0.4 1357950 45.45 9000.00

without sub-hub 11 3 0.4 1136500 17.61 9000.00

Table 2.4: results for 12 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 12 3 0.4 1848460 59,44 9000.00

without sub-hub 12 3 0.4 1199250 31.19 9000.00

with sub-hub 12 4 0.4 833150 0 2832.28

without sub-hub 12 4 0.4 958804 7.20 9000.00

with sub-hub 12 4 0.5 903520 0 5362.16

without sub-hub 12 4 0.5 1079580 14.69 9000.00

with sub-hub 12 4 0.6 972758 0 7128.80

without sub-hub 12 4 0.6 1139640 8.64 9000.00

with sub-hub 12 4 0.7 1055950 7.15 9000.00

without sub-hub 12 4 0.7 1288350 17.14 9000.00

Table 2.5: results for 13 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 13 4 0.2 987313 18.94 9000.00

without sub-hub 13 4 0.2 1057700 14.38 9000.00

with sub-hub 13 4 0.4 1158740 9.84 9000.00

without sub-hub 13 4 0.4 1385330 19.54 9000.00

with sub-hub 13 4 0.7 1475780 13.64 9000.00

without sub-hub 13 4 0.7 1714260 18.16 9000.00

instanes where optimal solutions have been found.

Gap (alulated by the Cplex) is the ration between the solution found by Cplex after

the relaxation of integrality of model (lower bound, for minimization ase) and the best
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Table 2.6: results for 15 nodes

Model n q α Objetive Funtion Gap Exeution Time

with sub-hub 15 4 0.3 1521400 28.78 9000.00

without sub-hub 15 4 0.3 1599630 26.75 9000.00

with sub-hub 15 4 0.5 1721850 24.00 9000.00

without sub-hub 15 4 0.5 2036050 31.03 9000.00

Table 2.7: objetive funtion value omparison between the two models

n α gain in OF

9 0.4 8.39

9 0.7 13.01

9 0.9 16.21

10 0.2 7.48

10 0.4 8.45

10 0.7 3.39

solution found with the integrality onstraints. The Gap is given in perentage and the

exeution time is in seonds. The exeution time was limited to 9000 seonds.

At the results, it was observed that, if α parameter is small, for example 0.4, hub routes

are more attrative, onsequently, the alternatives paths by sub-hubs are less used. So

the objetive funtion value for the model without sub-hub is lose to objetive funtion

value with sub-hub. Nevertheless, in the test with 9 nodes, the model with sub-hub still

have a gain (8.39%) onerning the objetive funtion and the test with 10 nodes, a gain

(7.48%) was also found, (see Table 2.7). Note that the gain is given in absolute value.

When α is high, for example 0.9, hub routes are less attrative. In this ase, alternative

paths by sub-hubs are more used and the gain of the objetive funtion is more signi�ant

(16,21%) between the model with sub-hub and the model without sub-hub, (Table 2.7).

The test with 10 nodes and α = 0.7, at the model with sub-hub stopped with a gap of

22.4% (Table 2.2), but it still presents a gain of 3.39% (Table 2.7).

Just for the tests with 9 and 10 nodes, optimal solutions have been found by both

models (Tab 2.1) and (Table 2.2). In this ase, it was observed that the model with

sub-hub has a higher exeution time. This inrease of time exeution ours beause

the inreasing number of viable solutions generated by sub-hub properties (alternative

routes).

Another interesting point to mention, it is possible to observe for the tests with 12

nodes and α equals to 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 (Table 2.4), that Cplex is able to �nd optimal
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solution when sub-hubs are allowed.

For the remainder tests, Cplex is not able to give an optimal solution within the time

limit we have set (9000 s). However, the model with sub-hub still gives better objetive

funtion values than the model without sub-hub (see Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6), exept for

tests with 11 nodes and 3 hubs, and 12 nodes and 3 hubs (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4), beause

the observed Gap is too large.

Conerning the tests with 11 nodes and 3 hubs, and 12 nodes and 3 hubs, for di�erent

α, the gap for both models was very high.

2.5 Conlusions

Competition between ontainer terminals has inreased due to the large growth rates on

major seaborne ontainer routes. Terminals fae with more and more ontainers to be

handled in a short time at low ost (Stahlbok and Voÿ, 2008).

Due the growing number of large ships, ports must be adapted to reeive these vessels.

At the port, it is neessary a quik transshipment operation and deposits with large

apaity to hold goods leaving through the port and the goods that need to arrive through

the port.

The ompetition between di�erent ports is intensi�ed in a network struture with hub

ports, sine a port being used as a hub port generates a greater trade �ow in the hosen

port.

In this new struture of hub and spoke with sub-hub, it is important that ports of

small apaity are upgraded to obtain a ompetitive advantage ahead from the similar

ports, trying to be a sub-hub.

Therefore, the servie network quality will be favored by ompetition between ports,

both at ontinental and regional levels.

In the network struture of hub and spoke, long routes are regarded as a harater-

isti. However, in this new proposed network, small routes are reated by the use of

alternative paths for routing of argo between neighboring regions. The travel time for

some ommodities is minimized with these short paths.

This travel time is minimized, not only by the fat that the argo does not need to

travel long routes in a network between hubs, but also beause the transshipment of argo

is not performed twie, one at soure region hub and a seond one at destination region

hub, but only one at the sub-hub.

Better argo distribution aross the network will be obtained with the transshipment

in sub-hubs, relieving the hub ports and dereasing the time spent by a vessel in a hub.

Therefore, another negative e�et of a hub and spoke struture an be dereased with

this new proposed network struture.
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This network struture arises as an alternative for liner shipping operations, beause it

allows maritime ompanies to ombat the delays of servies, in order to keep the ustomer

satisfation, without losing the harateristi of a green logisti.

Also regarding other routing aspets, this new struture an be very interesting.

The tests were performed with small instanes, beause both the inrease of p param-

eter, as well the inrease of α parameter generate a large number of solutions, and they

do not permit Cplex solver to �nd an optimal solution.

However, the tests showed that the proposed hubs network with sub-hubs generates

a set of alternative routes that o�er a signi�ant gain on the transport eonomy.

For results with large-sized instanes, it is interesting to think about the use of de-

omposition methods or of heuristis/ metaheuristis. We intend to validate this network

struture for large instanes and we plan to investigate those resolution methods in the

forthoming months.

Other aspet we are working on is the de�nition of a mathematial model with sub-

hubs allowing hubs without alloation of spokes. Real situations where one isolated port,

but with large supply and/or demand by onsequene of intermodal freight transporta-

tion, ould represent one luster, will be portrayed by this new model.

Consequently, limited harateristi of the model presented in this study, where eah

luster needs to have at least 3 nodes, will be removed with the investigation of models

allowing isolated hubs.
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Chapter 3

Integer Linear Programming Models

for Hub-and-Spoke Network

Similar to di�erent researhes dealing with hub-and-spoke network struture, several

methodologies from operations researh are used in this study.

Mathematial programming and graph theory models, as well as algorithms, are de-

sribed in this hapter, along with the mathematial models developed.

More spei�ally, lassi models from ombinatory optimization, suh as the travel-

ing salesman problem and p-median problem, and also the shortest path problem are

desribed. Their main algorithms are addressed. The onstraints that onstitute these

problems are used in the building of the models in order to solve the proposed problems.

These proposed problems are modeled by binary integer linear programming models.

A utting plane approah is implemented seeking to solve the addressed models and it is

also desribed in this hapter.

Two mathematial models, both with irular hub route and irular routes inside

lusters are desribed. In the �rst one, onnetions between lusters are allowed. While

on the seond one, lusters are disjoint sets.

After that, two other mathematial models are proposed. These are di�erent from

the �rst two, beause the network at hub level is omposed of a omplete graph.

These models are di�erent from those presented in hapter 2 beause, now, a diret

onnetion between the sub-hub nodes is allowed and lusters an be omposed of only

one node (isolated hub), two nodes (one hub and one spoke) or even more. These new

models an also be omposed of irular routes with only two nodes, while on the former

model, three nodes were neessary to reate one route.

These developed models �ll a gap in the literature of hub-and-spoke, as it was men-

tioned on hapter 1, and they an represent real existing situations where goods are

moved in a network, as it will be desribed here.
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3.1 Introdution

A great deal of researhes about hub-and-spoke network are explored through of opti-

mization �eld. Conepts of mathematial programming and graph theory are used to

model di�erent situations where a hub-and-spoke network ould be used.

Initially, the hub-and-spoke problem was modeled as an integer non-linear program-

ming (O'Kelly, 1987). After that, in Campbell (1991), the p-hub median problem was

formulated as an integer linear programming model and, in Campbell (1994), the una-

paitated hub loation, the p-hub enter and the hub overing problems were presented

as integer linear programming models.

In fat, several problems are still modeled as integer non-linear programming. For

example: a multiple alloation hub-and-spoke network design under hub ongestion was

formulated as a nonlinear mixed integer programming by de Camargo et al. (2009) and

a robust bi-objetive unapaitated single alloation p-hub median problem was modeled

as a mixed integer nonlinear programming in Amin-Naseri et al. (2016).

However, over a ontext of disrete linear programming models, di�erent problems of

hub-and-spoke network may also be seen in the literature.

Examples of a mixed-integer linear programmingmodel an be seen in: Hamaher et al.

(2004) for unapaitated hub loation problem with multiple alloation; Correia et al.

(2011) for single-alloation hub loation problem with apaity hoies and balaning

requirements; Peiró et al. (2014) for unapaitated r-alloation p-hub median problem

and Riek et al. (2014) for many-to-many loation-routing with inter-hub transport and

multi-ommodity pikup-and-delivery.

A 0-1 (or binary) integer linear programming model is formulated, for example,

in: Lopes et al. (2016) for the proposed many-to-many p-loation-hamiltonian yle prob-

lem and in Thomadsen and Larsen (2007) for fully interonneted bakbone and aess

Networks.

In hub-and-spoke problems, di�erent networks are developed to properly �ow de-

mands. For this reason, several onepts of graph theory are also used for the following

problems:

p-median problem, unapaitated faility loation problem, p-enter problem and ov-

ering problems (Campbell, 1994). These problems from loation theory are well studied

in the literature, as seen in (Tamir, 2001), (Reese, 2005), (Li, 2013) and (Farahani et al.,

2012).

Some harateristis of the vehile routing problem are used to design the routes at

luster level, as well as a few harateristis of the traveling salesman problem are also

used to make routes both at luster and hub level.

Another ategory of problems from graph theory that is inluded on the literature

of hub-and-spoke is the network �ow problem. The shortest path algorithm may be
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implemented for all demands and the �ow onservation is also onsidered essential.

In next setions, lassi optimization problems used in transportation literature are

desribed (setion 3.2) and our proposed problems are presented (setion 3.3).

3.2 Classi Problems Used in Network Struture

On the proposed models of this study, harateristis of shortest path problem, traveling

salesman problem and p-median problem are used. p-median problem is also used on the

onstrutive heuristi (see hapter 4). In this setion, these problems are desribed.

3.2.1 Shortest Path Problem

Shortest path problem is a network problem modeled and solved by linear programming

(Formulation SPP). Thus, it is lassi�ed as a network �ow programming (Chinnek, 2006).

In the shortest path problem, a shortest path between a soure node and a destination

node is determined.

Let a network made by the graph G = (V,A) where V is the set of nodes with n nodes

and A is a set of ars with m ars. cij is the ost (for example: distane or time) per unit

�ow on ar (i, j) ∈ A (ar linking the nodes i ∈ V and j ∈ V ). Variable xij is an integer

variable that reeives the value 1, if ar (i, j) ∈ A is inserted in the solution of shortest

path between soure node s and destination node t, or 0, otherwise. The mathematial

model is as follows:

Formulation of the Shortest Path Problem (SPP)

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

cij xij

s.t. :

∑

j|(i,j)∈A

xij −
∑

j|(j,i)∈A

xji = 1 if i = s, (3.1)

∑

j|(j,i)∈A

xji −
∑

j|(i,j)∈A

xij = 1 if i = t, (3.2)
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∑

j|(i,j)∈A

xij −
∑

j|(j,i)∈A

xji = 0 if i 6= s, i 6= t (3.3)

xij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A (3.4)

In formulation SPP, the ost of path is minimized in the objetive funtion. Con-

straints 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are �ow onservation onstraints.

In onstraints 3.1, the number of outoming ars allowed in the soure node is equal

to one. In onstraints 3.2, the number of inoming ars allowed in the destination node

is equal to one. With onstraints 3.3, the number of outgoing ars is warranted to be

equal to the number of inoming ars for eah intermediate node (di�erent from soure

or destination).

Constraints 3.4 are integrality onstraints.

Beause the shortest path problem is reurrently used on transportation and teleom-

muniation networks (Ahuja et al., 1989), several formats of problems have been studied

in the literature. The main formats of shortest path problem are: �nding the shortest

path between a single pair (one soure and one destination), �nding the shortest path be-

tween a single soure and all other nodes and �nding the shortest path between all-pairs

(from every node to every other node).

Problems an also be omposed of all ars with positive ost or of some ars with

negative ost.

Some algorithms for shortest path problem are also presented in the Graph The-

ory literature. Among existing algorithms, the most used ones are: Dijkstra algorithm

((Dijkstra, 1959), see details in the hapter 4), Bellman-Ford algorithm (see Ford Jr

(1956)), Floyd-Warshall (Floyd, 1962) and Johnson's algorithm (Johnson, 1977).

3.2.2 Traveling Salesman Problem

Traveling Salesman problem was desribed by Dantzig et al. (1954) as:

"Find the shortest route (tour) for a salesman starting from a given ity, visiting eah

of a spei�ed group of ities, and then returning to the original point of departure."

In other words, in the traveling salesman problem, the shortest Hamiltonian yle is

searhed from all possible yles formed by all ities.

Note that for a group of n ities, eah ity an only be visited one by the salesman

and a pre-set order of visits is not established by the problem.

The mathematial formulation presented by Dantzig et al. (1954) is a binary integer

linear programming formulation (Formulation TSP).

Let a set of nodes (ities) V with n nodes, cij is the ost between the nodes i and j,
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where i and j ∈ V . The variable xij reeives the values 1, if the node j is visited in the

yle after the node i, or 0, otherwise. The mathematial model is as follows:

Formulation of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

min

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

cij xij

s.t. :

n∑

j=1

xij = 1 ∀i ∈ V (3.5)

n∑

j=1

xji = 1 ∀i ∈ V (3.6)

∑

i∈S

∑

j∈S

xij ≤ | S | −1 S ⊂ V, 2 ≤ | S | ≤ | V | −2 (3.7)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ V (3.8)

In Formulation TSP, the ost of tour is minimized in the objetive funtion. The

onstraints (3.5) means that in eah node i there is only one ar where the salesman is

allowed to go out. Whereas onstraints (3.6) means that in eah node i there is only one

ar from whih the salesman is allowed to arrive.

Using only the onstraints (3.5) and (3.6), subtours are not avoided (see Figure 3.1).

So, onstraints (3.7) are added as subtour elimination onstraints.

In Figure 3.1, square node is start and end point of tour. Cirle nodes are intermediate

nodes of tour.

The solution presented in Figure 3.1 is not a valid solution for the traveling salesman

problem beause two tours were made with the set of the 7 nodes presented.

Using the subtour elimination onstraint, as showed by Figure 3.1, the subset S an

be omposed by the nodes 1, 2 and 6. Then, the onstraint 3.3.1.

x12 + x26 + x61 ≤ 3− 1 (3.3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Graph with 7 nodes making subtour.

Therefore, only two ars are allowed between the nodes of subset S = {1, 2, 6}. Con-

sequently, the subtour identi�ed in Figure 3.1 an be avoided by the onstraint (3.3.1).

Finally, onstraints (3.8) are integrality onstraints.

The Presented mathematial model is omposed of (2n− 2n− 2) subtour elimination

onstraints (Laporte, 1992). For this reason, �nding a solution for the model is hallenging

when a large value of n (number of nodes) is used.

When that model was proposed by Dantzig et al. (1954), a utting plane algorithm

was also proposed by the authors in order to solve the problem. The formulation was

relaxed (the subtour onstraint was suppressed) and the existene of subtour was heked

among the solutions provided by the relaxed problem. In the ase of one subtour was

identi�ed, a onstraint forbidding that spei� subtour was inserted in the model and the

solving ontinues.

An alternative, but equivalent form, to the subtour elimination onstraint is the ut-

set onstraint (Laporte, 1992). Below, ut-set onstraint is showed (see onstraint (3.9).

It is equivalent to sub-tour elimination onstraint (Constraints (3.7))

∑

i∈S

∑

j∈V−S

xij ≥ 1 S ⊂ V, 2 ≤ | S | ≤ | V | −2 (3.9)

Using the ut-set onstraint for the example of Figure 3.1, and onsidering that the

subset S an be omposed by the nodes 1, 2 and 6, then:

x10 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x20 + x23 + x24 + x25 + x60 + x63 + x64 + x65 ≥ 1 (3.5.1)
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Therefore, at least one ar must be inserted between the sub-set S = {1, 2, 6} and the

sub-set V − S = {0, 3, 4, 5}. Consequently, the subtour identi�ed in Figure 3.1 an be

avoided by the onstraint ( 3.5.1).

Beause the traveling salesman problem is one of the most studied/researhed prob-

lems in the ombinatorial optimization �eld (Laporte, 1992), several variants of this

problem have been proposed in literature. For example: the traveling salesman prob-

lem with time windows (see Dumas et al. (1995)), multiple traveling salesman prob-

lem (see Gavish and Srikanth (1986)) and prize olleting traveling salesman problem

(see Balas (1989)).

Due to the omplexity of traveling salesman problem, several heuristis have been

proposed in the literature in order to solve large instanes of this problem. Some examples

are: Nearest neighbor algorithm (see Bellmore and Nemhauser (1968)) (details are given

in the hapter 4), Christo�des' heuristi (see Christo�des (1976)) and GKS heuristi

(see Glover et al. (2001)).

3.2.3 p-Median Problem

In the p-median problem, p failities may be installed, whih ould be shools, hospitals,

warehouses or ambulanes, et. The main idea is to derease the demand weighted average

distane (see Reese (2005))(see Daskin and Maass (2015)).

The apaity of the failities are unlimited in this problem and, onsequently, us-

tomers alloation are only de�ned by distane and demand.

A binary integer linear programming formulation of this problem is presented below

(Formulation p-MP).

Let a omplete graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of verties omposed of n nodes

and E is the set of edges. p is the number of failities, di is the demand of ustomer i, cij

is the ost of satisfying ustomer i from faility j and xij is the alloation variable that

reeive 1 if the ustomer i is alloated to faility j, or 0 otherwise. The mathematial

model is as follows:

Formulation of the p-Median Problem (p-MP)

min
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

di cij xij

s.t. :
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n∑

j=1

xij = 1 ∀i ∈ V (3.10)

n∑

j=1

xjj = p (3.11)

xij ≤ xjj ∀i, j ∈ V (3.12)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ V (3.13)

In the Formulation p-MP, the demand-weighted total ost is minimized in the obje-

tive funtion. In the onstraints 3.10, eah ustomer i is assigned to only one faility. In

the onstraint 3.11, the number of failities to loate is equal to p. In the onstraints 3.12,

a ustomer i ould be alloated to j if j is a faility. Constraints 3.13 are integrality on-

straints.

The omplexity of p-median problem is NP-hard on general graphs and networks for

an arbitrary p. Although the p-median problem is solved in polynomial time when p is

previously established, the problem is solved with expensive omputational time (Reese,

2005).

Several heuristis have been proposed to solve the p-median problem. Some methods

found in the literature are highlighted in Mladenovi¢ et al. (2007): Greedy, Stingy, Dual

asent, Alternate and Interhange.

3.3 Proposed Models

In this subsetion, four mathematial models are proposed for the p-hub loation and

routing problem. In the two �rst models, the network reated is omposed of irular

routes both at hub level and luster level (set omposed of hub and their alloated spoke

nodes). Whereas in the last two models, the network is omposed of irular routes in

luster and diret links between hubs (omplete graph at hub level).

As it was previously said, some harateristis of the traveling salesman problem, the

p-median problem and the shortest path problem are used in the proposed problems.

The number of hub nodes is previously de�ned and the hub seletion is performed

among all nodes.

The size of luster is de�ned by its number of nodes. From now on, lusters will be

omposed by a standalone hub (hub without alloated spoke node), two nodes (one hub

and one spoke) or more.
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The number of spoke nodes alloated to a hub is not limited. Therefore, all spoke

nodes an be alloated to the same hub.

Eah irular route is omposed of all nodes from a set of hubs or from eah luster.

Therefore, a traveling salesman problem is solved for eah set of nodes.

Demands are routed on the proposed network by searhing the shortest path between

the origin and the destination nodes. Routes are omposed of direted ars.

All developed models are omposed of a loation problem, an alloation problem, a

servie design problem and a routing problem.

Below, the mathematial models for all versions are presented. In the version with

sub-hubs, all onstraints are desribed. While on the version without sub-hub, only

onstraints di�erent from the version with sub-hub are desribed.

3.3.1 Model with irular hub route and sub-hubs

This �rst network model (Figure 3.2) was developed trying to minimize the delivery time

for some demands and to redue transport ost in the network with an eonomy of sale

at hub network level (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2016b).

Figure 3.2: Network with irular hub network and with sub-hubs.

In all �gures representing network presented in this setion, the square nodes repre-

sent the hubs, irles nodes are the spokes and triangle nodes refer to sub-hubs. Eah

olor represents a partiular luster, hub links are represented by green dashed lines and

regional routes are represented by full lines with the same olor as the luster.

Sub-hub is a partiular spoke node whih is alloated to two di�erent lose lusters.

In other words, sub-hub is an intersetion point between two regional routes where trans-

shipments an be performed.
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Now, in the model of this version, two sub-hubs an be linked by a regional ar (see ar

(3,8) in Figure 3.3). But, also in this model, one sub-hub an only be alloated to a pair

of lose hubs and a pair of lose hubs an only be alloated to one sub-hub. Therefore,

the examples presented in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 annot be built by our developed model.

Figure 3.3: Network omposed of a link between two sub-hubs.

In Figure (3.3), the luster blue is made by nodes 2 (hub), 3 (sub-hub) and 8 (sub-hub).

Then, a route is made between these nodes.

Figure 3.4: Forbidden situation: network with one node alloated to three hubs.

In network of Figure (3.4), one sub-hub (node 4) is alloated to hub pair 2 and 5 and

to hub pair 2 and 6. This harateristi is not allowed by the onstraints of the proposed

model.

In the network presented on Figure (3.5), two sub-hubs, nodes 1 and 3, are allo-

ated to the same pair of hubs, nodes 2 and 5. This harateristi is not allowed in our
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Figure 3.5: Forbidden situation: network with two nodes alloated to the same pair of

hubs.

mathematial models.

This �rst model we propose an be lassi�ed as a Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing

Problem with Sub-Hub, beause the network is omposed of two di�erent levels of routes.

Routes in seond level an be design with an intersetion point and demands are routed

from eah node to all others nodes.

Before presenting the mathematial model, some information should �rst onsidered:

Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, this mathematial model is omposed of

onstants: ost matrix, where cij is the ost per unit of �ow from node i to node j where

i, j ∈ V , the value p being the number of hubs; �ow matrix, where flij is the �ow from

node i to node j and the value α representing the disount fator on the unit of �ow

between hubs.

Hub loation, sub-hub loation and spoke alloation are de�ned by the variables of

model: ui = 1 if the vertex i is a hub with no spoke alloated to it, or 0 otherwise,

xij = 1, if the vertex i is alloated to hub j, or 0 otherwise, and ti = 1, if i is sub-hub, or

0 otherwise. A vertex i is a hub with spoke loations if xii = 1.

Servie design is omposed of the variable yij = 1, if there exists the ar-non-hub

(i; j), or 0 otherwise, and bij = 1, if there exists the ar-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise.

Conerning argo routing, it was reated variables wijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow

from i to j routed via ar-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow

from i to j routed via ar-non-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise.

The model an be desribed as follows:
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Formulation of the Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem with Sub-Hub (tLpHLRPSH)

min

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

flij cij xij +

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij ckl sijkl+

+

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij α ckl wijkl

s.t. :

n∑

j=1

xjj +
n∑

j=1

uj = p (3.14)

xij ≤ xjj , ∀i, j ∈ V (3.15)

ti ≤
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

xij/2, ∀i ∈ V (3.16)

ui + ti + xii ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (3.17)

n∑

j=1

xij = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.18)

xij + xik + xlj + xlk ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

i 6= j, k 6= j, k 6= i, l 6= j, l 6= k, l 6= i (3.19)

yij + xik + xil ≤ 2 + xjk + xjl, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, k 6= j, l 6= i, l 6= k, l 6= j (3.20)

yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2 + xjk + xil + ti/2 + tj/2, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

i 6= j, k 6= j, i 6= l, l 6= k (3.21)
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xkj + xlj + yik + yil ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, l 6= i, l 6= k (3.22)

xkj + xlj + yki + yli ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, l 6= i, l 6= k (3.23)

yij + yji ≤ 1 + xii + xjj, ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.24)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yij = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.25)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yji = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.26)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bij = xii + ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.27)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bji = xii + ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.28)

bij + bji ≤ 1 + 2/p, ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.29)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

wijkl +

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

sijkl = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i = k, i 6= j (3.30)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

wijlk +
n∑

l=1,l 6=j

sijlk = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, j = k, j 6= i (3.31)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

sijkl =
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk +
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

sijlk

∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.32)

sijkl ≤ ykl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.33)

wijkl ≤ bkl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.34)
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xij , ui, ti, yij, bij , wijkl, sijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (3.35)

In the objetive funtion, the loation and alloation ost and the overall transporta-

tion ost are minimized. For loation of hub nodes and alloation of a node to a hub, the

quantity of �ow is taken into aount, while the transport ost is divided in two parts:

ost of �ow at ar non-hub and ost of �ow at ar hub with a disount fator α.

The Loation and alloation are omposed by onstraints (3.14) - (3.19):

In onstraint (3.14), the number of hubs is equal to p. In this model, isolated points

with large demand an also be seleted as a hub. Then, two di�erent types of hubs are

allowed, hubs with spoke alloation xjj and standalone hubs (hub with no spoke) uj.

Constraints (3.15), a vertex i will be alloated to a vertex j if j is a hub with alloation.

In onstraints (3.16), a vertex i will be hosen as sub-hub if it is alloated to at least

two hubs. Then, multiple alloation (double alloation) is allowed to some nodes, using

these onstraints.

In onstraints (3.17), every vertex may be hosen as a hub with alloation, a hub

without alloation or a spoke. A vertex an just be hosen as a sub-hub if it is not a hub.

In onstraints (3.18), every vertex i will be alloated to one hub j, or to two hubs j in

the ase of i being a sub-hub. However, it an also be a hub with or without alloation.

Beause of onstraints (3.16) and (3.18), networks as the one presented in Figure (3.4)

are not allowed.

In onstraints (3.19), two sub-hubs annot be alloated to the same pair of hubs.

Networks, as the one presented in Figure (3.5), are forbidden by these onstraints. The

maximum number of sub-hubs is (p ∗ (p − 1)/2), where p is the number of hubs. This

limit is imposed by onstraints (3.19).

Between the onstraints (3.20) - (3.29), ars linking the nodes are reated. Servie

design is represented by these onstraints:

In onstraints (3.20), an ar yij linking one sub-hub i with an other one spoke node

(sub-hub or not) is allowed, but only if they are alloated in a ommon hub.

In onstraints (3.21), the existene of an ar linking the vertex i and j if the vertex

i and j are alloated to di�erent hubs will be not allowed. There will only exist an

ar linking the vertex i and j if they are alloated to the same hub. Then, ar yij will

also not link hubs. It may link spokes (sub-hub or not) or one hub with one spoke. In

onstraints (3.21), a link between two sub-hubs is allowed, but a ommon hub is needed

due to onstraints (3.20).

The harateristi presented by Figure (3.3) is allowed beause of onstraints (3.20)

and (3.21).

In onstraints (3.22), two ars going out of a vertex i to two others vertex that belong

to the same hub j will be not allowed.
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In onstraints (3.23), two ars arriving in a vertex i from two other verties that

belong to a same hub j will not be allowed. In other words, with the onstraints (3.22)

and (3.23), two ars are sent from a sub-hub i to two di�erent lusters and two ars are

reeived by a sub-hub i from two di�erent lusters.

In onstraints (3.24), in network, ar-non-hub (i, j) or ar-non-hub (j, i) is used. But

if the luster just has one spoke (sub-hub or not), ars-non-hub (i, j) and (j, i) an be

used simultaneously.

In onstraints (3.25), one ar-non-hub leaves every vertex i, but if i is a sub-hub, two

ars an leave. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation, ar-non-hub does not

exist.

In onstraints (3.26), one ar-non-hub will be reeived by every vertex i, but if i is a

sub-hub, two ars will be reeived. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation,

ar-non-hub annot be reeived.

In onstraints (3.27), one ar-hub leaves every vertex hub i.

In onstraints (3.28), one ar-hub will be reeived by every vertex hub i.

In onstraints (3.29), both ar-hub (i, j) or ar-hub (j, i) an be used in the network.

But, if the problem just has two hubs, both ars (i, j) and (j, i) an be used.

Beause of onstraints (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29), a minimum number equal to two hubs

is required to solve this model. Although, the idea of alternative path is used to minimize

the transport ost, hub ars with eonomy of sale annot be suppressed from the model

beause they signi�antly redue transport ost.

After the mentioned onstraints, the network is now built. Then, the argo routing

onstraints are done by:

Flow onservation onstraints are represented by the onstraints (3.30), (3.31), (3.32).

In onstraints (3.30), the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will leave the

soure using the ar (i, l), where the �ow an be a �ow w (�ow in a ar-hub) or a �ow s

(�ow in a ar-non-hub). Two hubs are linked by ar-hub and a hub with a spoke (sub-hub

or not) or two spokes (sub-hubs or not) are linked by an ar-non-hub.

In onstraints (3.31), the �ow of every vertex i towards every vertex j will be reeived

in the destination using the ar (l, j), where the �ow an be a �ow w (�ow in an ar-hub)

or a �ow s ( �ow in an ar-non-hub).

In onstraints (3.32), all �ows that leave an intermediate vertex k (whih is not the

soure or the destination), will be equal to the �ow that has arrived at the intermediate

vertex.

In Constraints (3.33), the �ow s will just exist if the ar y exists.

In onstraints (3.34), the �ow w will just exist if an ar-hub b exists.

Finally, onstraints (3.35) are integrality onstraints.

Regarding the problem instanes of problems with six or more hubs, a subtour at the
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hub-route annot be avoided by the onstraints above. Constraints to eliminate subtours

are added in the previous model.

For the same reasons, at regional route, onstraints to eliminate subtours are added

in the previous model for lusters with more than four nodes. Subtours are avoided by

the onstraints (3.24) in lusters with four or less nodes.

Then, for eah supposedly viable solution found, H will be the set of seleted hubs

nodes with p nodes, C will be the set of seleted lusters with alloation, where C =

{C1, C2, ..., Cm}, Cq will be the set of seleted nodes, whih belong to the same luster q,

hq will be the hub node from set Cq (luster q) and S will be any subset of nodes from a

set H or from a set Cq. The onstraints are:

∑

i∈S,j∈H−S

bij ≥ 1, 2 ≤ | S | ≤ | H | −2, with | H |= p (3.36)

∑

i,j∈S

yij ≤ | S | −1 +
∑

i∈S

xii, 2 ≤ | S | ≤ | Cq | −2, and hq ∈ (Cq − S)

∀ Cq, where q ∈ {1, 2, ...,
n∑

j=1

xjj} (3.37)

Constraints (3.36) are ut-set onstraints. These onstraints are equivalent to subtour

elimination onstraints. Constraints (3.36) are generated and inluded at the model,

whenever it is neessary to eliminate subtours at hub route.

In this problem, a luster an be onstituted by a number of nodes varying between

one and n− p+1. Cluster with one node is omposed by hub without alloation and the

luster with the maximal number of nodes is omposed by all spoke nodes and the hub.

A seond important harateristi for eah luster is that eah node an be seleted

as a hub node. Then, during the exeution of the problem, solving the servie design in

eah luster orresponds to solving the traveling salesman problem without a �xed start

point and without a predetermined number of nodes.

Constraints (3.37) are a variation of subtour elimination onstraints. In these on-

straints, the subset S seleted is not omposed by the hub from an analyzed luster.

Then, sub-set S an be aepted as luster of a next solution found if some node from S

is a hub (see Figure 3.6a and 3.6b).

Then, onstraints (3.37) are generated and inluded in the model, whenever neessary,

to eliminate subtours at regional routes.

A utting plane approah is used to solve the developed mathematial model. In al-

gorithm, the formulation is relaxed beause the subtour onstraints are suppressed from

the model. Eah time an integer-feasible solution for the relaxed problem is found, the

existene of a subtour is heked. When a subtour is identi�ed, a onstraint forbidding
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(a) Network with subtour. (b) Network without subtour.

Figure 3.6: possible solution in phase i and in phase i+ k of exat method.

that spei� subtour is inserted in the model. This dynami iteration with the optimiza-

tion proess is made in the Cplex solver through allbak proedure. More spei�ally, a

lazy-onstraint allbak is used.

Lazy onstraints are onstraints not provided in the onstraint matrix of the problem,

but they annot be violated by a solution of relaxed problem (Beltramin, 2015).

During the allbak, the feasibility of eah integer solution of relaxed problem is

heked. Any violated lazy onstraint is related, allowing the solver to disard the unfeasi-

ble solution and to add the violated lazy onstraint in the relaxed problem (Bertsimas et al.,

2016).

In the implemented utting plane, one subtour elimination onstraint is inserted in

the model after the algorithm �nd the network solution presented in Figure 3.6a (phase

i of resolution algorithm). However, when doing that, the network solution presented in

Figure 3.6b an no more be found in a phase i+ k of resolution beause it is eliminated

of the searh tree if the lassial subtour elimination onstraint or the lassial ut-set

onstraint are used. Note that the network solution presented in Figure 3.6b is a valid

solution beause no subtour appears.

Seeking to avoid the problem desribe above, a variant of subtour elimination on-

straint was developed in this study. It is used on the model when a subtour is found

in a luster (see onstraint (3.37)). In relation to the ase of Figure 3.6a, the sub-set S

seleted in the implemented algorithm is omposed by the nodes 6, 4 and 7.

In the proposed model, setting p = n, all nodes are fored to be hub. Then, the

proposed problem is redued to the traveling salesman problem in this speial ase.
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Considering that the traveling salesman problem is NP-Hard, then the proposed prob-

lem is also NP-Hard.

3.3.2 Model with irular hub route and without sub-hub

In this seond network model, a single alloation of spoke nodes is presented (Figure 3.7).

We introdue this model in order to ompare its performanes with the ones from previous

model (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2016b).

Figure 3.7: Network with irular hub network and without sub-hub.

In this version, transport ost is minimized only by eonomy of sale.

Transshipments are only realized in hub nodes.

This model was lassi�ed as a Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem beause

the network is omposed of two di�erent routes and demands are routed from eah node

to all other nodes.

This mathematial model was developed from the previous model. Some onstraints

orresponding to sub-hubs were removed and others were modi�ed beause the variable

ti is no longer presented in this model.

Constraints (3.16), (3.19), (3.20), (3.22) and (3.23) were removed.

Below, the whole model is presented. Although just the replaed onstraints are

desribed.

Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, cij is the ost per unit of �ow from node i to

node j where i, j ∈ V , p is the number of hubs, flij is the �ow from node i to node j

and α is the disount fator on the unit of �ow between hubs.

Hub loation and spoke alloation are de�ned by the variables of model: ui = 1 if the

vertex i is a hub with no spoke alloated to it, or 0 otherwise, and xij = 1, if the vertex i

is alloated to hub j, or 0 otherwise. A vertex i is a hub with spoke loations if xii = 1.
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Servie design is omposed of the variable yij = 1, if there exists the ar-non-hub

(i; j), or 0 otherwise, and bij = 1, if there exists the ar-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise.

With respet to the argo routing, it was reated the variables wijkl = 1, if there exists

a �ow from i to j routed via ar-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists a

�ow from i to j routed via ar-non-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise.

The model an be de�ned as follows:

Formulation of the Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem (tLpHLRP)

min

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

flij cij xij +

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij ckl sijkl+

+
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij α ckl wijkl

s.t. :

n∑

j=1

xjj +
n∑

j=1

uj = p (3.38)

xij ≤ xjj, ∀i, j ∈ V (3.39)

ui + xii ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (3.40)

n∑

j=1

xij = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.41)

yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, i 6= j, k 6= j, i 6= l, l 6= k (3.42)
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yij + yji ≤ 1 + xii + xjj, ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.43)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yij = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.44)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yji = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.45)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bij = xii + ui, ∀i ∈ V, (3.46)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

bji = xii + ui, ∀i ∈ V, (3.47)

bij + bji ≤ 1 + 2/p, ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.48)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i

sijkl = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i = k, i 6= j (3.49)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

wijlk +
n∑

l=1,l 6=j

sijlk = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, j = k, j 6= i (3.50)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl +

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

sijkl =

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk +

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

sijlk

∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.51)

sijkl ≤ ykl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.52)

wijkl ≤ bkl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.53)

xij , ui, yij, bij , wijkl, sijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (3.54)

Constraints (3.17) were replaed by onstraints (3.40):

Every vertex may be a hub with alloation, a hub without alloation or a spoke.

Constraints (3.18) were replaed by onstraints (3.41):

Every vertex i will be alloated to one hub j. But, it an also be a hub without

alloation.
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Constraints (3.21) were replaed by onstraints (3.42):

In these onstraints, the existene of an ar linking the vertex i and j, will not be

allowed if they are alloated to di�erent hubs. Ar linking the vertex i and j will just

exist if they are alloated to the same hub. Then, ar yij will also not link hubs. It will

either link spokes or one hub with one spoke.

Constraints (3.25) were replaed by onstraints (3.44):

One ar-non-hub leaves every vertex i. However, if the vertex i is a hub without

alloation, ar-non-hub does not exist.

Constraints (3.26) were replaed by onstraints (3.45):

One ar-non-hub is reeived in every vertex i. However, if the vertex i is a hub without

alloation, ar-non-hub is not reeived in the node.

Constraints (3.35) were replaed by onstraints (3.54): these are integrality on-

straints.

A utting plane approah foused on subtour elimination, similar to the one presented

in the �rst version, was implemented in order to solve this seond model.

This seond model was developed beause a network with the presented harater-

istis, along with routing mehanism in a same model, was not found in the literature

about hub network.

Similar to the �rst one model, the proposed problem is also NP-Hard.

3.3.3 Model with diret hub onnetions and sub-hubs

Di�erent of the two �rst models, now the network at hub level is omposed of a om-

plete graph. Between two hub nodes, the transport an be done in both diretions

(da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2015b).

In this new model, distint regions are more quikly aessible, allowing for a shorter

travel time assoiated with an eonomy of sale. However an inreasing number of vehiles

in the network an be registered.

In this third model, sub-hubs are also used to provide a network with lower transport

osts along with shorter alternative paths.

Clusters an be omposed of isolated nodes (one hub), two nodes (one hub and one

spoke) or more. Connetions between nodes from a same luster are done in irular form

by direted ars and, between two lose lusters, one intersetion spoke node (sub-hub)

an be o�ered (Figure 3.8).

Based on the ategories of hub loation-routing problem presented by Nagy and Salhi

(2007), (see hapter 1), this model is lassi�ed as Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing

Problem with Sub-Hub.

The mathematial formulation is presented below and onstraints are then desribed.
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Figure 3.8: Network with diret hub onnetions and with sub-hubs.

Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, cij is the ost per unit of �ow from node i to

node j where i, j ∈ V , p is number of hubs, flij is the �ow from node i to node j and α

is the disount fator on the unit of �ow between hubs.

Hub loation, sub-hub loation and spoke alloation are de�ned by variables of model:

ui = 1 if the vertex i is a hub with no spoke alloated to it, or 0 otherwise, xij = 1, if the

vertex i is alloated to hub j, or 0 otherwise, and ti = 1, if i is sub-hub, or 0 otherwise.

A vertex i is a hub with spoke loations if xii = 1.

Variable yij = 1, if there exists an ar-non-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise, is responsible for

the servie design in luster level.

For the argo routing, the variables reated were wijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow from

i to j routed between the hubs k and l, or 0 otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow

from i to j routed via ar-non-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise.

The model an be de�ned as follows:

Formulation of the Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem with Sub-Hub (MMpHLRPSH)

min
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

flij cij xij +
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij ckl sijkl+

+

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij α ckl wijkl

s.t. :
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n∑

j=1

xjj +
n∑

j=1

uj = p (3.55)

xij ≤ xjj , ∀i, j ∈ V (3.56)

ti ≤
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

xij/2, ∀i ∈ V (3.57)

ui + ti + xii ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (3.58)

n∑

j=1

xij = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.59)

xij + xik + xlj + xlk ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

i 6= j, k 6= j, k 6= i, l 6= j, l 6= k, l 6= i (3.60)

yij + xik + xil ≤ 2 + xjk + xjl, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, k 6= j, l 6= i, l 6= k, l 6= j (3.61)

yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2 + xjk + xil + ti/2 + tj/2,

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, i 6= j, k 6= j, i 6= l, l 6= k (3.62)

xkj + xlj + yik + yil ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, l 6= i, l 6= k (3.63)

xkj + xlj + yki + yli ≤ 3, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,

j 6= i, k 6= i, l 6= i, l 6= k (3.64)

yij + yji ≤ 1 + xii + xjj , ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.65)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yij = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.66)
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n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yji = 1 + ti − ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.67)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i

sijkl = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i = k, i 6= j (3.68)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

wijlk +

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

sijlk = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, j = k, j 6= i (3.69)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

sijkl =
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk +
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

sijlk

∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.70)

sijkl ≤ ykl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.71)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl ≤ xkk + uk ∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.72)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk ≤ xkk + uk ∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, j 6= i (3.73)

xij , ui, ti, yij, wijkl, sijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (3.74)

In the objetive funtion, the loation and alloation ost and the overall transporta-

tion ost are minimized.

Loation and alloation are omposed by onstraints:

Constraints (3.55), where the number of hubs is equal to p. Two di�erent types of

hubs are allowed by the model, hubs with alloations xjj and standalone hubs (hub with

no spokes) uj.

Constraints (3.56), where a vertex i will be alloated to a vertex j if j is a hub with

alloation.

Constraints (3.57), where a vertex i will be hosen as sub-hub if it is alloated to at

least two hubs.

Constraints (3.58), where every vertex may be hosen as a hub with alloation, or a

hub without alloation, or a spoke. A vertex an just be hosen as a sub-hub if it is not

a hub.
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Constraints (3.59), where every vertex i will be alloated to one hub j, or to two hubs

j in the ase of i to be a sub-hub. But, it an also be a hub with or without alloation.

Constraints (3.60), where two sub-hubs annot be alloated to the same pair of hubs.

In order to represent the servie design, ars linking the nodes are set by the following

onstraints:

Constraints (3.61), where an ar yij linking one sub-hub i with another spoke node

(sub-hub or not) is allowed, but only if they are alloated in a ommon hub.

Constraints (3.62), where the existene of an ar linking the vertex i and j, if the

vertex i and j are alloated to di�erent hubs, will be not allowed. There will just exist

an ar linking the vertex i and j if they are alloated to the same hub. Then, ar yij will

also not link hubs. It will either link spokes (sub-hub or not) or one hub with one spoke.

In onstraints (3.62), the link between two sub-hubs is allowed, but a ommon hub is

needed beause of onstraints (3.61).

Constraints (3.63), where two ars going out of a vertex i to two others vertex that

belong to a same hub j will be not allowed.

Constraints (3.64), where two ars arriving in a vertex i from two others vertex that

belong to a same hub j will be not allowed.

Constraints (3.65), where in the network, the ar-non-hub (i, j) or the ar-non-hub

(j, i) is used. However, if the luster just has one spoke (sub-hub or not), the ars-non-hub

(i, j) and (j, i) an be used.

Constraints (3.66), where one ar-non-hub leaves every vertex i, but if i is a sub-hub,

two ars an leave. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation, ar-non-hub does

not exist.

Constraints (3.67), where one ar-non-hub will be reeived by every vertex i, but if i is

a sub-hub, two ars will be reeived. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation,

ar-non-hub annot be reeived.

Cargo routing onstraints, in the built network, is done by:

Constraints (3.68), where the �ow of every vertex i towards to every vertex j will

leave the soure using the ar (i, l), where the �ow an be a �ow w (�ow between two

hubs) or a �ow s (�ow in a ar-non-hub). A hub with a spoke (sub-hub or not) or two

spokes (sub-hubs or not) are linked by ar-non-hub.

Mathematially speaking, ar hubs are not needed in the model for the routing of

demands. That is beause diret �ows between eah pair of hubs are allowed and triangle

inequality is satis�ed.

Constraints (3.69), where the �ow of every vertex i towards to every vertex j will be

reeived in the destination using the ar (l, j), where the �ow an be a �ow w or a �ow s.

Constraints (3.70), where a �ow that leaves an intermediate vertex k (whih is not the

soure or the destination), will be equal to the �ow that has arrived at the intermediate
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vertex.

Constraints (3.71), where �ow s will exist if ar y exists.

Constraints (3.72) and (3.73), �ow w will exist if the pair of hubs k and l exist, where

hub an be with or without alloation nodes.

Constraints (3.74) are integrality onstraints.

At regional route, onstraints to eliminate subtours are added in the model to lusters

with more than four nodes.

Then, for eah supposedly viable solution found, C will be the set of seleted lusters

with alloation, where C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm}, Cq will be the set of seleted nodes whih

belong to the same luster q, hq will be the hub node from set Cq (luster q) and S will

be any subset of nodes from a set Cq. Constraints are:

∑

i,j∈S

yij ≤ | S | −1 +
∑

i∈S

xii, 2 ≤ | S | ≤ | Cq | −2, and hq ∈ (Cq − S)

∀ Cq, where q ∈ {1, 2, ...,
n∑

j=1

xjj} (3.75)

Where onstraints (3.75) are generated and inluded in the model, whenever neessary,

to eliminate subtours at regional routes.

A utting plane approah foused on the subtour elimination in luster level was also

implemented to solve this third model.

3.3.4 Model with diret hub onnetions and without sub-hub

In this last network model, a omplete graph is presented at hub level, irular routes are

made at luster level and a single alloation of spoke nodes is used (Figure 3.9).

Similar to the seond model, transport ost is only minimized by an eonomy of sale

and transshipments are only aomplished in hub nodes (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves,

2015b).

This model is lassi�ed as Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem.

This mathematial model was developed from the previous model. Some onstraints

referring to sub-hubs were removed and others were modi�ed beause the variable ti is

not presented in this model.

The onstraints (3.57), (3.60), (3.61), (3.63) and (3.64) were removed.

Below, the whole model is presented. But, just the replaed onstraints are desribed.

Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, cij is the ost per unit of �ow from node i to

node j where i, j ∈ V , p is the number of hubs, flij is the �ow from node i to node j

and α is the disount fator on the unit of �ow between hubs.
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Figure 3.9: Network with diret hub onnetions and without sub-hub.

Hub loation and spoke alloation are de�ned by variables of model: ui = 1 if vertex

i is a hub with no spoke alloated to it, or 0 otherwise and xij = 1, if vertex i is alloated

to hub j, or 0 otherwise. A vertex i is a hub with spoke loations if xii = 1.

The variable yij = 1, if there exists ar-non-hub (i; j), or 0 otherwise, is responsible

by the servie design in luster level.

And for the argo routing, it was reated the variables wijkl = 1, if there exists a �ow

from i to j routed between the hubs k and l, or 0 otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists

a �ow from i to j routed via ar-non-hub (k; l), or 0 otherwise.

The model an be de�ned as follows:

Formulation of the Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem (MMpHLRP)

min
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

flij cij xij +
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij ckl sijkl+

+

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

n∑

k=1,k 6=j

n∑

l=1,l 6=k,l 6=i

flij α ckl wijkl

s.t. :
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n∑

j=1

xjj +
n∑

j=1

uj = p (3.76)

xij ≤ xjj , ∀i, j ∈ V (3.77)

ui + xii ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (3.78)

n∑

j=1

xij = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.79)

yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2, ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, i 6= j, k 6= j, i 6= l, l 6= k (3.80)

yij + yji ≤ 1 + xii + xjj, ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j (3.81)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yij = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.82)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

yji = 1− ui, ∀i ∈ V (3.83)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i

sijkl = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, k = i, i 6= j (3.84)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

wijlk +

n∑

l=1,l 6=j

sijlk = 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, j = k, j 6= i (3.85)

n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl +
n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

sijkl =
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk +
n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

sijlk

∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.86)

sijkl ≤ ykl ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, l 6= k, l 6= i, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.87)
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n∑

l=1,l 6=i,l 6=k

wijkl ≤ xkk + uk ∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= j, j 6= i (3.88)

n∑

l=1,l 6=j,l 6=k

wijlk ≤ xkk + uk ∀i, j, k ∈ V, k 6= i, j 6= i (3.89)

xij , ui, yij, wijkl, sijkl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k, l ∈ V (3.90)

The onstraints (3.58) are replaed by the onstraints (3.78): Every vertex may be a

hub with alloation, or a hub without alloation, or a spoke.

Constraints (3.59) are replaed by the onstraints (3.79): Every vertex i will be allo-

ated to one hub j. But it an also be a hub with or without alloation.

Constraints (3.62) are replaed by the onstraints (3.80): The existene of an ar

linking the vertex i and j if vertex i and j are alloated to di�erent hubs will not be

allowed. There will only exist an ar linking vertex i and j if they are alloated to the

same hub. Then, ar yij will also not link hubs. It will either link spokes or one hub with

one spoke;

Constraints (3.66) are replaed by the onstraints (3.82): one ar-non-hub leaves every

vertex i. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation, ar-non-hub does not exist.

Constraints (3.67) are replaed by the onstraints (3.83): one ar-non-hub will be

reeived by every vertex i. However, if the vertex i is a hub without alloation, ar-non-

hub annot be reeived.

Constraints (3.74) are replaed by the onstraints (3.90): they are integrality on-

straints.

A utting plane approah foused on the subtour elimination in luster level was also

implemented to solve this last model.

This fourth model was developed beause a network with the presented harateristis

along with routing mehanism in a same model was not found in the literature about hub

network.

In Rodríguez-Martín et al. (2014), hub loation-routing problem was de�ned as a

ombination of hub loation and multi-depot vehile routing problems, presenting har-

ateristis of a di�ult problem.

Appliations for the four network models presented in this hapter an be seen in

di�erent argo delivery situations. More preisely, liner shipping network problem and

postal delivery problem an be represented by developed networks.
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3.4 Conlusions

In this hapter, four new mathematial models about hub-and-spoke network problems

were presented.

The models are lassi�ed as hub loation-routing problems. Demands are transported

using two di�erent levels of network.

At a luster level, network is omposed of irular routes with direted ars. Then,

demands are routed in a single diretion inside the lusters.

At hub level, two di�erent networks were presented. The �rst one is omposed of

direted ars in irular form and the seond one is omposed of undireted ars within

a omplete graph.

Though hub-and-spoke network with direted ars is not a ommon harateristi in

the literature, more realisti appliations in argo delivery problems an be very well

represented by this harateristi.

However, the main harateristi in the proposed models is the utilization of shorter

alternative paths alongside an eonomy of sale for a great eonomy in the transport ost

when a hub-and-spoke network is built.

Some demands an be transported with transshipment inside hub nodes or sub-hub.

Shorter alternative paths are o�ered beause of a multiple alloation of some spoke

nodes. Normally, a multiple alloation with diret onnetion hub-spoke is presented in

the literature about hub-and-spoke. In the proposed problems with sub-hubs, nodes in

luster level are onneted by a irular route. Consequently, demands from whole region

an be transferred through a sub-hub (multiple alloated node).

Some harateristis from the traveling salesman problem, the p-median problem and

the shortest path problem are used in the developed models.

Beause of the omplexity of the problems, only small instanes an be solved by the

desribed utting plane approah (see results in the hapter 5). Then, a metaheuristi is

implemented seeking to solve large-sized instanes of problem.

An implemented Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh is desribed in the

next hapter and the results are presented in hapter 5.
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Chapter 4

A VNS Metaheuristi Based Approah

In this problem, large and medium instanes an not be solved by Cplex solver beause

the problem is omposed of sub-omplex problems (loation, alloation, servie design

and routing). So, we deided to use metaheuristi to solve large-size problem instanes.

First an introdution about metaheuristis is presented in this hapter. Charateris-

tis of the Variable Neighborhood Searh (VNS) and of its variant, the Variable Neighbor-

hood Deomposition Searh (VNDS), are also shown. After, an implemented onstrutive

heuristi and variants of a proposed VNDS to solve large instanes of the network servie

design problem with two hierarhy levels are desribed.

Four variants of proposed VNDS were implemented to solve, respetively, the four

mathematial models desribed in hapter 3: Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Prob-

lem with Sub-Hub, Two-Level p-Hub Loation-Routing Problem, Many-to-Many p-Hub

Loation-Routing Problem with Sub-Hub and Many-to-Many p-Hub Loation-Routing

Problem.

4.1 Introdution to Metaheuristis

In the literature on metaheuristis, an exat de�nition of the term is still not presented.

Aording to Sörensen et al. (2015), until reently, a lear de�nition of the word meta-

heuristi has been missing, and it ould be argued that it is still disputed.

But, some similar settings are shown from the de�nitions of some authors:

"Metaheuristi is an algorithm designed to solve approximately a wide range of hard

optimization problems without having to deeply adapt to eah problem" (Boussaïd et al.,

2013);

"Metaheuristis, in their original de�nition, are solution methods that orhestrate an

interation between loal improvement proedures and higher level strategies to reate a

proess apable of esaping from loal optima and performing a robust searh of a solution

spae" (Glover and Kohenberger, 2003);
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"Metaheuristis are general high-level proedures that oordinate simple heuristis and

rules to �nd good (often optimal) approximate solutions to omputationally di�ult om-

binatorial optimization problems" (Ribeiro et al., 2007);

"Metaheuristis are approximate algorithms whih basially try to ombine basi heuris-

ti methods in higher level frameworks aimed at e�iently and e�etively exploring a

searh spae" (Blum and Roli, 2003);

"A metaheuristi is a high-level problem-independent algorithmi framework that pro-

vides a set of guidelines or strategies to develop heuristi optimization algorithms. The

term is also used to refer to a problem-spei� implementation of a heuristi optimization

algorithm aording to the guidelines expressed in suh a framework" (Sörensen and Glover,

2013);

"Meta-heuristi is an iterative generation proess whih guides a subordinate heuristi

by ombining intelligently di�erent onepts for exploring and exploiting the searh spaes

using learning strategies to struture information in order to �nd e�iently near-optimal

solutions" (Osman and Kelly, 1996).

In the presented de�nitions what an be highlighted is that:

• Metaheuristis are approximate algorithms. Beause, normally, optimal solutions

are not o�ered by them, but, only, good solutions at a viable omputational time;

• Metaheuristis are used to solve hard optimization problems. Beause large-size

problem instanes an not be solved by exat methods;

• Metaheuristis are generi algorithms that ould be used and adapted in general

problems. Di�erent from heuristis that are reated and used to a spei� problem;

• Metaheuristis are frameworks. Iterations between improvement heuristis (loal

searh) and high level strategies are guided by them.

Strategi proedures used into metaheuristis seek to maintain a balane between the

intensi�ation phase and the diversi�ation phase of the solution searh proess.

In the intensi�ation phase, a spei� region from solution spae is explored beause

a good quality with respet to �nd results is presented. Whereas, in the diversi�ation

phase, distint regions of the solutions spae are explored, thus avoiding a metaheuristi

to be trapped in a loal optimum during the intensi�ation phase.

Based on distint harateristis of the metaheuristis, di�erent lassi�ations are

presented in the literature. Many lassi�ation riteria may be used for metaheuris-

tis (Boussaïd et al., 2013).

In a lassi lassi�ation observed in the literature, metaheuristis are grouped in

single-solution based metaheuristis and population-based metaheuristis (Boussaïd et al.,

2013), (Martí and Reinelt, 2011), (Blum and Roli, 2003).
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Single-solution based metaheuristis (or trajetory methods) group is omposed of

metaheuristis where the whole searh proedure of optimal solution is aomplished

with the use of a single solution. Through the proesses, one urrent solution is replaed

by a neighbor solution o�ering a better result. This new solution an also be replaed by

another one, and so on, until the searh proedure an be onluded.

Among metaheuristis lassi�ed into single-solution based on metaheuristis set, the

lassi ones are Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrik et al., 1983), Tabu Searh (Glover,

1986), Iterated Loal Searh (Lourenço et al., 2003), Grasp (Feo and Resende, 1989) and

Variable Neighborhood Searh (Mladenovi¢ and Hansen, 1997).

While a population-based metaheuristis group, a set of solutions is used during the

whole searh proedure. These solutions an be modi�ed, ombined, replaed by other

ones and also disarded. But through the proess, a set of solutions an always be

manipulated in the searh of optimal solution.

This set of metaheuristis is omposed of lassi examples suh as Ant Colonies

(Colorni et al., 1991), Partile Swarm Optimization (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) and

Geneti Algorithm (Holland, 1992).

In another metaheuristi lassi�ation, they are divided in natural proesses and

non-natural proesses (man-made proesses) (Sörensen and Glover, 2013), (Talbi, 2009),

(Blum and Roli, 2003).

Metaheuristis from natural proesses group have shown a good harateristi of di-

versi�ation. Among these metaheuristis there are, for example: analogy with the ther-

modynami proess is used by Simulated Annealing and analogy with the geneti proess

is done by the Geneti Algorithm.

On the other hand, intensi�ation proedure has been more harateristi to non

natural proesses. Examples of metaheuristis are Tabu Searh, where a memory to forbid

or to selet ertain movements into solution spae is used, and Variable Neighborhood

Searh (VNS), in whih di�erent neighborhood strutures during the proess of solution

searh are used.

Metaheuristis an also be lassi�ed as deterministi and stohasti methods. In de-

terministi metaheuristis, an optimization problem is solved by deterministi deisions

(e.g. lassi tabu searh), so same results are provided by eah run. Whereas, in stohas-

ti metaheuristis, some random deisions are applied during the searh proess (e.g.

simulated annealing) (Talbi, 2009) whih give di�erent results at eah run.

But, independently of lassi�ation, a set of subordinate heuristis is used in eah

metaheuristi (Parejo et al., 2011). Solved problem-type will de�ne whih subordinate

heuristis are used. The ustomization (or instantiation) of one metaheuristi to a given

problem yields a heuristi to the latter (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

Initial solution to start a metaheuristi an be hosen at random way or it an be built
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by a onstrutive heuristi. Construtive heuristis are algorithms where the solution

is built step-by-step from srath. Greedy algorithms (Algorithm 1), are examples of

onstrutive heuristi.

In algorithms from Ribeiro et al. (2007), the notation is: onsider a ombinatorial

optimization problem minimize f(S) subject to S ∈ X , de�ned by a ground set E =

{e1, ..., en}, a set of feasible solutions X ⊆ 2E , and an objetive funtion f : 2E → R.

S∗ ∈ X is an optimal solution suh that f(S∗) ≤ f(S), ∀S ∈ X .

In Algorithm (1), at eah iteration, an element from E = {e1, ..., en} (ground set) is

seleted to be integrated in the partial solution S. Algorithm stops one the solution to

be fully ompleted.

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for minimization (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

1: GreedyAlgorithm()

2: S ← ∅;

3: Evaluate the inremental ost of eah element e ∈ E;

4: while S is not a omplete feasible solution do

5: Selet the element s ∈ E with the smallest inremental ost;

6: S ← S ∪ {s};

7: Update the inremental ost of eah element e ∈ E \ S;

8: end while

9: return S;

After an initial solution has been de�ned, it an be enhaned into improvement or

intensi�ation phase of the metaheuristis. Examples of improvement phase algorithms

used to re�ne a urrent solution are:

• loal searh (Algorithm 2), where a new solution is found in a neighborhood of the

urrent solution;

• exat method. In this ase, metaheuristi is known in the literature as matheuris-

ti (Boshetti et al., 2009);

• Variable Neighborhood Desent (VND) (Algorithm 3) (used in VNS algorithm),

where two or more neighborhoods of urrent solution are explored to get a new

solution;

• path-relinking (Glover, 1986) (Algorithm 5), where the ombination of two or more

solutions from a neighborhood spae generates a path of points (i.e. solutions)

between and beyond these seleted points. These points on the path an be soures

for new paths.
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There are also metaheuristis in whih aspets from di�erent metaheuristis are om-

bined. These metaheuristis are known as hybrid metaheuristis (Sörensen and Glover,

2013), (Blum and Roli, 2003).

A neighborhood of a solution S is a set N(S) ⊆ X . S∗
is a loal optimum in N(S) if

f(S∗) ≤ f(S), ∀S ∈ N(S∗) (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

In Algorithm 2, the neighborhood struture (N(S)) is explored from a solution S,

searhing an improvement. If a new solution S ′
is found, neighborhood struture is

explored from S ′
, searhing again a new improvement. This algorithm is exeuted until

a solution does not present an improvement in its neighborhood.

Algorithm 2 Loal Searh for minimization (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

1: LoalSearh(S0)

2: S ← S0;

3: while S is not loally optimal do

4: Find S
′

∈ N(S) with f(S
′

) < f(S);

5: S ← S
′

;

6: end while

7: return S;

In Algorithm (3), onsider:

• An optimization problem minimize f(x) subject to x ∈ X , X ⊆ S;

• f : S → R: Objetive funtion;

• X : set of feasible solutions;

• S: solution spae;

• N = N1, ..., Nℓmax
: set of neighborhoods;

• x′
: initial solution;

• x : urrent solution;

• ℓ : list of neighborhoods. Where 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓmax;

• y: solution in the neighborhood Nℓ(x);

In Basi VND (Algorithm 3), after hange is ompleted with a neighborhood stru-

ture, the proess an be restarted from the �rst neighborhood (if the solution is improved)

or an be started from the next neighborhood when solution is not improved (see Algo-

rithm 4).
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Algorithm 3 Sequential VND using the best improvement searh strategy

(Hansen et al., 2016).

1: B-VND (x, ℓmax, N)

2: repeat

3: stop← false;

4: ℓ← 1;

5: x
′

← x;

6: repeat

7: x
′′

← argminy∈Nℓ(x)f(y); //y is a solution of Nℓ(x), where f(y) has minimum value.

8: Neighborhood_change_sequential(x, x
′′

, ℓ);

9: until ℓ = ℓmax;

10: if f(x
′

) ≤ f(x) then

11: stop← true;

12: end if

13: until stop = true;

14: return x
′

;

After the last neighborhood is explored, if the urrent solution is not improved the

whole proess is stopped.

In Sequential neighborhood hange step (Algorithm 4) solution found in the neigh-

borhood struture (line 7, Algorithm 3) is veri�ed in order to aept (when solution is

improved) or not this one as urrent solution. Algorithm 4 also deide whih neighbor-

hood will be explored in next iteration.

Classis neighborhood hange step proedures are desribed in Hansen et al. (2016).

Algorithm 4 Sequential neighborhood hange step (Hansen et al., 2016)

1: Neighborhood_hange_sequential(x, x′, k)

2: if f(x′) < f(x) then

3: x← x′
; //a better solution is found

4: k ← 1; //return to �rst neighborhood

5: else

6: k ← k + 1; //try to improve the next neighborhood

7: end if

For Algorithm 5 onsider:

• m: operation move (eah solution S ′ ∈ N(S) is reahed from S by this operation);

• Ss: starting solution;

• St: target solution (Ss and St are two good solutions);
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• △(Ss, St): set of moves needed to reah St from Ss. Symmetri distane between

Ss and St;

• S̄: best solution;

• m∗
: best move;

• S ⊕m: solution resulting from applying move m to solution S.

At eah step of Algorithm 5 all moves from the urrent solution S are examined and

the one with the lower ost is seleted. The proedure is �nished when St is reahed

(∆(S, St) = ∅). A path of solution is generated between Ss to St (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

Algorithm 5 Path-relinking for minimization (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

1: PathRelinking(Ss, St)

2: Compute the symmetri di�erene ∆(Ss, St);

3: f̄ ← min{f(Ss), f(St)};

4: S̄ ← argmin{f(Ss), f(St)};

5: S ← Ss;

6: while ∆(S, St) 6= ∅ do

7: Let m∗
suh that f(S ⊕m∗)

.
= min{f(S ⊕m) : m ∈ ∆(S, St)};

8: ∆(S ⊕m∗, St)← ∆(S, St) \ {m
∗};

9: S ← S ⊕m∗
;

10: if f(S) ≤ f̄ then

11: f̄ ← f(S);

12: S̄ ← S;

13: end if

14: end while

15: return S̄;

Looking for a new solution in the improvement phase is made in the neighborhood of

the urrent solution. This searh an use a best improvement strategy or it an use �rst

improvement strategy, where proess is �nalized after �nding the �rst neighbor the ost

of whih is better than the atual solution.

Representation (enoding) of a solution used by a metaheuristi is also de�ned by

problem-type solved. Aording to Talbi (2009), the representation plays a major role in

the e�ieny and e�etiveness of any metaheuristi and onstitutes an essential step in

designing a metaheuristi.

In Talbi (2009) some lassial representations of solutions that are used by meta-

heuristis to solve a large variety of optimization problems are presented (Figure 4.1).

In Figure 4.1, di�erent problem are presented with the appropriate enoding.
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Figure 4.1: Some lassi enodings (Talbi, 2009).

Mathematial models studied in this work are omposed of loation, alloation, servie

design and routing problems. This harateristi was onsidered as a fundamental point

when we deided to hoose a metaheuristi based-approah to solve large-size problem

instanes. A VNS variant was seleted beause eah problem ould be explored by a set

of di�erent neighborhood strutures.

These problems will be alled sub-problems in the following presentation beause eah

one is part of the main problem studied.

In the next setion, details of VNS are given. More preisely implemented onstrutive

heuristi and implemented Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (a variant of

VNS method) are presented.

4.2 Variable Neighborhood Searh (VNS)

Variable neighborhood searh (VNS), (Algorithm 6), is a metaheuristi whose basi idea

is systemati hange of neighborhood within a loal searh (Hansen et al., 2010).

Systemati hange of neighborhood is based on the fat that a loal optimum for one

neighborhood struture an not be the loal optimum for another neighborhood; global

optimum found, will be a loal optimum to all neighborhoods; and for many problems

loal optimum with respet to one or several neighborhoods are relatively lose to eah

other struture (Hansen et al., 2010), (Hansen and Mladenovi, 2003).
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Variable Neighborhood Searh has been applied to di�erent optimization problems.

Rabelo and Jones (2013) desribed that VNS shows an exellent apability to solve

sheduling problems to optimal or near-optimal shedules.

Algorithm 6 VNS (Boussaïd et al., 2013).

1: VNS(s, kmax, N);

2: while the stopping riterion is not satis�ed do

3: k ← 1;

4: while k < kmax do

5: s′ ← shaking (s, k,N(s)); //selet a random s′ in the nth
neighborhood Ns(s) of s

6: s′′ ← Loal Searh (s′);

7: if s′′ is better than s then //if objetive funtion is improved

8: s← s′′;

9: k ← 1;

10: else

11: k ← k + 1;

12: end if

13: end while

14: end while

15: return s; //return the best solution met

In Hansen et al. (2016), ingredients to build di�erent variants of VNS are presented.

In Algorithm (6) the Basi VNS is presented, omposed of:

• A urrent solution (s);

• initial solution of a loal searh proedure (s′);

• number of neighborhood strutures kmax;

• A set of neighborhood strutures Nk, k = 1, ..., kmax;

• Shaking proedure: in this step, a perturbation mehanism is applied to the urrent

solution s. A random solution is seleted. It is ahieved by trying to explore di�erent

parts of searh spae;

• Improvement proedure (or intensi�ation phase): in this step (line 6), a loal

searh is used to exploit the neighborhood by a desent method. Note that, a VND

method (Algorithm 3) an be used by some variants of VNS;

• Neighborhood hange step (line 8 to line 13): in this step, a sequential neighborhood

hange step (Algorithm 4) is applied.
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Shaking is a proedure used in the VNS to esape from loal minima while exploring

the solution spae (see Hansen et al. (2016), Boussaïd et al. (2013)).

Variants of VNS are desribed in Hansen et al. (2016). Between the variants of VNS,

there is Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS) in whih improvement

phase ingredient is just applied on a redued part of the problem (Algorithm 7).

In the VNDS, the problem is deomposed. The subproblem generated represents a

part from the original one with a redued solution spae.

Algorithm 7 Classi VNDS (Hansen et al., 2016).

1: VNDS(x, kmax, N)

2: repeat

3: k ← 1;

4: repeat

5: //step(1): shaking

6: x′ ← Shake(x, k,N);

7: //step(2): getting sub-problem

8: y ← x′ \ x;

9: //step(3): solving sub-problem

10: y′ ← Improvement proedure(y);

11: //step(4): substituting the solution

12: x′′ = (x′ \ y) ∪ y′;

13: //step(5): moving between operators

14: Neighborhood hange sequential (x, x′′, k);

15: until k = kmax;

16: until stopping ondition is ful�lled;

17: return x;

Classi VNDS (Algorithm 7) is the lassi VNS (Algorithm 6) with two new steps

inluded: step 2, where a part of solution (sub-problem solution) given for the global

problem is seleted to be improved in step 3; step 4, where improved solution of sub-

problem is added to solution of the global problem.

VNDS is not yet widely used by researhers. But there are some works of literature,

where VNDS is used to solve, for example, supply hain management planning prob-

lem (Ahuja et al., 1993), the minimumweighted k-ardinality tree problem (Uro²evi¢ et al.,

2004), large-sale ontinuous loation alloation problems (Lejeune, 2006), 0-1 multidi-

mensional knapsak problem (Brimberg et al., 2006) and p-median problem (Hana� et al.,

2010).
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4.3 Implemented Construtive Heuristi

Before we saw that we need to begin a metaheuristi by produing one or a set of solutions

(i.e. population). A single-solution based method (or trajetory method) is used in the

VNS.

This single-solution may be randomly generated or with the help of a onstrutive

heuristi. We deided to implement a onstrutive heuristi beause parts of problem

(sub-problems) an be explored by exat methods.

Providing an Initial Solution by a Construtive Heuristi

Construtive heuristi developed to produe initial solution (x) for the studied problem

is omposed of 4 steps (Algorithm 8). Eah step is used to solve a di�erent sub-problem.

Step are desribed below.

Algorithm 8 Construtive Heuristi

1: Construtive_heuristi()

2: To solve hub loation and spoke alloation problem;

3: To solve sub-hub loation problem;

4: To solve servie design problem;

5: To produe shortest path tree from eah node to all others nodes;

6: return x; //initial solution

4.3.1 Step1: To solve hub loation and spoke alloation problem

In this step, an integer programming formulation of the p-median problem (see hap-

ter 3), (Mladenovi¢ et al., 2007), (Reese, 2005) is solved by Cplex solver (version 12.6.3).

The main idea is to get the desired number of lusters with one hub assoiated to

eah luster. Objetive funtion 4.1 (fp_med) minimizes distane between spoke and its

assoiated hub:

Let V be the set of demand nodes with n nodes, cij is the distane between the

ustomer i ∈ V and the faility j ∈ V . Variable xij = 1 if the ustomer i is alloated to

faility j, or 0 otherwise.

min

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

cij xij (4.1)

Objetive funtion 4.1 is used in p-median problem presented by Mladenovi¢ et al.

(2007). The objetive is minimize the sum of the distanes.
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Nodes are divided into p (number of hubs) lusters, where eah luster is omposed

of one hub with or without alloated spoke nodes. In other words, one luster ould

be onstituted by only one single hub node, but regarding the number of spoke nodes,

it an be formed with a quantity between 0 and (n − p) spokes, where n is the total

number of nodes in network. Note that we set number p to desired number of hubs

before solving p-median problem. In this way, the problem an be solved in polynomial

time (Garey and Johnson, 1979). Thus di�erent luster on�gurations an be provided

depending on strategi deisions (i.e. the number of hubs to open).

4.3.2 Step2: To solve sub-hub loation problem

In this step, the main idea is to identify lose lusters and reate a relationship between

two lose lusters. This relationship will permit a multiple alloation for some spoke

nodes. These nodes will be alled sub-hub nodes.

With previous step, eah node is inluded into one single luster. Conerning sub-hub

node, it an be alloated to two di�erent lose lusters. To be attrative, we need to know

whih lusters are lose together. To do that, a distane metri is de�ned below. Then

we have to selet the best andidate node to be the sub-hub node of two lose lusters

(see the Algorithm 9).

Distane between two lusters is de�ned as distane between their hubs.

In Algorithm (9), C is the set of lusters with its hubs, CA is distane matrix (or

alloation ost matrix) and fA is the alloation ost funtion of our objetive funtion

(4.2):

min
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

flij cij xij (4.2)

Algorithm 9 Sub-hubs loation

1: Sub_hubs_loation(C,CA, fA)

2: Evaluate the distane metri; //(i.e. proximity level)

3: Identify lose lusters;

4: hoose sub-hub(C,CA, CC_relationship, fA); //Selet andidates to be sub-hubs

5: return(C);

Still in Algorithm (9), CC_relationship is set by lose lusters identi�ed in line 3

(Algorithm 9). Sub-hub node to eah relationship an be hosen by Algorithm 10.

This step 2 is onstituted by:
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i) - evaluate distane metri:

In this point, average distane between hubs (average dH) and orresponding deviation

are alulated.

dCC = (average dH)− (one deviation) (4.3)

dCC is the metri distane used to hoose sub-hubs.

dH is the distane between 2 hubs.

ii) - identify lose lusters:

If distane between two hubs is less than the previous metri dCC, then these lusters are

delared as lose ones and an share a spoke node hosen as sub-hub node.

iii) - Selet andidates to be sub-hubs:

At most one sub-hub for eah pair of lose lusters an be hosen (see Algorithm 10).

In fat, sub-hub is a spoke node of one luster, that will be shared by a lose luster

(Figure 4.2). So, alloation ost (Funtion 4.2) of the seond luster is inreased by this

proess.

Figure 4.2: Close lusters with sub-hub and alloation ost.

In Figure 4.2, squares are hubs, small irles are spokes, triangle is sub-hub, big irles

are lusters, full lines and dashed line represent distane ost (alloation ost) (Cij).

Still in Figure 4.2, initial lusters are hub 2 with spoke nodes 0 and 5 and hub 3 with

spoke nodes 1 and 4. Then fp_med was:

fp_med = (C02 + C52) + (C13 + C43) (4.1.1)

After node 0 has been hosen as sub-hub of these lusters, the alloation ost is:

fp_med = (C02 + C52) + (C13 + C43 + C03) (4.1.2)
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Algorithm 10 hoose sub-hub

1: hoose_sub-hub(C,CA, CC_relationship, fA)

2: for eah CC_relationship[i] do //i is a pair of lose luster

3: minimum_iac[i]← big_number;

4: for eah node j from CC_relationship[i] do

5: iac[j]← distane of node j to hub from lose luster i

6: if (iac < minimum_iac) then

7: minimum_iac[i]← iac[j];

8: CC_relationship[i] ← j; //j is the sub-hub

9: end if

10: end for

11: if (minimum_iac[i] 6= big_number) then

12: node from CC_relationship[i] is shared between lose lusters;

13: fA is updated; //equation ( 4.2)

14: end if

15: end for

16: return(fA);

In Figure 4.2, inremental alloation ost of node 0 (iac[0]) (see Algorithm 10) is the

ost (C03).

In Algorithm 9 there is a possibility for two lusters to be identi�ed as lose lusters

(line 3), but sometimes no sub-hub ould be seleted in line 4. This is true when lusters

are only omposed of isolated hub or when a andidate node already plays as a sub-hub

of an other pair of lose lusters (Figure 4.3)

Figure 4.3: Two relationships of lose lusters and only one sub-hub.

In Figure 4.3, the network is omposed of four hubs (1, 2, 3 and 4) and one sub-hub

(5). Eah hub number is used to represent its respetive luster. The pairs of lose

lusters are identi�ed as follows: 1 and 2; 1 and 3. Cluster 1 was initially omposed of

nodes 1 and 5. Cluster 2, 3 and 4 were initially omposed of one node (their hub). Node

5 was seleted sub-hub from lose lusters 1 and 2. From this moment, no sub-hub an

be hosen for pair of lose lusters 1 and 3 beause luster 1 has just one spoke (sub-hub
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5) and luster 3 is just omposed of one node (hub 3).

When one pair of lose lusters (relationship between two lusters) an not reeive

one sub-hub in onstrutive heuristi, the relationship is nevertheless kept and maybe

one sub-hub will be hosen in improvement heuristi of our VNDS algorithm.

4.3.3 Step3: To solve servie design problem

Craini and Kim (2007) desribe servie network design problem whih integrates two

types of major deisions. The �rst one is to determine the servie network, that is,

to selet the routes, or in other words, to reate a sheduling of nodes visitings. The

seond deision is to determine the routing of a request onsidering the sheduling of

visits reated before.

In this step, the main idea is to reate a network of servies, i.e. a route in eah luster

and a route at hub-level for the model with irular hub route. When the model solved

is omposed of diret hub onnetion, servie design is only reated inside eah luster.

In this work, routing is done inside eah luster in a irular form and between lusters

(hub routes) in irular form (model with irular hub route) or with diret links between

hubs (model with diret hub onnetion). Eah sequene of visited nodes represents one

servie provided by the network. For example, in Figure (3.2), the network is omposed

of 5 irular servies.

In Figure 3.2, for example route 5-3-1-4-5 is a regional servie where hub 5 is the origin

and the �nal destination of route and all other nodes are intermediate stops. Eah node

an be both a point of delivery and ollet, and hub 5 and spoke 3 are also transhipment

points. Hub 5 is a transhipment point beause it onnets that servie with hub servie 5-

10-7-6-2-5, and spoke node 3 is also a transhipment point beause it onnets two regional

servies (sub-hub).

Eah irular route onsists in solving a travelling salesman problem. The number of

nodes in eah luster is not limited. Then, a regional routes an have all spoke nodes.

To save time, a nearest neighbor onstrutive heuristi algorithm an be used (see the

following Algorithm 11).

The nearest neighbor Algorithm desribed in Bellmore and Nemhauser (1968) - (Al-

gorithm 12), is always used for a set of nodes (luster or set of hubs) to reate route.

Algorithm 11 is used by models with irular hub route to built hub routes and regional

route. But in models with diret hub onnetion, it is just used to build regional routes.

The �rst node, in regional route (line 2 and line 5 - Algorithm 12), is the hub node.

In hub route, �rst node is also the �rst hub from a list of hubs (i.e lexial order).

The results obtained with the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm, allow to build a sparse

matrix of ost between eah node of irular route.

Note that a disount fator α is applied to the ost between two nodes of hub route.
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Algorithm 11 Creating servie design

1: Servie_design(S) //S is the set made by eah luster and by set of hubs

2: for eah set_of_nodes do //luster or set of hubs

3: if (number of nodes > 3) then

4: Nearest Neighbor Algorithm(set_of_nodes);

5: end if

6: end for

7: return Sr; //Sr is the set of routes

Algorithm 12 Nearest Neighbor Algorithm - based on Bellmore and Nemhauser (1968)

desription

1: Nearest_Neighbor_Algorithm(set_of_nodes)

2: Selet the �rst node;

3: Find the nearest unvisited node and go there;

4: Are there any unvisited node left? If yes, repeat step 2;

5: Return to the �rst node;

6: return r; //r is the onstruted route

The network with eonomy of sale is represented by a dediated sparse matrix.

4.3.4 Step4: To produe the shortest path trees

In this step, the main idea is to reate the routing of all demands based on servie network

we reated in previous step.

Routing argo proedure onsists in satisfying all ustomer requests. That is, a de-

livery of demands from eah node to all others nodes. For a partiular request, whih

servies must be taken to satisfy the orresponding ustomer? Beause our objetive

funtion is to minimize total distane traveled by all argos, the shortest paths between

two nodes need to be alulated. The shortest path from one soure node s to all other

nodes is represented by the shortest path tree (Figure 4.4).

Beause the network reated during the previous step (line 4 from Algorithm 8) does

not have negative ars, then the shortest path tree an be built by Dijkstra's Algorithm,

desribed in Dijkstra (1959) and presented below (Algorithm 13).

Dijkstra Algorithm is exeuted n (number of nodes) times, where a di�erent soure

node s is used to produe a di�erent shortest path tree. Then, the best routing argo is

o�ered by a set of shortest path trees assoiated to the analyzed network.

where:

• soure node: s;
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Figure 4.4: Network and possible solution of Dijkstra's Algorithm for di�erent soures.

• sparse matrix of routes built in Algorithm (11): network;

• set of nodes temporarily labeled: S̄;

• set of nodes permanently labeled: S (at eah iteration the algorithm transfers a

node i in the set S̄ with smallest distane to the set S) (Ahuja et al., 1993);

• set of ars going out from a node i : A(i);

• predeessor index to maintain the tree: pred[s];

• distane label from soure s to node i : d[i];

• ost of a ar from node i to node j : cij.

After Dijkstra's Algorithm to be solved for a soure i, the assoiated transport ost

is alulated (Algorithm 14):

Where d[j] is distane from soure node i to any node j alulated by Dijkstra's

Algorithm.

After eah shortest path tree, total_cost (Algorithm 14) is alulated and the global

transport ost is updated:

In Algorithm (15), network is represented by a sparse matrix of routes built in Algo-

rithm (11).
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Algorithm 13 Dijkstra Algorithm - based on Ahuja et al. (1993).

1: Dijkstra(s, network)

2: S := ∅;

3: S̄ := N ;

4: d[i] :=∞ for eah node i ∈ N ; //initialize the distane vetor

5: d[s] := 0; //set the soure node

6: pred(s) := 0;

7: while | S |< n do

8: let i ∈ S̄ be a node for whih d[i] = min{d[j] : j ∈ S̄};

9: S := S ∪ {i};

10: S̄ := S̄ − {i};

11: for eah (i, j) ∈ A(i) do

12: if d[j] > d[i] + cij then //a new shortest path is found

13: d[j] := d[i] + cij //distane from s to j = distane s to i+ ost ar (i, j)

14: pred[j] := i;

15: end if

16: end for

17: end while

18: return d[];

Algorithm 14 Transport ost for node "i" requests

1: Transport_ost(i)

2: for eah node (j ∈ n) do

3: total_cost(i) = fl[i][j] ∗ d[j];

4: end for

5: return total_cost(i);

Algorithm 15 Global transport ost for all requests

1: Global_transport_ost(network)

2: fT (network)← 0;

3: for eah node (i ∈ n) do

4: fT (network) = fT (network) + Transport_cost(i);

5: end for

6: return fT (network);
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Remember that disount fator for using the hub route, has already been integrated

in step3 of onstrutive heuristi(to solve servie design problem).

4.3.5 Evaluate Objetive Funtion Cost

After the four steps of onstrutive heuristi have been solved, a viable solution of the

problem is obtained. The objetive funtion ost of the analyzed problem is onstituted

by alloation ost alulated in Algorithm (10) and by global transport ost alulated

in Algorithm (15).

Objective function = allocation function(fA) + global transport cost(fT ) (4.4)

This feasible solution and its evaluated ost are used as initial solution by Variable

Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS), a variant of VNS (Variable Neighborhood

Searh), to improve the result.

4.4 Implemented Variable Neighborhood Deomposi-

tion Searh

In this study, the problem is omposed of 4 sub-problems: hub and sub-hub loation or

only hub loation (models without sub-hub), spoke alloation, servie design and network

routing.

Operators of an implemented Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS),

(Algorithm 16), were built by onsidering the harateristis of those sub-problems. Mov-

ing between loal searh operators is guided by the neighborhood hange sequential pro-

edure (Algorithm 4) (da Costa Fontes and Gonalves, 2016a).

Objetive funtion fO is evaluated in neighborhood hange sequential proedure using

equation (4.4) de�ned earlier.

A redued part of the solution spae of the problem is seleted when a getting the

sub-problem (step(1) in the Algorithm 16).

A di�erent improvement algorithm is done for eah sub-problem by using spei�

operators.

In models with sub-hub, two Variable Neighborhood Desent (VND), one Loal Searh

(LS) and shake (Nkspecial � line 21) are used. But in version for models without sub-hub,

one shake (Nkspecial), two LS and only one VND are used.

For hub and sub-hub loations sub-problem:

• Version for model with sub-hub, 1 operator (improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub),

responsible for searhing a loal optimum for eah hub and sub-hub loation, was
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Algorithm 16 Implemented VNDS.

1: VNDS(x, kmax, N)

2: test_shake← 0;

3: x′′ ← x;

4: repeat

5: k ← 1;

6: while k ≤ kmax do

7: //step(1): getting sub-problem(x,Nk)

8: selet the operator Nk with exatly p solution attributes from solution

x;

9: denote this subset by y;

10: //step(2): solving sub-problem

11: y′ ← Improvement proedure(y); //y′ is the improved solution

12: //step(3): substituting the solution (it reates original problem solution)

13: x′ = (x \ y) ∪ y′;

14: //step(4): moving between operators

15: Neighborhood hange sequential (x, x′, k);

16: end while;

17: if ((fO(x) < fO(x
′′
)) then //fO is the objetive funtion

18: x′′ ← x;

19: end if

20: if (number of test_shake is not met) then //parameters values are presented in

the hapter 5

21: x← Shake(x′′, Nkspecial);

22: test_shake← test_shake + 1;

23: end if

24: until number of test_shake is met;

25: return x′′
;

developed. In this operator, improvement phase algorithm used is a VND om-

posed of three neighborhood strutures (improve_hub, improve_sub_hub and

shake remove_sub_hub (Nℓspecial in the Algorithm 17));

• Version for model without sub-hub, the operator is the improve_hub. In this

operator, the neighborhood struture is explored by a LS.

Conerning sub-problem of spoke node alloations one operator and one shake proe-

dure were de�ned:

• spoke_nodes_allocations operator: responsible for getting the loal optimum for

spoke alloation. In this operator, a loal searh is used;
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• shift_spoke_node shake-operator: the funtion of shaking urrent solution is at-

tributed to this proedure. The neighborhood struture (Nkspecial) in Algorithm

(16), allows the alloation of a random spoke node to a di�erent luster.

One operator (improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route) was developed for

servie design sub-problem. In this operator, the improvement phase algorithm used is a

VND omposed of two neighborhood strutures:

• two_routes_improve;

• one_route_improve.

About routing sub-problem Dijkstra's Algorithm is always used.

Di�erene between lassi VNDS (Algorithm 7) and our implemented version (Algo-

rithm 16) is that shake proedure is exeuted after all neighborhood strutures have been

explored. A spei� number of shake proedures is realized.

After eah shake proedure, algorithm is restarted in the �rst step with the �rst

neighborhood.

Details of eah operator, for eah version of problem studied, are desribed below.

4.4.1 Routing Sub-problem - Dijkstra's Algorithm

Dijkstra's Algorithm (Algorithm 13) is used at the routing sub-problem beause it o�ers

the smallest path to follow in network in order to satisfy demands from eah node to all

other nodes.

Objetive funtion used in all problem variants onsists in minimizing two parts:

alloation ost part and transport ost part (see equations(4.4)). In the implemented

VNDS (Algorithm 16), transport ost is always evaluated after the shortest path prob-

lem has been solved for all nodes (routing sub-problem) using Dijkstra's Algorithm (Al-

gorithm 13).

Similar to onstrutive heuristi, after exeution of Dijkstra's Algorithm for eah

soure node, the total ost (Algorithm 14) and global transport ost (Algorithm 15) are

alulated.

Although objetive funtion is omposed of transport ost plus alloation ost, most

of this value is given by transport ost. Then, an exat method is used to assure good

solution at routing and, onsequently, good objetive funtion value.

4.4.2 Operators for tLpHLRPSH model

In the proposed model, we supposed that it is allowed to have between 1 route (omposed

of only standalone hub nodes) and p+ 1 routes (p is the number of hubs).

Sequene of operators used for this model is:
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• a) Improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub;

• b) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route;

• ) spoke_nodes_allocations.

The best results were presented with the sequene of operators above.

shift_spoke_node shake-operator is used after all improvement operators have been

exeuted (Algorithm 16).

a) improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub operator

About the improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub operator, the step 2 of Algorithm

(16), several neighborhood strutures are explored through of a Cyli Variable Neigh-

borhood Desent (Cyli VND) proedure (Algorithm 17).

In the Algorithm 17, in eah neighborhood operator is explored a di�erent problem

ℓ. Then, Nℓ is the neighborhood of the problem ℓ, Nℓspecial is the neighborhood used in

the shake remove_sub_hub and fℓ is the ost funtion of the problem ℓ.

Algorithm 17 Cyli VND used for loation sub-problem.

1: Cyli VND(y, ℓmax, N)

2: quantity_of_shake← 0;

3: y′ ← y;

4: repeat

5: ℓ← 1;

6: while ℓ ≤ ℓmax do

7: y′′ ← argminz∈Nℓ(y)fℓ(z) //z is a solution of Nℓ(y), where fℓ(z) has minimum value.

8: Neighborhood_hange_yli(y, y′′, ℓ, fℓ);

9: end while

10: if ((f1(y) = f1(y
′))||(f2(y) = f2(y

′))) then //no improvement in hub route ost (see

equation 4.5) or not modi�ation in alloation ost (see equation 4.6)

11: quantity_of_shake← quantity_of_shake + 1;

12: if (quantity_of_shake is not met) then

13: y ← shake (y′, Nℓspecial)

14: end if

15: else

16: y′ ← y;

17: end if

18: until quantity_of_shake is met;

19: return y′;
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Cyli VND is omposed of 3 neighborhood strutures: improve_hub, improve_

sub_hub and shake remove_sub_hub(Nℓspecial).

Proedure Neighborhood_change_cyclic used in Cyli VND (Algorithm 17) is pre-

sented in Algorithm ( 18).

Algorithm 18 Cyli Neighborhood Change step for Cyli VND (Hansen et. al., 2016)

1: Neighborhood_hange_yli(y, y′′, ℓ, fℓ)

2: if fℓ(y
′′) < fℓ(y) then

3: y ← y′′; //a better solution is found

4: end if

5: ℓ← ℓ+ 1; //try to improve the next neighborhood

A Sequene of neighborhood strutures trying to improve the solution is:

• a.1) improve_hub;

• a.2) improve_sub_hub;

• a.3) shake remove_sub_hub.

After �nishing �rst improve_hub neighborhood struture, searh is started with se-

ond neighborhood struture (improve_sub_hub) whether there is improvement or no

improvement of urrent solution (Algorithm 18).

After improve_hub and improve_sub_hub neighborhood strutures have been ex-

euted, without improvement, shake remove_sub_hub is exeuted (Algorithm 17, line

13).

a.1) improve_hub neighborhood struture

For eah luster with spoke node alloations, we try to �nd a better hub node. Swithes

between eah spoke node (exept for sub-hub nodes beause they are alloated to two

hubs) with its original hub are tested. The new hub route is built again by the Nearest

Neighbor Algorithm (Algorithm 12) in order to evaluate the sub-problem ost (i.e. ost

of the new hub route - equation (4.5)):

Let H be the set of hub nodes with p nodes, cij is the distane between the hub i ∈ H

and the hub j ∈ H . Variable bij = 1 if the ar between the hubs i and j is inluded in

the hub route, or 0 otherwise.

fhr =
∑

i∈H

∑

j∈H,j 6=i

cij bij
(4.5)

If an improvement is found, the swith/move is made and then we do it again with

the next luster.
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A best improvement searh strategy is used for eah luster.

Note that the relationships between lose lusters built in the onstrutive heuristi

are not modi�ed by this neighborhood struture. The number of relationships and lusters

inluded in eah one remains the same.

a.2) improve_sub_hub neighborhood struture

In Improve_sub_hub struture, a new sub-hub is heked for eah pair of lose lusters.

The distane ost (alloation ost) between eah andidate sub-hub spoke node and the

two orresponding hub nodes is re-evaluated (equation 4.6), trying to �nd a new sub-hub

with lower distane ost than atual sub-hub:

Let CC be a set omposed of two lose lusters (CC_relashionship[i℄), Hc is a set

omposed of two hubs from CC (Hc ⊆ CC , cij is the distane between the spoke node

i ∈ CC and the hub j ∈ HC . Variable xij = 1 if the spoke i is alloated to hub j, or 0

otherwise.

f2 =
∑

i∈Cc

∑

j∈Hc,j 6=i

cij xij
(4.6)

Again, relationships between lose lusters are not modi�ed by this neighborhood

struture, only hubs are updated. This proess is an exhaustive method in whih the

sub-hub making the smallest alloation ost is seleted.

Best improvement searh strategy is again used in this neighborhood struture.

When one pair of lose lusters does not urrently have a ommon sub-hub, and there

is at least one andidate, a sub-hub an be seleted in this neighborhood struture.

The alloation ost is updated after inluding sub-hub in this neighborhood struture.

With that ost, sub-problem ost an be evaluated.

a.3) shake remove_sub_hub neighborhood struture

In Cyli VND (Algorithm 17), a shake is implemented. With this shake operator, one

lose luster relationship is randomly seleted, and the assoiated sub-hub node is then

removed. Then this node will be realloated to its original luster (see Figure (C.7) in

Appendix C.

Remember that a number of relationships between lose lusters were reated in the

onstrutive heuristi (Algorithm 9, line 3). This number is �xed and the lusters inluded

in eah relationship (lose lusters) are also �xed.

If a sub-hub node is seleted in the onstrutive heuristi it an be modi�ed in the im-

provement phase (improve_sub_hub neighborhood struture), but the CC_relationship

will always have a sub-hub.
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Therefore, the �xed number of sub-hubs an be relaxed with a shake in whih sub-

hubs an be removed from lose lusters relationship. After this shake, the relationship

between two lose lusters still exists, but without any sub-hub node seleted.

After removing a sub-hub, the orresponding node an not be seleted again during the

next exeution of improve_sub_hub neighborhood struture in order to avoid ine�ient

yles.

Also, if a new sub-hub is seleted in the improve_sub_hub neighborhood struture,

this sub-hub an not be removed in the next shake proedure. This proedure prevents

that a CC_relationshipi without sub-hub reeive a sub-hub in improve_sub_hub neigh-

borhood struture and after, the same sub-hub is removed in next shake remove_sub

_hub.

This shake inside a VND algorithm, was developed trying to make a diversi�ation

searh in a spei� part of the problem, the loation of sub-hub nodes.

b) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route operator

A Deomposition Variable Neighborhood Desent (Deomposition VND) proedure (Al-

gorithm 19), omposed of 2 neighborhood strutures (two_routes_improve and one_

route_improve), is developed for the servie design sub-problem.

This VND was designated as Deomposition VND, beause the searh strategy (Al-

gorithm 19, line 7) is just used in a redued part (one or two routes in the network) of

the sub-problem (see Algorithm 21).

In the Algorithm 19, y represents the set of the routes, r represents the seleted routes,

Nr represents the neighborhood of the seleted routes r and fR is the route ost. fT is

the transport ost (see Algorithm 15).

In this VND, a neighborhood struture will be explored while improvements are found

in it.

But in eah neighborhood struture, lusters routes are seleted randomly. Then, the

non improvement of a neighborhood is onsidered after several unsuessful improvement

tests.

Therefore, in hange neighborhood proedure, neighborhood hanging is only made

after a �xed number of iterations without any improvement (Algorithm 20).

b.1) two_routes_improve neighborhood struture

Cost of 2 routes, randomly hosen, an be modi�ed by �rst neighborhood struture

(two_route_improve) of that sub-problem (Algorithm 21). This neighborhood struture

was implemented beause the routing ost of demands is minimized by synhronization

of servies provided by eah luster at hub level.
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Algorithm 19 Deomposition VND used to servie design sub-problem.

1: Deomposition VND(y, ℓmax, N)

2: repeat

3: ℓ← 1;

4: y′ ← y;

5: quantity_test← 0;

6: while ℓ ≤ ℓmax do

7: y′′ ← (y\r)∪argminz∈Nr,r⊂yfR(z) //y′′ is omposed of (part of y) + z. z is a solution

of Nr, where r is a sub-set of y and fR(z) has minimum value. fR is the route ost (see equations

(4.5) and (4.7)).

8: Neighborhood_Change(y, y′′, ℓ, quantity_test);

9: end while

10: until (fT (y
′) = fT (y)); //no improvement in transport ost

11: return y′;

Algorithm 20 Neighborhood Change step for Deomposition VND

1: Neighborhood_hange(y, y′′, ℓ, quantity_test)

2: if fT (y
′′) < fT (y) then //transport ost

3: y ← y′′; //a better solution is found

4: quantity_test← 0;

5: else

6: quantity_test← quantity_test+ 1;

7: if (quantity_test = fixed_number) then

8: ℓ← ℓ+ 1; //try to improve the next neighborhood

9: quantity_test = 0;

10: end if

11: end if

In two_routes_improve, (Algorithm 21), 2 random and di�erent routes are seleted

(line 2) and for eah one, 2-opt Algorithm (Croes, 1958) is applied (line 4).

2-Opt algorithm onsists in replaing two non-adjaent edges of a tour by two others

that reate an other more interesting tour (Figure 4.5).

In Figure 4.5, ars a and b were replaed by ars c and d.

2-Opt algorithm is desribed in Algorithm 22 and Figure 4.6.

This algorithm 2-opt is implemented to selet the neighbor solution of route with the

smallest ost (line 7 - line 9), independently if this ost is better than the urrent solution.

The idea is to modify the existing route (Algorithm 21, Line 4). This harateristi

permits a diversi�ation of solution, beause a route an not be good in luster, but it

an help minimize the ost of sub-problem solution (Algorithm 20, Line 2).
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Algorithm 21 Two-routes improve neighborhood struture

1: two_routes_improve(y)

2: route← Selet two random routes(y)

3: for eah selet route i do

4: test_route[i]← 2_Opt_algorithm(route[i]); //Modify eah one seleted route

5: end for

6: y′′ ← (y \ route) ∪ test_route[1] ∪ test_route[2];

7: return y′′;

Algorithm 22 2-Opt Algorithm

1: 2_opt_algorithm(route)

2: fR(test_route)← big_number; //it allows to selet the �rst route

3: for i← seond node until the next-to-last node of the urrent route do

4: for j ← i+ 1 until the last node of the urrent route do

5: actual_route ← nodes from urrent route before the position i+ reverse se-

quene of nodes from urrent route with initial uto� point i and end uto� point

j+ sequene of nodes from urrent route after the position j until the last node from

urrent route; //see Figure ( 4.6)

6: alulate fR(actual_route); //route ost (see equations (4.5) and (4.7))

7: if (fR(actual_route) < fR(test_route)) then //the best generated route is seleted

8: teste_route← actual_route;

9: fR(test_route)← fR(actual_route);

10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

13: return test_route;
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Figure 4.5: a 2-opt swap.

Figure 4.6: Example of a route built in 2-opt algorithm.

In 2-opt algorithm, the evaluated ost is the ost of modi�ed route (route ost - fR).

This ost an be represented by the equation (4.5) if a hub route is seleted or by the

equation (4.7) if a regional route is seleted (luster p (cp)).

In the equation (4.7), cij represents the distane between the nodes i ∈ cp and j ∈ cp.

Variable xij = 1 if the ar linking the nodes i and j is used in the route, or 0 otherwise.

fR =
∑

i∈Cp

∑

j∈Cp,j 6=i

cij yij
(4.7)

Within this neighborhood struture, after modifying two routes, that is, after modi-
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fying part of the solution, a new solution is built.

Part of the sub-problem solution is seleted to be improved (Algorithm 21, line 3 -

line 4), and after that it is added in the global solution of the sub-problem (Algorithm 21,

line 6).

Cost funtion evaluated by sub-problem is global transport ost (see equation 4.4) of

network (Algorithm 20, line 2).

b.2) one_route_improve neighborhood struture

Cost of only 1 route, randomly hosen, is modi�ed by a seond neighborhood stru-

ture (one_route_improve). Using this neighborhood struture allows to esape possible

loal optimum ahieved by previous two_routes_improve neighborhood struture (Fig-

ure 4.7).

one_route_improve neighborhood struture was reated with the same steps as be-

fore (Algorithm 21). The only di�erene is that just one route is randomly seleted and

modi�ed.

Figure 4.7: a - loal optimum b - global optimum.

Note that for problems where all nodes are hubs, they an not be improved by

two_routes_improve neighborhood struture, but they an be improved by one_route_

improve neighborhood struture.

An important point to highlight is that one_route_improve applied twie is di�erent

of two_routes_improve applied one. Beause in the seond one, the solution part of

sub-problem is inserted in the global solution of sub-problem after modifying two routes,

while for the �rst one, the solution part of sub-problem is inserted eah time a route is

modi�ed.

) spoke_nodes_allocations operator

Remember that the alloation of spoke nodes has been ahieved by an exat method

(p-median problem) using Cplex solver during the onstrutive heuristi phase. But, for
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the problem studied, alloation will be dependent not only on the distane between hub

and spoke, but also of the �ow demand. Then, a spoke_nodes_allocations operator has

been developed to improve initial alloation.

In this operator, a Loal Searh is used to explore the neighborhood (Algorithm 23).

The main idea is to remove a random spoke node from its original luster and to reinsert

it in an other one, improving global transport ost (equation 4.4). The operation of

insertion is repeated for eah luster and the best improvement will be aepted only if

the new solution is better than the urrent solution.

In the Algorithm 23) p is the quantity of hubs (or lusters).

Algorithm 23 Loal Searh used to alloation sub-problem

1: LS_Alloation_Node(y,N)

2: number_iterations← 0;

3: y′ ← y;

4: repeat

5: test← 0;

6: Selet a random spoke node i, and after, identify the luster of this random node;

7: while (test < p) do

8: if (cluster[test] 6= origin luster of node i) then

9: y′′ ← insertion(N(y), i, cluster[test]); //the solution is made after the node i to

be inserted in the cluster[test]. In eah test, a di�erent solution from the same neighborhood of y

is generated.

10: if (fT (y
′′) < fT (y

′)) then //fT is transport ost

11: y′ ← y”;

12: end if

13: end if

14: test← test + 1;

15: end while

16: number_iterations← number_iterations + 1;

17: until ((fT (y
′) < fT (y))||number_iterations is met)

18: return y′;

In spoke_nodes_allocations operator, we use global transport ost instead of allo-

ation ost (see equation 4.4) to evaluate solution of alloation sub-problem beause the

sub-hub was developed to improve the travelled distane by goods through the whole

network.

Spoke_nodes_allocations operator is �nished after the �rst improvement has been

aepted or after a spei� number of attempts without any improvement (Algorithm 23,

line 17).
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d) shift_spoke_node shake-operator

The shake proedure is used as lassi VNS with the goal to diversify the searh, getting

away from a loal optimum, and maybe, allowing to �nd global optimum.

The shake proedure used in this work (Algorithm 24) has the same harateristi

of spoke_nodes_allocations operator, exept that, shake proedure is �nished after the

random spoke node is inluded in the best luster, i.e., in the luster with the smallest

global transport ost, even though this transport ost is not better than the smallest

global transport ost of the urrent solution. Remember that all lusters exept the

original one (p− 1 lusters) are tested in the reinsertion proess (line 6, Algorithm 24).

Algorithm 24 Shake used in alloation sub-problem

1: Shake Alloation(y,N)

2: number_iterations← 0;

3: y′ ← y;

4: test← 0;

5: Selet a random spoke node i, and after, identify the luster of this random node;

6: while (test < p) do

7: if (cluster[test] 6= origin luster of node i) then

8: y′′ ← insertion(N(y), i, cluster[test]);

9: if (number_iterations = 0) then

10: y′ ← y′′;

11: number_iterations← 1;

12: else

13: if (fT (y
′′) < fT (y

′)) then

14: y′ ← y”;

15: end if

16: end if

17: end if

18: test← test+ 1;

19: end while

20: return y′;

After spoke_node_allocations operator and shift_spoke_node shake-operator are

exeuted, lose lusters without sub-hubs (lusters previously omposed of isolated hubs

or lusters without any free spoke nodes to be sub-hubs) an reeive spoke nodes and

these nodes an be now hosen as sub-hubs of these lose lusters.

One spoke node modi�ed of luster an also be hosen as a hub in its orresponding

luster. Then, these operators allow to diversify the searh.
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4.4.3 Operators for tLpHLRP model

in this subsetion, in order to ompare our proposed model with sub-hubs with the lassi

model (with no sub-hub), we are presenting the hanges made in the implemented VNDS.

This implementation has the same harateristis as the previous one, exept that no sub-

hubs are presented by the model. First, in onstrutive heuristi (Algorithm 8) step 2

is removed. Seondly, in loation sub-problem, during the improvement phase omposed

by Algorithm ( 17), it is only neessary to improve the hub loation.

Sequene of operators used for this model is the following one:

• e) improve_hub;

• f) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route;

• g) spoke_nodes_allocations.

Also here, the shift_spoke_node shake-operator is used after all operators have been

exeuted (Algorithm 16).

Below, the improve_hub operator is desribed for this model. All other operators

used in this model are similar to operators desribed for model tLpHLRPSH.

e) improve_hub operator

Improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub operator now beomes only the improve_hub

operator.

Consequently, for loation sub-problem, in step 2 of Algorithm (16), just one neigh-

borhood struture is used (the improve_hub struture). Several neighborhood strutures

are usually explored by a VND proedure, but when only one neighborhood struture is

explored, the improvement phase algorithm orresponds to a basi loal searh heuristi

(see Algorithm 25).

Algorithm 25 Loal Searh used to loation sub-problem

1: LS_Loation(y,N)

2: repeat

3: y′ ← y;

4: y′′ ← argminz∈N(y)f(z) //f is hub route ost.

5: if (fhr(y
′′) < fhr(y)) then //improvement in hub route ost.

6: y ← y′′; //go along that diretion

7: end if

8: until (fhr(y) = fhr(y
′)); //no improvement in hub route ost.

9: return y′;
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The searh strategy used in loal searh is the best improvement. Eah spoke node

for eah luster is veri�ed if there is a new hub minimizing the hub route ost fhr (equa-

tion 4.5). After all lusters have been analyzed by the algorithm, if a new solution, better

than the last one, is found, the proess restarts.

The searh proess of a new hub made by this operator is similar to the one made by

improve_ hub neighborhood struture used in Algorithm 17. Then, for eah swith hub-

spoke, a new hub route is built by Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (Algorithm 12) allowing

to evaluate the sub-problem ost (ost of hub route).

4.4.4 Operators for MMpHLRPSH model

This implemented VNDS presents the same operators desribed for model tLpHLRPSH.

In this problem, a solution an be represented by zero route when all n nodes are

hubs (n number of desired hubs), beause the hub nodes are onneted by diret links

and only regional routes are formed by irular routes.

So there is no need to build hub routes during the onstrutive heuristi.

The sequene of operators used for this model is:

• h) improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub;

• i) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route;

• j) spoke_nodes_allocations.

shift_spoke_node shake-operator is again used after all operators have been exeuted

(Algorithm 16).

Below, only the harateristis of improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub operator

and of improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route operator are presented. All

other operators are similar to the ones used for model tLpHLRPSH desribed before.

h) improve_hub_and_improve_sub_hub operator

In this operator, a hub route is arti�ially made to make the evaluation of improve_hub

neighborhood struture possible. In fat, the route between hubs is omposed of diret

links.

Initial hub route is built by the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (Algorithm 12) and then

improved by 2-opt Algorithm (Algorithm 22).

The sequene of neighborhood strutures explored in this Cyli VND is:

• h.1) improve_hub;

• h.2) improve_sub_hub.
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• h.3) shake remove_sub_hub.

After improve_hub and improve_sub_hub neighborhood strutures are exeuted, if

no improvement is notied, the shake remove_sub_hub is then exeuted.

h.1) improve_hub neighborhood struture

In this neighborhood struture, a random luster with alloation is seleted and a new

hub is searhed between available spoke nodes (remember that sub-hub an not be a

andidate). Swithes are made between eah spoke nodes with its previous (original)

hub and a new arti�ial hub route is built again by the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

(Algorithm 12) for eah swith hub-spoke.

This neighborhood struture uses best improvement searh strategy for eah seleted

luster.

This algorithm is �nished, with improvement or not, after all nodes from seleted

luster have been analyzed.

All other proesses are similar to operators used in the implementation of model

tLpHLRPSH.

i) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route operator

two_routes_improve neighborhood struture and one_route_improve neighborhood

struture are used together when at least two regional routes exist.

Only one route_improve is used for the solution in whih there is just 1 route.

Note that solutions omposed of only hub nodes and diret ars linking the nodes,

have already de�ned servie design. Therefore, this operator is no longer used.

All other proesses are similar to the ones used for the implemented version for irular

hub routes (see Algorithm 19, Algorithm 20, Algorithm 21 and Algorithm 22).

4.4.5 Operators for MMpHLRP model

A variant of the previous VNDS is adapted for model MMpHLRP.

In this model, step 2 (to solve the sub-hub loation problem) of the onstrutive

heuristi (Algorithm 8) is not exeuted and the neighborhood struture improve_hub is

just exeuted by a loal searh beause sub-hub nodes are not used in this version model.

Cirular hub route is not built in the onstrutive heuristi beause diret links be-

tween hubs are existing in this model.

Sequene of operators used for this model is:

• k) improve_hub;

• l) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route;
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• m) spoke_nodes_allocations.

shift_spoke_node shake-operator is always used after all operators be exeuted (Al-

gorithm 16).

Below, only the harateristis of improve_hub operator and of improve_two_routes

_and_improve_one_route operator are presented. All other operators are similar to

the ones desribed before.

k) improve_hub operator

In this operator, the neighborhood struture is simply explored by Loal Searh (Algo-

rithm 25).

The ost evaluated in the Loal Searh (Algorithm 25) is the hub route ost (fhr) (see

equation 4.5). Similarly to the version used in model MMpHLRPSH, an initial hub route

is arti�ially built by the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (Algorithm 12) and improved by

2-opt Algorithm (Algorithm 22).

All other proesses exeuted in this variant are similar to the ones used for model

MMpHLRPSH. Namely, a random luster with alloation is seleted and a new hub node

is searhed between the spoke nodes. The proess is �nished after all spoke nodes have

been tested.

l) improve_two_routes_and_improve_one_route operator

Beause diret links exist between hubs, i.e., the hub network servie design is already

de�ned. Then, two_routes_improve and one_route_improve neighborhood struture

an only be exeuted if there are regional routes.

In this implemented version of VNDS, the same harateristis as in version for model

MMpHLRPSH an be seen.

4.5 Data Struture to Represent Solution

In this work, a solution representing the lusters in the network is reorded in a dynami

two dimensions array with p (number of hubs) lines. Eah line (i.e. luster) is omposed

by node numbers inluded in the orresponding luster (Figure 4.8).

Nodes 2, 3, 8 and 9 are hub nodes. Nodes 0, 7 and 4 are sub-hub nodes beause they

belong to two di�erent lusters.

More details about the representation of the solution used in this work an be seen

in the Appendix C.
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Figure 4.8: Array representing the lusters of a network with 10 nodes, 4 lusters and 3

sub-hubs.

4.6 Conlusion

In this hapter an introdution about Metaheuristi is presented in whih some de�nitions,

harateristis and lassi�ations are desribed.

Large size instanes of proposed models an not be solved by Cplex solver. Therefore,

we hose to use a VNDS (variant of VNS) to solve these instanes. This hapter is also

onentrated on VNS struture and the desription of implemented versions of VNDS.

Construtive heuristis and various improvement operators are presented.

In VNDS, the di�erent parts of the problem are explored by eah operator beause in

eah neighborhood struture a dediated sub-problem is improved (loation, alloation,

servie design and routing).

Then, di�erent improvement algorithms are used for eah operator.

Two VND (Algorithm ( 17) and Algorithm ( 19)) were implemented, eah one with a

new harateristi. In the �rst one, used for loation sub-problem, a shake proedure was

reated. Whereas in the seond one, used for servie design sub-problem, a deomposition

of the sub-problem was made to improve a part of the solution.

The proposed problem variants are divided in irular hub route and diret hub on-

netions. Inside eah one, problems are, again, divided in model with sub-hubs and model

without sub-hubs.

The implemented versions of VNDS depend on the proposed variants of problems.

Then, the main di�erenes between implemented versions are:

1 - between model with sub-hub and model without sub-hub:

In the �rst one, a VND is used to explore the neighborhood strutures improve_hub,

improve_sub_hub and shake remove_sub_hub. While in the seond one, a Loal Searh

is used to explore the neighborhood struture improve_hub. Beause in the seond one

(without sub-hub) the loation sub-problem is just proposed for hubs.

2 - between irular hub route and diret hub onnetions:

In the diret hub onnetions problems, the results of the objetive funtion between

model with sub-hubs and model without sub-hubs are lose (small gap) (see hapter 5).

About improve_hub operator, we an see a di�erene between the irular hub route
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model and the diret hub links model. improve_hub neighborhood struture, in irular

version, eah luster with alloation is tested trying to improve the hub loation. While,

in the diret hub links version, only one random luster with alloation is seleted and

tested. In this seond version, a slow desent movement towards the loal optima is

ahieved.

Lastly, note that this implemented metaheuristi an also be lassi�ed as a matheuris-

ti beause exat methods as the Dijkstra's Algorithm are used inside some proedures

of the proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Experimental results

In this hapter, omputational tests and statistial analysis of the experiments we per-

formed are presented.

Initially, results for irular model with sub-hub and for irular model without sub-

hub for small and large instanes are presented and then ompared. These results were

ahieved by the exeution of an exat method and by the VNDS implemented.

After that, results for the diret hub links model with sub-hub and for diret hub links

model without sub-hub for the same small and large instanes are showed and ompared.

These results were also ahieved by the performing of an exat method and the VNDS

implemented.

Finally, the main points are highlighted in the onlusions.

5.1 Introdution

Two groups of instanes were used to assess our VNDS metaheuristi based approah and

to ompare the network models with and without sub-hub.

In the �rst group, 36 small instanes were generated (see appendix A) and solved by

the exat method. These instanes were also solved by our implemented VNDS algo-

rithms.

In the seond group, 45 large instanes ranging between 100 and 200 nodes were

solved by our VNDS. These instanes are the AP (Australian Post) instanes and they

are available on the web site http://www.optsiom.es/uraphmp/. In this web site, eah

AP instane is omposed of a number of nodes, a demand matrix (n x n) where �ows

from one node to itself are allowed and a distane matrix (n x n). In our work, a distane

matrix and a demand matrix with no �ow from one node to itself are used. Therefore,

AP instanes were adjusted for our problem.

The exat method was implemented with Cplex Conert Tehnology C++, where the

onstraints for subtour elimination are inserted by lazy onstraint allbak. VNDS algo-
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rithms were implemented in C++. The 12.6.3 version Cplex was used to solve instanes.

The results obtained with the small instanes are used to ompare the gain in objetive

funtion from the model with sub-hub against the model without sub-hub. However, the

quality of results obtained by VNDS is also heked beause these results an be ompared

with the ones given by exat method when small instanes are onsidered.

The present tests were exeuted with two di�erent mahine on�gurations:

• mahine on�guration 1: a luster made of 5 nodes, eah having the following

on�guration: 2 proessors Intel R Xeon R E5-2630 v3 with 8 ores per proessor.

Cores with Base frequeny 2.4 GHz and Max frequeny 3.2 GHz; memory: 48GB,

2133MT/s, shared between the ores of a node. Eah instane was run on one ore,

with limited memory (2.8GB).

• mahine on�guration 2: proessor Intel Core i7 with 3.0 GHz and 8 GB of memory.

Small instanes were solved by exat method using mahine on�guration 1 and solved

by VNDS using mahine on�guration 2. Although mahine on�guration 1 is superior to

mahine on�guration 2, the exeution time of VNDS for small instanes was onsidered

inexpressive (less than 10 seonds).

Large instanes were solved using mahine on�guration 1.

Eah instane (small and large) was exeuted 30 times by VNDS in order to smooth

the stohasti behavior of these approahes. So, Objetive Funtion (Ob.Fun.) and

Exeution Time (E.T.) of VNDS exeution reported are the averages of results.

Parameters used in the algorithms were �xed in: test_shake = 20 (algorithm 16),

quantity_of_shake = 1 (algorithm 17), quantity_test = 30 (algorithm 19) and number

_iterations = 30 (algorithm 22).

Time limit used in exat method was set to 172800 seonds (48 hours).

Name of eah instane is oded with number of nodes (n), number of hubs (p) and

disount fator using hub route (α).

In the next setion, results for irular models are presented. After that, the results

for diret hub links models are reported in a seond setion.

5.2 Results for models with irular hub route

In this setion, results for the model tLpHLRPSH (with sub-hub) are ompared with

results for the model tLpHLRP (without sub-hub).

5.2.1 Small Instanes

The results for the �rst group of instanes are presented in Tables (5.1) and (5.2).
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In Tables (5.1) and (5.2), Ob.Fun. is objetive funtion value, E.T. is the exeution

time in seonds, N.S-H. is the number of sub-hubs to open.

Table 5.1: Results with Exat Method and VNDS for irular model with small instanes

(9 and 10 nodes)

Instane

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

n_p_α Ob.Fun. E.T. N.S-H. Obj.Fun. E.T. Obj.Fun. E.T. P.D.(%) Std.Dev. Ob.Fun. E.T. P.D.(%) Std.Dev.

9_3_0,3

463198

52787 1 478477 773 463198 7 0 0 478477 7 0 0

9_3_0,6

567586

101904 1 609196 1213 567586 7 0 0 609196 7 0 0

9_3_0,9

669564

gap 9,3

172800 1 739915 5949 663436 7 - 0 739915 7 0 0

9_4_0,3

388768

15978 1 395103 725 388768 7 0 0 395103 7 0 0

9_4_0,6

516839

82409 3 560864 3090 532602 7 3 0 560864 7 0 0

9_4_0,9

618141

gap 4,71

172800 5 726624 19744 675416 7 9 192 726624 7 0 0

9_5_0,3

328122

4804 3 339502 384 337895 7,7 3 0 347636 7,21 2,4 0

9_5_0,6

474321

10402 3 541639 8446 516214 7,3 8,8 977,5 556471 7,23 2,73 0

9_5_0,9

596556

gap 2,9

172800 4 742869 90300,08 692463 7,32 - 0 765302 7,05 3,02 0

10_3_0,3

703189

gap 5,60

172800 0 699028 1393 699028 8 - 0 699028 9 0 0

10_3_0,6

906439

gap 8,2

172800 2 960086 3567 960086 9 - 0 960086 9 0 0

10_3_0,9

1147930

gap 16,01

172800 1 1221140 21408 1160520 9 - 0 1221140 9 0 0

10_4_0,3

582824

163628 1 597835 1113 582824 9 0 0 597835 9 0 0

10_4_0,6

796933

90474 2 923419 18918 867354 9 9 0 923419 7 0 0

10_4_0,9

959884

gap 1,6

172800 2

1246300

gap 7

172800 1146970 9 - 0 1248190 7 0,15 1258

10_5_0,3

509372

70308 3 568169 14696 561723 8,56 10,27 0 579341 8,3 1,97 0

10_5_0,6

746842

93087 3 917916 108034 872906 8,58 16,88 0 917916 7,05 0 0

10_5_0,9

936404

gap 1,55

172800 3

1256490

gap 12,14

172800 1172910 8,57 - 0 1256490 7,21 - 0
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Table 5.2: Results with Exat Method and VNDS for irular model with small instanes (11 and 12

nodes)

Instane

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. E.T. N.S-H. Ob.Fun. E.T. Ob.Fun. E.T.

P.D.(%)

Std.Dev. Ob.Fun. E.T.

P.D.(%)

Std.Dev.

11_3_0,3

1055150

gap 32,04

172800 2 967850 160676 967850 9 - 0 967850 8 0 0

11_3_0,6

1256240

gap 26,80

172800 2 1223470 139804 1196550 7 - 0 1223470 7 0 0

11_3_0,9

1401520

gap 23,04

172800 3

1488330

gap 10,57

172800 1411430 7 - 0 1479100 7 - 0

11_4_0,3

726546

gap 9,09

172800 1 756180 23980 716266 7 - 0 756180 7 0 0

11_4_0,6

1001360

gap 12,72

172800 2 1100710 169275 999164 8 - 0 1100710 7 0 0

11_4_0,9

1208980

gap 12,99

172800 6

1468050

gap 15,85

172800 1274730 9 - 0 1445240 7 - 0

11_5_0,3

630079

gap 6,01

172800 2 646408 11824 658970 7,38 - 32302 655692 7,18 1,44 24077,15

11_5_0,6

925571

gap 9,7

172800 4

1085730

gap 10,75

172800 1086241 7,27 - 52067 1023940 7,19 - 0

11_5_0,9

1138700

gap 9,34

172800 4

1525580

gap 23,12

172800 1377810 7,36 - 77101 1401470 7,33 - 0

12_3_0,3

1385100

gap 46,6

172800 2

1083010

gap 19,27

172800 1101019 8 - 30861 1055146 8 - 3325

12_3_0,6

1365020

gap 30,13

172800 2

1286540

gap 13,65

172800 1208600 7 - 0 1273012 8 - 3319

12_3_0,9

1411580

gap 22,11

172800 3

1512480

gap 12,34

172800 1384500 7 - 0 1492316 7 - 2148

12_4_0,3

924162

gap 27,61

172800 2

841066

gap 5,78

172800 807955 7 - 0 841680 7 - 5434

12_4_0,6

1085480

gap 17,41

172800 5

1117240

gap 6,12

172800 1051320 7 - 0 1123081 7 - 6794

12_4_0,9

1320820

gap 18,82

172800 6

1448830

gap 15,25

172800 1281150 7 - 0 1405021 7 - 8210

12_5_0,3

730227

gap 14,42

172800 4

765177

gap 9,72

172800 719672 7,42 - 0 752057 7,84 - 0

12_5_0,6

981661

gap 11,76

172800 3

1140280

gap 17,26

172800 1007760 8,49 - 0 1081340 8,57 - 0

12_5_0,9

1216930

gap 13,29

172800 5

1419020

gap 17,95

172800 1289027 7,44 - 34488 1410610 8,57 - 0
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Table 5.3: Average of E.T. and P.D. for results of tables (5.1) and (5.2)

-

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

-

E.T. E.T. E.T. P.D.(%) E.T. P.D.(%)

average 143849 94369 7,7 1,66 7,5 0,65

Note that for VNDS results, Ob.Fun. and Std.Dev. are respetively the average

and the standard deviation of the objetive funtion over 30 runs. P.D. is the perentage

deviation from optimal solution (see equation (5.1)). E.T. is the average value of exeution

time in seonds.

P.D. = 100×
Ob.Func. V NDS − Ob.Func. exact method

Ob.Func. exact method

(5.1)

(see Martí and Reinelt (2011)).

In tables (5.1) and (5.2), results in bold are optimal solutions and results in itali

represent an improved gap by VNDS.

i) Exat method

1. Version without sub-hub

For the model without sub-hub, optimal results were found by the exat method in 21

instanes (see tables (5.1) and (5.2)).

Among the instanes for whih the optimal value has not been found, it is possible to

�nd those with 12 nodes or those with a high α value (0,9) (with some exeptions).

2. Version with sub-hub

For the model with sub-hub, optimal results were found by the exat method in 10

instanes (see Tables (5.1) and (5.2)). Model with sub-hub showed more omplexity to

be solved.

In this version, optimal value was not found in instanes with 11 and 12 nodes. It

was also not found in all instanes with α value equals to 0,9.

In the Appendix B, a report with the whole result of the instane 9_3_03 is presented.

3. Comparison between the two exat versions

Solutions spae in the model with sub-hubs is larger than in the model without sub-hub.

Consequently, exeution time is higher.
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Though the number of optimal solutions found by the model with sub-hub is less

than the number of optimal solutions found by the model without sub-hub, the gain (see

equation 5.2) obtained by the model with sub-hub is showed in table (5.4).

Table 5.4: Observed gain for tLpHLRPSH over tLpHLRP (exat method for small in-

stanes)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

3,2

10_4_0,3

2,5

11_5_0,3 2,5

9_3_0,6

6,8

10_4_0,6

13,7

11_5_0,6 14,7

9_3_0,9

9,5

10_4_0,9

22,9

11_5_0,9 25,3

9_4_0,3

1,6

10_5_0,3

10,3

12_3_0,3 -27,8

9_4_0,6

7,8

10_5_0,6

18,6

12_3_0,6 -6,1

9_4_0,9

14,9

10_5_0,9

25,5

12_3_0,9 6,6

9_5_0,3

3,3

11_3_0,3

-9,01

12_4_0,3 -9,8

9_5_0,6

12,4

11_3_0,6

-2,7

12_4_0,6 2,8

9_5_0,9

19,7

11_3_0,9

5,8

12_4_0,9 8,8

10_3_0,3

-0,6

11_4_0,3

3,9

12_5_0,3 4,5

10_3_0,6

5,6

11_4_0,6

9,02

12_5_0,6 13,9

10_3_0,9

6

11_4_0,9

17,6

12_5_0,9 14,24

gain = 100×
Ob.Func. without sub−hub − Ob.Func. with sub−hub

Ob.Func. without sub−hub

(5.2)

In table (5.4), gain values are given in bold when both models give optimal solution

on the other hand, they are given in itali when only the model without sub-hub gives
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the optimal solution.

Note that negative gain values are only ahieved for instanes when model with sub-

hub did not �nd the optimal solution and the objetive funtion value is lower than the

one provided by the model without sub-hub.

4. Sale fator analysis (α parameter)

Table 5.5: inrease of E.T.: irular_small instanes, α = 0, 6 and α = 0, 9 ompared with α = 0, 3

-

inrease of exeution time (%)

-

α = 0,6 α = 0,9

n_p

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

9_3 93 57 227 669

9_4 415 326 981 2623

9_5 116 2097 3497 23396

10_3 - 156 - 1508

10_4 -44 1599 5 15425

10_5 32 6351 145 1075

11_3 - -13 - 7

11_4 - 606 - 620

11_5 - 1361 - 1361

average 67 758 539 5187

In table (5.5), eah line represents an inrease (or a derease) of exeution time (see tables

(5.1) and (5.2)) when alpha value is inreased.

In the �rst line of table (5.5), exeution time of instane 9_3_0,6 for the model

with sub-hub inreased 93% ompared to instane 9_3_0,3. Whereas instane 9_3_0,9

inreased 227% ompared to instane 9_3_0,3.

Note that when a model reahes exeution time limit, the symbol "-" is added in the

orresponding ase. For example, in instanes 11_5_0,6 and 11_5_0,9 the exeution

time limit is reahed by the model without sub-hub.

Instanes 10_4_0,6 (model with sub-hub) and 11_3_06 (model without sub-hub)

did not present an inrease of exeution time. Exeution time inreases when α value is

inreased for all other instanes.

Conluding, a high alpha parameter value means a smaller disount fator, so hub

routes are less attrative. Searhing optimal solution is more di�ult and, onsequently,
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the exeution time is inreased when alpha value is inreased (see average values of table

(5.5)).

ii) VNDS approah

1. Version without sub-hub

For model without sub-hub, optimal results were found by VNDS in 17 instanes:

• In 16 instanes, optimal value was ahieved in 30 exeutions of VNDS (see tables

(5.1) and (5.2));

• In 1 instane (11-5-0,3), optimal value was ahieved in 26 exeutions (see table

(5.6)).

In 4 instanes (9-5-0,3; 9-5-0,6; 9-5-0,9 and 10-5-0,3), the optimal value ahieved by

the exat method was not found by VNDS. But, a small perentage deviation is presented:

2,4%, 2,73%, 3,02% and 1,97%, respetively.

For the 15 remaining instanes where the exat method does not present the optimal,

it is possible to notie:

• The gap was dereased in 12 instanes: 11-3-0,9; 11-4-0,9; 11-5-0,6; 11-5-0,9; 12-3-

0,3; 12-3-0,6; 12-3-0,9; 12-4-0,3; 12-4-0,9; 12-5-0,3; 12-5-0,6 and 12-5-0,9 (see tables

(5.1) and (5.2)). Gap was alulated by the Cplex;

• An equal result was found in 3 instanes: 10-4-0,9; 10-5-0,9 and 12-4-0,6 (see tables

(5.1) and (5.2)).

Instanes for whih a standard deviation of objetive funtion is observed, the best

results found over 30 runs are showed in table (5.6). The number of times over 30 runs

that best objetive value has been got is indiated in last olumn (nb. of times).

Table 5.6: Best results with VNDS for instanes presenting a standard deviation

(tLpHLRP)

instane best objetive funtion value nb. of times

10_4_0,9 1246300 9

11_5_0,3 646408 26

12_3_0,3 1049220 7

12_3_0,6 1267600 8

12_3_0,9 1485980 3

12_4_0,3 837008 17

12_4_0,6 1117240 17

12_4_0,9 1397470 15
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In tables (5.6), result in bold is optimal solution.

Therefore, good results were presented by VNDS between the 36 instanes tested

beause average P.D. value is 0,65% over the 36 instanes.

2. Version with sub-hub

VNDS method found optimal solution for 8 instanes. Of the 10 instanes where the

exat method found the optimum, the VNS method found only 4. (see tables (5.1) and

(5.2)).

Compared to exat method, the optimal value was not found in 6 instanes:

• 9-4-0,6 and 9-5-0,3 - present a perentage deviation of 3%;

• 9-5-0,6 - presents a perentage deviation of 8,8%;

• 10-4-0,6 - presents a perentage deviation of 9%;

• 10-5-0,3 - presents a perentage deviation of 10,27%;

• 10-5-0,6 - presents a perentage deviation of 16,88%.

Between the 26 instanes where the optimal was not found by exat method, the gap

was dereased by VNDS in 13 instanes: (9-3-0,9; 10-3-0,3; 11-3-0,3; 11-3-0,6; 11-4-0,3;

11-4-0,6; 12-3-0,3; 12-3-0,6; 12-3-0,9; 12-4-0,3; 12-4-0,6; 12-4-0,9 and 12-5-0,3) (see tables

(5.1) and (5.2)). Four new optimums were found by VNDS method for instanes 9-3-0,9;

11-3-0,6; 11-4-0,3; 11-4-0,6.

About the 13 instanes where VNDS did not improve the gap:

• in 11 instanes, results for VNDS are better than those ahieved by tLpHLRP

(9-4-0,9; 9-5-0,9; 10-3-0,9; 10-4-0,9; 10-5-0,9; 11-3-0,9; 11-4-0,9; 11-5-06; 11-5-0,9;

12-5-0,6 and 12-5-0,9);

• in 1 instane (10-3-0,6), the result is equal to the optimal of tLpHLRP;

• in only one instane (11-5-0,3), VNDS did not present a result better or equal to

model tLpHLRP. But, the best result found among 30 exeutions of VNDS was

648384 (see table (5.7)), near to optimal result of tLpHLRP (646408)(see table

(5.2)).

For instanes whih a standard deviation of objetive funtion is observed, the best

results found over 30 runs are showed in table (5.7). The number of times over 30 runs

that the best objetive value has been ahieved is indiated in last olumn (nb. of times).
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Table 5.7: Best results with VNDS for instanes presenting a standard deviation

(tLpHLRPSH)

instane best objetive funtion nb. of times

9_4_0,9 675381 29

9_5_0,6 516036 29

11_5_0,3 648384 27

11_5_0,6 990556 3

11_5_0,9 1284560 9

12_3_0,3 1023660 4

12_5_0,9 1282730 29

3. Comparison between the two VNDS versions

The solutions presented by VNDS for model with sub-hub are better than the results for

the model without sub-hub (average value of gain is 5,15% over the 36 instanes) (see

gain in table (5.8)).

The greatest number of optimal values was found by the model without sub-hub, but

values found by the model with sub-hub are more promising.

Gains of objetive funtion (see equation (5.2)) obtained by VNDS for the model with

sub-hub against the VNDS for model with no sub-hub are given in table (5.8).

The model without sub-hub ahieved a better result than the model with sub-hub for

just one instane (11_5_0,3).
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Table 5.8: Observed gain for tLpHLRPSH over tLpHLRP (small instanes with VNDS)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

3,2

10_4_0,3

2,5

11_5_0,3 -0,3

9_3_0,6

6,8

10_4_0,6

6,1

11_5_0,6 3,3

9_3_0,9

10,3

10_4_0,9

8

11_5_0,9 8,3

9_4_0,3

1,6

10_5_0,3

3

12_3_0,3 2,4

9_4_0,6

5

10_5_0,6

4,9

12_3_0,6 4,6

9_4_0,9

7

10_5_0,9

6,6

12_3_0,9 6,8

9_5_0,3

2,8

11_3_0,3

0

12_4_0,3 3,4

9_5_0,6

7,2

11_3_0,6

2,2

12_4_0,6 5,9

9_5_0,9

9,5

11_3_0,9

4,6

12_4_0,9 8,3

10_3_0,3

0

11_4_0,3

5,3

12_5_0,3 4,3

10_3_0,6

0

11_4_0,6

9,2

12_5_0,6 6,8

10_3_0,9

5

11_4_0,9

11,8

12_5_0,9 9

iii) Comparison between VNDS and Exat Method

Results for the exat method and for VNDS made it possible to on�rm the gain in

objetive funtion by the model with sub-hub over the model without sub-hub (see table

(5.9)).
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Table 5.9: Observed gain between the tLpHLRPSH over the tLpHLRP (VNDS and exat

method for small instanes)

Instane

Gain in Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

3,2

10_3_0,9

4,9

9_3_0,6

6,8

10_4_0,3

2,5

9_3_0,9

10,3

10_4_0,6

6

9_4_0,3

1,6

10_5_0,3

1,1

9_4_0,6

5

10_5_0,6

4,9

9_4_0,9

7

11_3_0,3

0

9_5_0,3

0,5

11_3_0,6

2,2

9_5_0,6

4,7

11_4_0,3

5,3

9_5_0,9

6,8

11_4_0,6

9,2

10_3_0,3

0

11_5_0,3

-0,3

10_3_0,6

0

- -

Table (5.9) presents the 21 instanes for whih optimal solutions are ahieved by the

exat model. Di�erent from table (5.4), in this table, it is ompared VNDS for the model

with sub-hub and the exat method for the model without sub-hub.

Though the number of optimal solution found by VNDS for the model with sub-hub

is less than 50% of optimal solutions found by the exat method, using VNDS allowed to

�nd optimal results and near optimal in an inexpressive exeution time.

For those 6 instanes where VNDS for the model with sub-hub did not �nd the

optimal, results presented by VNDS are better than the optimal values ahieved by

tLpHLRP (model without sub-hub). Thus, the model with sub-hub remains attrative

regarded to the model without sub-hub.

Among the 36 small instanes analyzed, equal results between the two models were
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found in two instanes and the better results were presented by tLpHLRPSH in all other

instanes.

5.2.2 Large Instanes

i) VNDS approah

In tables (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12), results with the seond group of 45 instanes are

presented. In these tables, Ob.Fun. is the average value of the objetive funtion

over 30 runs, S.D is the orresponding standard deviation, E.T. is the average value of

exeution time in seonds, Min.Ob.Fun. is the smallest objetive funtion value found

among 30 exeutions and Sub-hub.M.O. is the number of sub-hubs to open orresponding

to Min.Ob.Fun. value.

Table 5.10: Results with VNDS for irular model with large instanes (100 nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

100_8_0,3

176368

1978 93 171132 4 200597 5038 91 191614

100_8_0,6

203006

5621 92 191722 3 232910 8402 98 211621

100_8_0,9

224138

6227 90 212172 3 263098 11766 96 237398

100_10_0,3

161397

6072 111 146009 6 190651 6607 115 177312

100_10_0,6

185126

5920 110 169963 6 228604 10455 122 210185

100_10_0,9

202707

8566 110 180061 6 272027 15607 114 244254

100_12_0,3

141926

3728 126 132453 9 174111 6112 139 157281

100_12_0,6

165082

2867 128 158558 9 224482 11912 139 197730

100_12_0,9

176963

6200 128 157156 9 278771 19326 136 245115
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Table 5.11: Results with VNDS for irular model with large instanes (125 and 150

nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

125_8_0,3

186737

4245 178 176609 5 225603 2663 161 218016

125_8_0,6

212793

4266 174 204202 6 259515 8378 176 236338

125_8_0,9

231487

6617 172 219144 6 289718 16724 182 246685

125_10_0,3

157739

787 197 154316 7 194545 6475 209 172184

125_10_0,6

180113

2553 200 169275 7 233757 8252 208 209921

125_10_0,9

199602

2214 196 193145 7 272151 12410 208 245563

125_12_0,3

149412

3245 234 138550 9 184942 5737 261 172776

125_12_0,6

173963

2072 222 168414 9 226669 10327 260 212164

125_12_0,9

189264

2406 226 184780 9 273807 16494 262 244857

150_8_0,3

213723

5994 296 198582 3 236713 6101 290 224458

150_8_0,6

238657

6041 293 226191 3 261768 10529 317 242049

150_8_0,9

260832

4574 286 254810 3 293906 12245 309 271319

150_10_0,3

179794

4786 344 170333 7 206541 552 348 189983

150_10_0,6

205424

3577 341 196591 6 242431 7254 367 224468

150_10_0,9

220512

4230 334 206005 6 279683 9887 356 262338

150_12_0,3

169874

6615 415 154266 9 196469 5024 450 187158

150_12_0,6

194192

7141 410 177608 9 238764 9813 454 223248

150_12_0,9

209010

9097 407 189895 9 282610 14843 457 255655
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Table 5.12: Results with VNDS for irular model with large instanes (175 and 200

nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

175_8_0,3

221119

4544 455 208691 5 249240 3459 453 239237

175_8_0,6

242664

4902 442 229684 5 280080 7575 473 260321

175_8_0,9

256744

4305 434 247608 5 304723 13439 485 276038

175_10_0,3

191853

7164 562 175632 7 217387 4911 551 201472

175_10_0,6

214265

5719 527 196280 7 252927 8049 576 236472

175_10_0,9

225805

4870 525 214773 7 288126 12342 572 256921

175_12_0,3

168265

6893 638 153596 11 200229 6646 657 180112

175_12_0,6

190295

6256 615 171634 11 244252 8649 667 229381

175_12_0,9

204638

5436 601 191434 11 290111 12478 649 271350

200_8_0,3

250830

4475 739 242422 2 260013 3813 764 252061

200_8_0,6

277613

6713 754 255015 2 289483 5992 777 277147

200_8_0,9

300170

9927 745 276182 2 317241 8726 771 297072

200_10_0,3

215942

11492 840 195414 6 240753 4718 871 227408

200_10_0,6

242778

6350 858 229488 6 273097 7946 896 255946

200_10_0,9

260002

9663 833 241226 6 306456 8400 894 292099

200_12_0,3

184491

6662 1020 171118 11 217343 6073 1069 200960

200_12_0,6

206728

7781 995 183928 11 258625 7258 1070 239656

200_12_0,9

222387

9586 977 198371 11 299468 10805 1065 278182

1. Version without sub-hub

In table (5.13), oe�ient of variation (CV) (see equation (5.3)) of objetive funtion

(Ob.Fun.) presented in tables (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) is showed. A small oe�ient of

variation is presented for eah instane. That means VNDS behavior is quite stable.

CV = 100×
Std.Dev.

Ob.Func.
(5.3)

In this version, the oe�ient of variation has inreased when alpha value is inreased.

Exept in instane 200_12_06.
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Table 5.13: Coe�ient of variation for results with large instanes (irular models)

-

Coe�ient of variation

- α = 0,3 α = 0,6 α = 0,9

n_p

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

100_8 1,1 2,5 2,7 3,6 2,8 4,5

100_10 3,8 3,5 3,2 4,6 4,2 5,7

100_12 2,6 3,5 1,7 5,3 3,5 6,9

125_8 2,3 1,2 2 3,2 2,8 5,8

125_10 0,5 3,3 1,4 3,5 1,1 4,5

125_12 2,2 3,1 1,2 4,5 1,3 6

150_8 2,8 2,6 2,5 4 1,7 4,2

150_10 2,7 0,3 1,7 3 1,9 3,5

150_12 3,9 2,5 3,7 4,1 4,3 5,2

175_8 2 1,4 2 2,7 1,7 4,4

175_10 3,7 2,2 2,7 3,2 2,1 4,3

175_12 4 3,3 3,3 3,5 2,6 4,3

200_8 1,8 1,4 2,4 2 3,3 2,7

200_10 5,3 1,9 2,6 2,9 3,7 2,7

200_12 3,6 2,8 3,7 2,8 4,3 3,6

Variations in alpha value or in number of hubs do not present large variations in

exeution time (results are similar) (see table (5.14)).

We an notie that exeution time is inreasing when the size of instanes is growing.

2. Version with sub-hub

The oe�ient of variation of objetive funtion value for instanes with di�erent alpha

value presents similar results (small di�erene) (see table (5.13)).

Variations in alpha value or in number of hubs do not present large variations in

exeution time (results are similar) (see table (5.14)).
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Table 5.14: inrease of E.T.: irular_large instanes, α = 0, 6 and α = 0, 9 ompared with α = 0, 3

-

inrease of exeution time (%)

-

α = 0,6 α = 0,9

n_p

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

100_8 -1 7 -3 5

100_10 -0,9 6 -0,9 -0,8

100_12 1 0 1 -2

125_8 -2 9 -3 13

125_10 1 -0,4 -0,5 -0,4

125_12 -5 -0,3 -3 0,3

150_8 -1 9 -3 6

150_10 -0,8 5 -3 2

150_12 -1 0,8 -2 1

175_8 -2 4 -4 7

175_10 -6 4 -6 3

175_12 -3 1 -5 -1

200_8 2 1 0,8 0,9

200_10 2 2 -0,8 2

200_12 -2 0,09 -4 -0,3

average -1,2 3,2 -2,4 2,38

In table (5.14), eah line represents an inrease (or derease) of exeution time (E.T.)

(see tables (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12)) when alpha value is inreased.

3. Comparison between the two VNDS versions

In large instanes, the results for VNDS for tLpHLRPSH were better than those from

VNDS for tLpHLRP. The smallest quantity of sub-hub generated in an instane was 2

(200-8-0,3, 200-8-0,6 and 200-8-0,9).

In table (5.15), the gain in objetive funtion for large instanes is presented. This

gain is given for tLpHLRPSH over the tLpHLRP.
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Table 5.15: Observed gain for tLpHLRPSH over tLpHLRP (large instanes)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

100_8_0,3

12,1

125_12_0,3

19,2

175_10_0,3

11,7

100_8_0,6

12,8

125_12_0,6

23,3

175_10_0,6

15,3

100_8_0,9

14,8

125_12_0,9

30,9

175_10_0,9

21,6

100_10_0,3

15,3

150_8_0,3

9,7

175_12_0,3

16

100_10_0,6

19

150_8_0,6

8,8

175_12_0,6

22,1

100_10_0,9

25,5

150_8_0,9

11,2

175_12_0,9

29,4

100_12_0,3

18,5

150_10_0,3

12,9

200_8_0,3

3,5

100_12_0,6

26,4

150_10_0,6

15,2

200_8_0,6

4,1

100_12_0,9

36,5

150_10_0,9

21,1

200_8_0,9

5,4

125_8_0,3

17,2

150_12_0,3

13,6

200_10_0,3

10,3

125_8_0,6

18

150_12_0,6

18,7

200_10_0,6

11,1

125_8_0,9

20,1

150_12_0,9

26

200_10_0,9

15,2

125_10_0,3

18,9

175_8_0,3

11,3

200_12_0,3

15,1

125_10_0,6

22,9

175_8_0,6

13,3

200_12_0,6

20,1

125_10_0,9

26,6

175_8_0,9

15,7

200_12_0,9

25,7

In table (5.15), small gain in objetive funtion is observed for instanes with small

α value (higher eonomy of sale in hub route). Despite this attrative hub route osts,

sub-hubs are used for some transshipments and so redue overall osts.

For instanes with higher α value (small eonomy of sale in hub route), the number

of solutions with possible alternative paths is greater, but also is the solution spae and

onsequently, the exeution time.
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Exeution times of VNDS for model with sub-hub were similar to model without

sub-hub.

The results with large instanes showed the same harateristis that the results with

small instanes: the superiority (positive gain) of a network with sub-hub over a network

without sub-hub.

The objetive funtion value dereases when the number of hubs is inreased. That

is beause a higher number of ar hubs with eonomy of sale is o�ered when a higher

number of hub nodes is presented. This harateristi an be seen in both models (tables

5.1 - 5.12).

5.3 Results for models with diret hub onnetions

In this setion, results from omputational tests for model MMpHLRPSH (with sub-hub)

and model MMpHLRP (without sub-hub) are presented.

5.3.1 Small Instanes

In tables (5.16) and (5.17), results from diret hub links models for the 36 small instanes

showed in the previous setion are presented.

In these tables, Ob.Fun. is the objetive funtion value, E.T. is the exeution time in

seonds, N.S-H. is the number of sub-hubs to open. In the results with VNDS, Ob.Fun.

and Std.Dev. are respetively the average and the standard deviation of the objetive

funtion over 30 runs. P.D. is the perentage deviation from optimal solution (equation

5.1). E.T. is the average value of exeution time in seonds.

Results in bold are optimal solutions. Results in itali represent an improved gain by

VNDS.
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Table 5.16: Results with Exat Method and VNDS for diret hub links model with small

instanes (9 and 10 nodes)

Instane

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

n_p_α Ob.Fun. E.T. N.S-H. Ob.Fun. E.T. Ob.Fun. E.T. P.D. Std.Dev. Ob.Fun. E.T. P.D. Std.Dev.

9_3_0,3

436673

38725 1 439654 237 442514 8 1,34 4252 439654 9 0 0

9_3_0,6

524969

26567 1 531549 188 532532 8 1,44 5388 531549 9 0 0

9_3_0,9

611278

40418 1 623445 344 627886 8 2,71 13683 623445 8,63 0 0

9_4_0,3

333382

3140 0 333382 104 335057 8 0,5 3870 349247 9 4,76 17250

9_4_0,6

437421

2016 0 437421 75 437421 8 0 0 437421 9 0 0

9_4_0,9

530649

6438 2 541460 109 544347 8 2,6 6565 549542 9 1,5 8788

9_5_0,3

248754

9 0 248754 1,17 251834 7,5 1,24 1827 261654 9 5,2 14275

9_5_0,6

360143

22 0 360143 0,88 364848 7,5 1,3 5221 371868 8,7 3,25 14769

9_5_0,9

469065

106 1 471531 3,9 472225 7,4 0,7 4133 487293 8,7 3,34 16640

10_3_0,3

623285

62975 0 623285 582 623744 8 0,07 2515 623285 8 0 0

10_3_0,6

808600

54051 0 808600 674 810431 8 0,23 5406 808600 8 0 0

10_3_0,9

978170

gap 4,22

172800 2 993914 535 994810 8 - 3949 993914 8 0 0

10_4_0,3

466026

3504 0 466026 137 467063 8 0,22 1420 466601 8 0,12 230

10_4_0,6

661129

3651 0 661129 46 664402 8 0,5 8492 661634 8 0,08 1923

10_4_0,9

852831

6538 2 855569 91,55 861599 8 1,03 15352 858207 8 0,31 5998

10_5_0,3

381763

107 0 381763 19,65 429822 8 12,6 6869 422067 8 10,6 0

10_5_0,6

585140

103 0 585140 3,94 627203 7,5 7,2 7689 622370 8 6,4 0

10_5_0,9

788188

479 1 788359 6,26 825657 7 4,75 10851 822673 8 4,35 0
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Table 5.17: Results with Exat Method and VNDS for diret hub links model with small

instanes (11 and 12 nodes)

Instane

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

n_p_α Ob.Fun. E.T. N.S-H. Ob.Fun. E.T. Ob.Fun. E.T. P.D. Std.Dev. Ob.Fun. E.T. P.D. Std.Dev.

11_3_0,3

976085

gap 29,04

172800 2 902993 49241 911337 7 - 16973 936369 8 3,7 16973

11_3_0,6

1102990

gap 20,36

172800 0 1093760 32762 1095930 7,5 - 11887 1109761 8 1,5 27905

11_3_0,9

1242930

gap 16,7

172800 1 1284520 36736 1305172 7 - 38075 1327922 8 3,4 44255

11_4_0,3

602759

100216 1 621283 577 622626 8 3,3 34604 653141 9 5,1 32834

11_4_0,6

809181

39385 1 830919 1067 827938 7,5 2,32 32736 865313 9 4,1 47751

11_4_0,9

1014940

gap 3,10

172800 1 1040550 966 1053261 7 - 59304 1083597 9 4,14 54611

11_5_0,3

487167

1073 0 487167 54 541435 7 11,14 48004 494599 9 1,53 17493

11_5_0,6

705460

532 0 705460 29 725136 8 2,8 15937 730997 9 3,62 31021

11_5_0,9

923753

14962 0 923753 52 944743 9 2,27 15224 941182 9 1,89 34546

12_3_0,3

1209310

gap 42

172800 3

997873

gap 15,42

172800 1045962 8 - 35093 1067284 9 - 24016

12_3_0,6

1289200

gap 30,58

172800 3

1164910

gap 8

172800 1181062 7 - 27760 1174339 9 - 3762

12_3_0,9

1355860

gap 22,7

172800 3 1331950 169600 1354226 7 - 39038 1343002 9 0,83 3747

12_4_0,3

727104

gap 14,91

172800 1 734087 44423 731414 7 - 5189 740728 9 0,9 2617

12_4_0,6

957539

gap 13,32

172800 3 913172 11273 904237 7 - 5143 918135 8,5 0,5 1980

12_4_0,9

1227890

gap 18,73

172800 4 1091370 5474 1079902 7 - 5272 1094707 8 0,3 2046

12_5_0,3

595607

gap 6,27

172800 1 599315 6875 641311 7 - 25051 643568 8 7,38 15831

12_5_0,6

789194

gap 0,94

172800 1 796001 1724 844320 8 - 46758 842030 8 5,78 30599

12_5_0,9

984083

gap 0,42

172800 1 992686 988 1041160 9 - 53856 1054789 8 6,26 41597
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Table 5.18: Average of E.T. and P.D. for results of tables (5.16) and (5.17)

-

Exat Method

with sub-hub

Exat Method

without sub-hub

VNDS

with sub-hub

VNDS

without sub-hub

-

E.T. E.T. E.T. P.D. E.T. P.D.

average 78450 19738 7,6 1,67 8,5 2,5

i) Exat method

1. Version without sub-hub

Regarding the model without sub-hub, optimal results were found by the exat method

in 34 instanes. Only for instanes 12-3-0,3 (a gap of 15,42%) and 12-3-0,6 (a gap of 8%),

the optimal solutions were not found (see tables (5.16) and (5.17)).

2. Version with sub-hub

For the model with sub-hub, optimal results were found by the exat method in only

22 instanes (see tables (5.16) and (5.17)). One again the model with sub-hub is more

omplex to solve with an exat method than the model without sub-hub.

Among the 14 instanes for whih the optimal value has not been found, we mainly

�nd those with 12 nodes.

3. Comparison between the two exat versions

Large exeution time is registered for model with sub-hub when ompared to the model

without sub-hub (see tables (5.16) and (5.17)).

A high number of optimal solutions were found by exat methods. The number of

optimal solutions found by model without sub-hub is higher than number of optimal

solutions found by model with sub-hub (see table (5.19)). But, a few results from the

model without sub-hub present a gain over the model with sub-hub.
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Table 5.19: Observed gain for MMpHLRPSH over MMpHLRP (exat methods for small

instanes)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

0,6

10_4_0,3

0

11_5_0,3

0

9_3_0,6

1,2

10_4_0,6

0

11_5_0,6

0

9_3_0,9

2

10_4_0,9

0,3

11_5_0,9

0

9_4_0,3

0

10_5_0,3

0

12_3_0,3

-21

9_4_0,6

0

10_5_0,6

0

12_3_0,6

-10,6

9_4_0,9

2

10_5_0,9

0,02

12_3_0,9

-1,7

9_5_0,3

0

11_3_0,3

-8

12_4_0,3

0,9

9_5_0,6

0

11_3_0,6

-8

12_4_0,6

-4,8

9_5_0,9

0,5

11_3_0,9

3,23

12_4_0,9

-17

10_3_0,3

0

11_4_0,3

3

12_5_0,3

0,6

10_3_0,6

0

11_4_0,6

2,6 12_5_0,6 0,9

10_3_0,9

1,6

11_4_0,9

2,5

12_5_0,9

0,9

In table (5.19), gain values are given in bold when both models give optimal solution

whereas there are given in itali when only the model without sub-hub give the optimal

solution.

Negative gain values represent results for whih model with sub-hub did not �nd the

optimal and the objetive funtion value is lower than the one provided by model without

sub-hub.
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4. Sale fator analysis (α parameter)

In these models, no relationship is seen between alpha parameter and exeution time (see

table (5.20)). Results are rather sparse.

Table 5.20: inrease of E.T.: diret hub links_small instanes, α = 0, 6 and α = 0, 9 ompared with

α = 0, 3

-

inrease of exeution time (%)

-

α = 0,6 α = 0,9

n_p

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

9_3 -31 -20 4 45

9_4 -35 -27 105 4

9_5 144 -24 10 233

10_3 -14 15 174 -8

10_4 4 -66 86 -33

10_5 -3 -8 347 -68

11_3 - -33 - 43

11_4 -60 85 72 67

11_5 -50 -46 13 -3

12_3 - - - -1

12_4 - -74 - -87

12_5 - -75 - -85

In table (5.20), eah line represents an inrease (or derease) of exeution time (see

tables (5.16) and (5.17)) when alpha value is inreased.
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Table 5.21: derease of E.T.: diret hub links_small instanes, p = 4 and p = 5 ompared with p = 3

-

derease of exeution time (%)

-

p = 4 p = 5

n_p_α

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

9_p_0,3 91 56 99,97 99,5

9_p_0,6 92 60 99,91 99,5

9_p_0,9 84 68 99,7 98,8

10_p_0,3 94 76 99,8 96,6

10_p_0,6 93 93 99,8 99,4

10_p_0,9 96 82 99,7 98,8

11_p_0,3 42 98,8 99,3 99,8

11_p_0,6 77 96,7 99,7 99,91

11_p_0,9 - 97,3 91,3 99,8

12_p_0,3 - 74,29 - 96

12_p_0,6 - 93 - 99

12_p_0,9 - 96,7 - 99,4

average 55 82 74 98,87

In table (5.21), eah line represents a derease of exeution time (see tables (5.16) and

(5.17)) when number of hubs is inreased.

In the �rst line of table (5.21), exeution time of instane 9_4_0,3 for the model with

sub-hub is dereased 91% ompared to the instane 9_3_03. Whereas instane 9_5_0,3

is derease 99,97% ompared to the instane 9_3_03.

Note that when a model reahes exeution time limit, a symbol "-" is put in the

orresponding ase.

ii) VNDS approah

1. Version without sub-hub

Among 34 instanes for whih the exat method found an optimal solution, VNDS found

optimal solution for 24 instanes (see tables (5.16), (5.17) and (5.22)). VNDS did not �nd

optimal solutions for 10 respetive instanes: (9-5-0,3; 9-5-0,6; 9-5-0,9; 10-5-0,3; 10-5-0,6;

10-5-0,9; 12-4-0,3; 12-5-0,3; 12-5-0,6 and 12-5-0,9).

About the two instanes where optimal was not found by the exat method:
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• in instane 12-3-0,6, objetive funtion found by exat method (1164910) was also

found in 4 exeutions of VNDS

• in instane 12-3-0,3, the best objetive value found by VNDS was 1007360 in 4

exeutions.

Therefore, 25 results presented by exat method were also by VNDS. Whereas, small

gaps were presented by VNDS for the 11 remaining results.

For instanes with standard deviation, the best results found over 30 runs are showed

in table (5.22). Number of times over 30 runs that best objetive value has been ahieved

is indiated in last olumn (nb. of times).

Table 5.22: Best results with VNDS for instanes presenting a standard deviation (MM-

pHLRP)

instane

best objetive

funtion

nb. of

times

instane

best objetive

funtion

nb. of

times

9_4_0,3 333382 16 11_4_0,9 1040550 15

9_4_0,9 541460 16 11_5_0,3 487167 25

9_5_0,3 250204 18 11_5_0,6 705460 17

9_5_0,6 361600 20 11_5_0,9 923753 23

9_5_0,9 472996 17 12_3_0,3 1007360 4

10_4_0,3 466026 4 12_3_0,6 1164910 4

10_4_0,6 661129 28 12_3_0,9 1331950 3

10_4_0,9 855569 25 12_4_0,3 734975 5

11_3_0,3 902993 6 12_4_0,6 913172 4

11_3_0,6 1093760 22 12_4_0,9 1091370 8

11_3_0,9 1284520 15 12_5_0,3 617748 2

11_4_0,3 621283 13 12_5_0,6 812716 9

11_4_0,6 830919 17 12_5_0,9 1007690 4

Note that results in bold are optimal solutions (see table (5.22)).

2. Version with sub-hub

Among 22 instanes for whih exat method found optimal solution, only 5 optimal

solutions were found by VNDS method (see tables (5.16), (5.17) and (5.23)).
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Among 17 instanes where optimal solution was not found by VNDS:

• in 5 instanes (9-3-0,3; 9-3-0,6; 9-3-0,9, 9-4-0,9 and 10-4-0,9), optimal value of the

exat model without sub-hub was found in some exeutions.

• in 3 instanes (9-5-0,9; 11-4-0,3 and 11-4-0,6), results found in some exeutions were

better than the optimal value of exat model without sub-hub. Minimal objetive

funtion value found was 471390, 608674 and 814942, respetively, to ompare to

the model without sub-hub.

• in 9 instanes(9-5-0,3; 9-5-0,6; 10-4-0,3; 10-5-0,3; 10-5-0,6; 10-5-0,9; 11-5-0,3; 11-

5-0,6 and 11-5-0,9) the results were lose to optimal with P.D.: (1,24%), (1,3%),

(0,22%), (12,6%), (7,2%),(4,75%), (11,14%), (2,8%) and (2,27%).

Among 14 instanes where optimal was not found by the exat method, a gap was

dereased in 8 instanes by VNDS: 11-3-0,3; 11-3-0,6; 12-3-0,3; 12-3-0,6; 12-3-0,9; 12-4-

0,3; 12-4-0,6 and 12-4-0,9.

Instanes where the gap was not dereased by VNDS are:

• 10-3-0,9 and 11-3-0,9 - Solutions found by VNDS in 23 exeutions on 30 were equal

to optimal values provided by the model without sub-hub (993914 and 1284520,

respetively);

• 11-4-0,9 - The result found by VNDS (1020850) in 19 exeutions on 30 was better

than the optimal value provided by the model without sub-hub (1040550);

• 12-5-0,9 - The result found by VNDS (992054) in 16 exeutions on 30 was better

than the optimal value provided by the model without sub-hub (992686);

• 12-5-0,3 - The best solution found by VNDS (608597) was above of the optimal

found for the optimal value provided by the model without sub-hub (599315);

• 12-5-0,6 - The best solution found by VNDS (800325) was above of the optimal

found for the optimal value provided by the model without sub-hub (796001);

On instanes with standard deviation, the best results found are showed in table

(5.23). The number of times over 30 runs that the best objetive value has been ahieved

is indiated in the last olumn (nb. of times).
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Table 5.23: Best results with VNDS for instanes presenting a standard deviation (MM-

pHLRPSH)

instane

best objetive

funtion

nb. of

times

instane

best objetive

funtion

nb. of

times

instane

best objetive

funtion

nb. of

times

9_3_0,3 439654 20 10_4_0,6 661129 25 11_5_0,6 722090 28

9_3_0,6 531549 29 10_4_0,9 855569 25 11_5_0,9 939770 27

9_3_0,9 623445 27 10_5_0,3 426339 9 12_3_0,3 997873 1

9_4_0,3 333382 25 10_5_0,6 625183 28 12_3_0,6 1164910 5

9_4_0,9 541460 25 10_5_0,9 822806 28 12_3_0,9 1331950 5

9_5_0,3 251404 28 11_3_0,3 902993 24 12_4_0,3 725634 11

9_5_0,6 362800 2 11_3_0,6 1093760 29 12_4_0,6 900401 18

9_5_0,9 471390 28 11_3_0,9 1284520 23 12_4_0,9 1075040 15

10_3_0,3 623285 29 11_4_0,3 608674 25 12_5_0,3 608597 8

10_3_0,6 808600 26 11_4_0,6 814942 25 12_5_0,6 800325 14

10_3_0,9 993914 23 11_4_0,9 1020850 19 12_5_0,9 992054 16

10_4_0,3 466690 28 11_5_0,3 503894 18 - - -

In tables (5.23), results in bold are optimal or best solutions found by VNDS.

3. Comparison between the two VNDS versions

In table (5.24), negative values are results for whih model without sub-hub ahieved a

better solution than model with sub-hub.

In these VNDS versions, the model without sub-hub also found a greater number of

optimal values.

However, the gain in objetive funtion presented by the model with sub-hub over the

model without sub-hub is small (average value of gain is 0,18% over the 36 instanes).

The solutions presented by model with sub-hub are slightly better than results for the

model without sub-hub (see gain in table (5.24)).
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Table 5.24: Observed gain for MMpHLRPSH over MMpHLRP (small instanes with

VNDS

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

0

10_4_0,3

-0,1

11_5_0,3

-3

9_3_0,6

0

10_4_0,6

0

11_5_0,6

-2

9_3_0,9

0

10_4_0,9

0

11_5_0,9

-1,7

9_4_0,3

0

10_5_0,3

-1

12_3_0,3

0,9

9_4_0,6

0

10_5_0,6

-0,4

12_3_0,6

0

9_4_0,9

0

10_5_0,9

-0,0001

12_3_0,9

0

9_5_0,3

-0,4

11_3_0,3

0

12_4_0,3

1,2

9_5_0,6

-0,3

11_3_0,6

0

12_4_0,6

1,3

9_5_0,9

0,3

11_3_0,9

0

12_4_0,9

1,5

10_3_0,3

0

11_4_0,3

2

12_5_0,3

1,5

10_3_0,6

0

11_4_0,6

2 12_5_0,6 1,5

10_3_0,9

0

11_4_0,9

1,8

12_5_0,9

1,5

iii) Comparison between VNDS and Exat Method

In table (5.25), the gain in objetive funtion for small instanes is presented. This gain

onerns the model with sub-hub under model without sub-hub when this one ahieved

the optimal result.

In table (5.25), gains are relatively small but are found in 8 of instanes.
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Table 5.25: Observed gain between the MMpHLRPSH over MMpHLRP (VNDS and

exat method for small instanes)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

9_3_0,3

0

10_4_0,3

-0,1

11_5_0,3

-3,4

9_3_0,6

0

10_4_0,6

0

11_5_0,6

-2,3

9_3_0,9

0

10_4_0,9

0

11_5_0,9

-1,7

9_4_0,3

0

10_5_0,3

-11,6

12_3_0,9

0

9_4_0,6

0

10_5_0,6

-6,8

12_4_0,3

1,1

9_4_0,9

0

10_5_0,9

-4,3

12_4_0,6

1,4

9_5_0,3

-1

11_3_0,3

0

12_4_0,9

1,5

9_5_0,6

-0,7

11_3_0,6

0

12_5_0,3

-1,5

9_5_0,9

0,0003

11_3_0,9

0

12_5_0,6

-0,5

10_3_0,3

0

11_4_0,3

2

12_5_0,9

0,0006

10_3_0,6

0

11_4_0,6

1,9 - -

10_3_0,9

0

11_4_0,9

1,9

-

-

Number of optimal results found by VNDS for model with sub-hub was only 5. Al-

though, the solution found by VNDS for the model with sub-hub was equal to the optimal

for the model without sub-hub in 12 instanes: 9-3-0,3; 9-3-0,6; 9-3-0,9; 9-4-0,9; 10-3-0,9;

10-4-0,9; 11-3-0,3; 11-3-0,6; 11-3-0,9; 12-3-0,3; 12-3-0,6 and 12-3-0,9.

In other 8 instanes, VNDS results for model with sub-hub were better than optimal

results for the model without sub-hub: 9-5-0,9; 11-4-0,3; 11-4-0,6; 11-4-0,9; 12-4-0,3;

12-4-0,6; 12-4-0,9 and 12-5-0,9.

Between the 36 small instanes analyzed with MMpHLRPSH and MMpHLRP, results
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for the �rst model are equal to the ones obtained by the seond for 18 instanes. In all

other instanes, MMpHLRPSH presented better results.

5.3.2 Large Instanes

i) VNDS approah

In tables (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28), results for the seond group of 45 instanes (AP

instanes) are presented. In these tables, Ob.Fun. is the average value of the objetive

funtion over 30 runs, S.D is the orresponding standard deviation, E.T. is the average

value of exeution time in seonds, Min.Ob.Fun. is the smallest objetive funtion

value found among 30 exeutions and Sub-hub.M.O. is the number of sub-hubs to open

orresponding to Min.Ob.Fun. value.

Table 5.26: Results with VNDS for diret hub links model with large instanes (100

nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

100_8_0,3

151627

2233 105 146122 4 178248 1868 96 171919

100_8_0,6

165957

3190 104 159410 4 189182 2656 99 181970

100_8_0,9

178392

3413 101 166454 3 199144 4094 103 190301

100_10_0,3

133344

2742 131 127292 6 161101 2740 129 153708

100_10_0,6

146087

3471 142 135766 6 170691 4794 129,5 158457

100_10_0,9

159028

2024 128 154950 6 181774 4650 145 174718

100_12_0,3

109681

3846 169 103480 9 137637 3010 157 130414

100_12_0,6

125304

3255 170 119503 9 149286 3642 160 141950

100_12_0,9

138039

3470 169 132129 9 161315 3328 157 155525
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Table 5.27: Results with VNDS for diret hub links model with large instanes (125 and

150 nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

125_8_0,3

161018

5283 223 146129 5 197581 4167 197 183743

125_8_0,6

173850

3051 216 168279 5 211267 6130 201 188091

125_8_0,9

187997

4453 209 180080 5 223404 5746 208 211181

125_10_0,3

128352

3033 226 123355 7 161707 1955 226 156245

125_10_0,6

142146

1597 234 137671 8 175550 1298 218 172011

125_10_0,9

156847

1436 216 154216 7 188241 2218 226 182559

125_12_0,3

113860

2403 264 110703 9 146509 1492 256 139990

125_12_0,6

130040

4401 252 127110 9 161132 1830 292 156165

125_12_0,9

144326

2370 253 139898 9 174432 2673 315 169745

150_8_0,3

184974

4433 335 177926 3 204530 4078 327 185331

150_8_0,6

200313

6424 330 182641 3 217841 1917 329 209690

150_8_0,9

213655

6228 337 196373 3 228891 3867 337 215858

150_10_0,3

140117

3426 376 133500 7 175066 807 381 172336

150_10_0,6

153835

1474 381 149676 7 188491 1779 393 180874

150_10_0,9

168585

1313 370 163689 7 201066 1974 409 195361

150_12_0,3

130604

3685 488 123087 9 157144 1056 448 152644

150_12_0,6

145832

2221 454 140329 9 171986 1676 500 168352

150_12_0,9

159375

2837 414 150047 9 184418 3634 538 173659
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Table 5.28: Results with VNDS for diret hub links model with large instanes (175 and

200 nodes)

Instane

VNDS with sub-hub VNDS without sub-hub

n_p_α
Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun. Sub-hub.M.O. Ob.Fun. Std.Dev. E.T. Min.Ob.Fun.

175_8_0,3

202582

4659 541 195146 5 232968 6262 568,5 220707

175_8_0,6

214801

4725 522 204510 5 235891 2459 541 228436

175_8_0,9

226853

5898 553 214255 5 249708 1531 533 246851

175_10_0,3

168594

5441 650 159143 8 185065 1242 619 181236

175_10_0,6

179546

7136 688 164360 7 197032 726 610 194367

175_10_0,9

193982

8187 702 180731 7 210238 2472 632 202916

175_12_0,3

137560

8271 761 125611 11 159153 1294 704 155766

175_12_0,6

151735

7590 758 135745 11 175025 1259 711 172656

175_12_0,9

164438

7421 705 151729 11 189965 1772 715 186610

200_8_0,3

230760

7681 851 219048 2 240446 1866 853 236902

200_8_0,6

241879

6895 863 227037 2 252161 2900 858 243841

200_8_0,9

252986

7138 872 238683 2 263567 3247 840 255388

200_10_0,3

177407

11235 950 164477 6 210322 825 924 208809

200_10_0,6

193047

10773 986 178093 6 224005 2407 948 215817

200_10_0,9

213852

9976 964 198553 6 236293 3232 948 227981

200_12_0,3

150404

4563 1394 140686 12 180835 913 1085 176973

200_12_0,6

164450

4891 1291 155081 12 196767 2416 1232 190686

200_12_0,9

176903

6419 1207 167428 12 209852 2562 1197 202749

1. Version without sub-hub

In table (5.29), the oe�ient of variation (CV) (equation 5.3) of objetive funtion

(Ob.Fun.) presented in the tables (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28) is showed. A small oe�ient

of variation is presented for eah instane.
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Table 5.29: Coe�ient of variation for results with large instanes (diret hub links models)

-

Coe�ient of variation

- α = 0,3 α = 0,6 α = 0,9

n_p

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

model

with

sub-hub

model

without

sub-hub

100_8 1,5 1 1,9 1,4 1,9 2

100_10 2 1,7 2,3 2,8 1,2 2,5

100_12 3,5 2,2 2,6 2,4 2,5 2

125_8 3,3 2,1 1,7 2,9 2,3 2,6

125_10 2,3 1,2 1,1 0,7 0,9 1,2

125_12 2,1 1 3,3 1,1 1,6 1,5

150_8 2,4 2 3,2 0,9 2,9 1,7

150_10 2,4 0,4 0,9 0,9 0,8 1

150_12 2,8 0,6 1,5 1 1,8 2

175_8 2,3 2,7 2,2 1 2,6 0,6

175_10 3,2 0,6 4 0,3 4,2 1,2

175_12 6 0,8 5 0,7 4,5 0,9

200_8 3,3 0,7 3 1,1 2,8 1,2

200_10 6,3 0,4 5,6 1 4,6 1,3

200_12 3 0,5 3 1,2 3,6 1,2

Unlike the tests on small instanes, exeution time is inreased when the number of

hubs is inreased (see tables (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28). Exeution time is also inreased

when the number of nodes is inreased.

2. Version with sub-hub

VNDS for model with sub-hub has showed similar behavior to VNDS for the model

without sub-hub:

• Standard deviation is also showed without large variation between the instanes.
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• Exeution time is inreased together with the number of nodes and number of hubs.

3. Comparison between the two VNDS versions

In table (5.30), the gain in objetive funtion of the model with sub-hub under the model

without sub-hub is presented for large instanes. Signi�ant gains were registered for all

instanes.

Similar to the results from the irular models, the best results are obtained by the

version with sub-hub. The smallest number of sub-hubs generated in an instane was 2

(200-8-0,3, 200-8-0,6 and 200-8-0,9).

Although the gain has dereased if ompared to the one obtained by the irular model,

results showed greater gains when ompared to results with small instanes. Again, the

superiority (positive gain) of a network with sub-hubs over a network without sub-hub is

still on�rmed.

Exeution times of VNDS for large instanes are similar for both model with sub-hub

and without sub-hub.

Similar to irular models, the objetive funtion is dereased when the number of

hubs is inreased due to a higher number of ar hubs with eonomy of sale in the network.

This harateristi an be seen in both models (tables 5.16 - 5.28).
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Table 5.30: Observed gain for MMpHLRPSH over MMpHLRP (large instanes)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

Instane

Gain in

Ob.Fun. (%)

100_8_0,3

14,9

125_12_0,3

22,3

175_10_0,3

8,9

100_8_0,6

12,3

125_12_0,6

19,3

175_10_0,6

8,9

100_8_0,9

10,4

125_12_0,9

17,3

175_10_0,9

7,7

100_10_0,3

17,2

150_8_0,3

9,6

175_12_0,3

13,6

100_10_0,6

14,4

150_8_0,6

8

175_12_0,6

13,3

100_10_0,9

12,5

150_8_0,9

6,7

175_12_0,9

13,4

100_12_0,3

20,3

150_10_0,3

20

200_8_0,3

4

100_12_0,6

16,1

150_10_0,6

18,4

200_8_0,6

4,1

100_12_0,9

14,4

150_10_0,9

16,2

200_8_0,9

4

125_8_0,3

18,5

150_12_0,3

16,9

200_10_0,3

15,6

125_8_0,6

17,7

150_12_0,6

15,2

200_10_0,6

13,8

125_8_0,9

15,8

150_12_0,9

13,6

200_10_0,9

9,5

125_10_0,3

20,6

175_8_0,3

13

200_12_0,3

16,8

125_10_0,6

19

175_8_0,6

8,9

200_12_0,6

16,4

125_10_0,9

16,7

175_8_0,9

9,2

200_12_0,9

15,7

5.4 Conlusions

The obtained results with small instanes and with AP instanes were enough to highlight

that a lower transport ost is obtained in a network with shorter alternative paths by

using sub-hubs, alongside an eonomy of sale provided by hub links.
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In a network with irular hub links, gain in objetive funtion is more signi�ant

beause distanes between regions of a network without sub-hub are larger.

In a network with diret hub links, di�erent regions are onneted by diret hub links

o�ering an eonomy of sale and shorter paths. Consequently, gains in network with

sub-hubs are dereased but are still obtained when shorter alternative paths are o�ered.

Models with sub-hub and diret onnetion between hub have showed the lowest

objetive funtion osts. However, hoose between a diret hub onnetion or irular

hub network depends on the appliation and/or vehile used.

Though, regardless of whether the deision is taken under the diret hub onnetions

or the irular hub network, sub-hubs are ruial to ahieve the lowest osts.

Optimal results were found by VNDS for the four developed model tested with dif-

ferent instanes. For instanes where VNDS did not �nd the optimal for models with

sub-hub, results are near to optimal values or are equal to optimal solutions provided by

the models without sub-hub.

In models without sub-hub, the number of optimal results found by VNDS were

greater than in models with sub-hubs. However, for large instanes, signi�ant gains are

registered by models with sub-hub.
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Chapter 6

Conlusions and Perspetives

In this thesis, the study of hierarhial network strutures in a ontext of hub loation

and routing problem is presented.

Hub-and-spoke models are based on the premises that transport ost in network is

minimized when hub nodes and high-apaity means of transport are used beause an

eonomy of sale is possible.

In this study, we assume the importane of hub nodes with eonomy of sale for a

lower transport ost. But, we do not pin in this eonomy of sale the only way to get

an attrative network. We deide to mix eonomy of sale and shorter alternative paths

to o�er more e�ient networks in terms of delivery time and, onsequently, of transport

ost.

The proposed mathematial models are situated in a �eld of literature about hub

loation and routing problem not yet explored (see hapter 1). The models allow the

making of hierarhial networks with luster level (region) omposed of irular routes

and a intersetion point between two lusters (see hapter 3).

A intersetion point between two lusters (multiple alloation of spoke node) is named

�sub-hub� beause it ats as a transshipment point between two lose regions.

Models with sub-hub are ompared with models without sub-hub (single alloation of

nodes) trying to prove the importane of sub-hubs (see hapter 5).

In the mathematial models, the number of sub-hubs is not established. So, in the

worst ase, results for the model with sub-hub are equal to the model without sub-

hub. But, results have on�rmed the importane of sub-hub in a hub-and-spoke network

struture. Models with sub-hub have showed gain in objetive funtion over the model

without sub-hub of up to 14% for small instanes and 36% for large instanes (variant with

irular hub routes) and of 3% for small instanes and 22% for large instanes (variant

with diret hub links).

Only an upper limit for number of sub-hubs is applied, beause between two hubs

it just possible to have, at most, one sub-hub. Then, a solution found by mathematial
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model with sub-hub ould have Cp,2 sub-hubs.

Therefore, lower ost in objetive funtion is the ondition to insert one or more

sub-hubs in the global solution.

Comparing results from the model with sub-hub and its version without sub-hub, the

best solutions were generally obtained by the insertion of sub-hubs in network.

Results evidene that hub network struture with eonomy of sale in hub links and

irular regional routes inside disjoint lusters an not o�er the best results in time

delivery and transport ost.

The onept of sub-hub emerges as an important omponent providing more ompet-

itive network strutures in transport of goods.

Conerning the harateristis of the developed models, no limit is established for

number of nodes in eah luster. Clusters an have a quantity of nodes between only one

node (only hub) and (n− p+1) nodes (luster omposed of all spoke nodes and its hub).

About the number of hub nodes, we want to address that in the proposed network

struture, there is an upper and a lower value limit.

The upper limit is obtained when the number of hub equals number of nodes (p = n).

Lower limit is 2 beause in eah hub node an inoming ar and an outgoing ar are

established. Consequently, 2 hub nodes are required to reate the links.

Although sub-hubs are playing the same role as hubs (aggregating demands) at re-

gional level, no disount fator (eonomy of sale) is applied at regional level. So, an

eonomy of sale in regional level ould inrease the gain in transport ost of a network

with sub-hub over a network without sub-hub.

However, installation osts for hub and sub-hub are not taken into aount in the

proposed models. For this reason, although sub-hub represents a hub with lower a-

paities/dimensions, installation ost of this faility ould derease e�etive gains of a

network with sub-hub.

A harateristi widely used in the hub-and-spoke literature is that ustomer demands

are transported in irular hub network, both lokwise and ounterlokwise (two way

tra�). In our models, onnetions between two nodes are omposed of direted ars, so

one way tra� is proposed.

The di�erene between the two situations above will depend on the need of transport.

In the �rst situation, time delivery of some demands is minimized. However, the number

of vehiles an be inreased. Whereas in the seond one, the number of vehiles an be

dereased and delivery time an be inreased. In this seond situation, ompanies using

high-apaity vehiles, liner shipping ompanies, for example (see hapter 2), an be more

e�etively managed.

Our hub-and-spoke network with sub-hub promotes liner shipping servie beause it

relieves the �ow in hub ports, dereasing delivery time and, onsequently, inreasing the
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network apaity. The proposed network also allows for development of regional servies

favoring a better argo distribution aross the network and helping the inreasing door-

to-door servies.

Our omputational tests trying to ompare models also provided further proof about

the omplexity to solve these problems.

A utting plane approah was used to insert sub-tour onstraints in an exat solving

approah and a Variable Neighborhood Deomposition Searh (VNDS) (see hapter 4)

was used to solve large instanes of problems.

About the sub-tour elimination onstraint, a speial attention was paid to regional

tours beause the start point of route (hub node), the number of nodes inside a luster

and nodes inluded in a luster are free.

In our implemented VNDS, eah part from the problem (loation, alloation, servie

design and routing) is solved by spei� operators.

Ingredients from VNDS are inluded in the implemented VND. A �rst VND uses a

shake proedure in sub-hub loation problem. Whereas a deomposition of servie design

problem is made by means of a seond VND.

In lassi VNDS, shake proedure is done before applying desent operator. First,

a diversi�ation of searh spae is made by shake and after an intensi�ation searh is

realized by the desent operator.

In our implemented VNDS, shake proedure used in VNDS and in VND are performed

after the improvement phase of all neighborhoods. An intensi�ation phase is done,

followed by a diversi�ation phase.

Results with exat method and with VNDS were fundamental to prove gains in ob-

jetive funtion of models with sub-hub over models without sub-hub.

Regarding to the ontext of hub loation and routing problems, perspetives for future

works are numerous. But, the main points observed are highlighted below.

Mathematial models developed are inluded in the seond and fourth ategories from

lassi�ation presented by Nagy and Salhi (2007) (see Table (1.2)). Development of new

models for the other two ategories not yet explored ould validate the importane of

sub-hub in all ategories of hub loation and routing problems.

Mathematial models allowing sub-hub alloated to more than two hubs ould produe

network solutions even more eonomi in terms of transport ost and more e�ient in

terms of delivery time.

Models allowing two sub-hubs alloated to a pair of lose lusters ould also o�er a

greater degree of freedom in the development of more eonomi networks.

A deeper study about whih is the best number of hubs/sub-hubs to open in a model

inluding installation and maintenane osts would be interesting.
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Mathematial models allowing �ows in both diretion (no-direted ars) ould be also

tested in publi transport domain.

At tatial level, it will be interesting to study how many vehiles ompose the �eet,

how many shedules need to be reated, how to synhronize these ones at transshipment

points in order to manage servies that ompanies want to o�er to their ustomers.

These perspetives will be important ontributions in the �eld of hub loation and

routing problem with multiples alloations seeking to bring theoretial models loser to

pratial ases.
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Appendix A

Instanes

This appendix presents, for eah instane we de�ned, the ost or distane matrix and the

demand matrix, respetively.

A.1 (Nine Nodes)

0 360.56 600.00 1200.00 1341.64 1513.27 1529.71 1700.00 1676.31

360.56 0 360.56 1044.03 1044.03 1392.84 1300.00 1392.84 1414.21

600.00 360.56 0 1341.64 1200.00 1700.00 1529.71 1513.27 1603.12

1200.00 1044.03 1341.64 0 600.00 360.56 424.26 854.40 640.31

1341.64 1044.03 1200.00 600.00 0 854.40 424.26 360.56 412.31

1513.27 1392.84 1700.00 360.56 854.40 0 500.00 1000.00 707.11

1529.71 1300.00 1529.71 424.26 424.26 500.00 0 500.00 223.61

1700.00 1392.84 1513.27 854.40 360.56 1000.00 500.00 0 316.23

1676.31 1414.21 1603.12 640.31 412.31 707.11 223.61 316.23 0

0 5 2 10 3 8 10 7 3

15 0 3 6 12 11 15 5 4

2 3 0 4 8 10 13 10 7

5 6 4 0 5 8 3 4 6

3 4 9 5 0 7 13 2 5

3 7 12 6 4 0 6 9 4

7 4 3 2 6 5 0 5 11

2 5 7 5 4 6 5 0 12

12 3 6 4 7 4 8 4 0
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Instanes

A.2 (Ten Nodes)

0 1204.16 282.84 905.54 1403.57 1216.55 2220.36 2376.97 2502.00 2570.99

1204.16 0 1044.03 360.56 282.84 300.00 2469.82 2319.48 2823.12 2668.33

282.84 1044.03 0 707.11 1204.16 1000.00 2002.50 2118.96 2302.17 2334.52

905.54 360.56 707.11 0 500.00 316.23 2184.03 2100.00 2529.82 2418.68

1403.57 282.84 1204.16 500.00 0 223.61 2370.65 2158.70 2729.47 2529.82

1216.55 300.00 1000.00 316.23 223.61 0 2193.17 2022.37 2549.51 2376.97

2220.36 2469.82 2002.50 2184.03 2370.65 2193.17 0 600.00 360.56 424.26

2376.97 2319.48 2118.96 2100.00 2158.70 2022.37 600.00 0 854.40 424.26

2502.00 2823.12 2302.17 2529.82 2729.47 2549.51 360.56 854.40 0 500.00

2570.99 2668.33 2334.52 2418.68 2529.82 2376.97 424.26 424.26 500.00 0

0 3 4 7 8 6 3 7 5 10

6 0 2 10 8 3 5 5 6 9

4 1 0 10 10 5 7 9 4 8

8 6 7 0 7 5 10 1 6 2

6 9 10 7 0 1 3 10 9 5

3 8 6 6 2 0 6 2 4 8

4 4 10 3 2 3 0 1 1 7

5 2 3 9 6 1 8 0 9 4

5 2 9 8 6 4 1 5 0 10

1 3 5 5 6 9 4 7 9 0

A.3 (Eleven Nodes)

0 509.90 1000.00 509.90 360.56 854.40 1900.00 2195.45 2236.07 2507.99 2555.39

509.90 0 509.90 200.00 500.00 500.00 2061.55 2088.06 2302.17 2451.53 2435.16

1000.00 509.90 0 509.90 854.40 360.56 2147.09 1902.63 2280.35 2300.00 2220.36

509.90 200.00 509.90 0 360.56 360.56 1868.15 1897.37 2102.38 2256.10 2247.22

360.56 500.00 854.40 360.56 0 600.00 1612.45 1835.76 1910.50 2154.07 2195.45

854.40 500.00 360.56 360.56 600.00 0 1788.85 1627.88 1941.65 2009.98 1964.69

1900.00 2061.55 2147.09 1868.15 1612.45 1788.85 0 1100.00 500.00 1077.03 1334.17

2195.45 2088.06 1902.63 1897.37 1835.76 1627.88 1100.00 0 761.58 412.31 360.56

2236.07 2302.17 2280.35 2102.38 1910.50 1941.65 500.00 761.58 0 608.28 900.00

2507.99 2451.53 2300.00 2256.10 2154.07 2009.98 1077.03 412.31 608.28 0 316.23

2555.39 2435.16 2220.36 2247.22 2195.45 1964.69 1334.17 360.56 900.00 316.23 0
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0 6 2 6 5 6 10 10 3 3 5

2 0 6 9 8 8 3 8 10 4 10

6 2 0 9 1 7 1 1 8 3 1

3 9 9 0 3 3 3 7 1 7 2

6 8 3 9 0 2 6 9 5 7 4

6 1 7 4 8 0 2 5 8 8 9

2 2 1 8 5 2 0 3 2 2 6

10 5 6 8 9 8 6 0 3 5 3

5 6 8 2 7 10 9 3 0 1 8

8 10 8 2 9 3 10 5 9 0 7

3 6 7 1 4 9 6 6 9 6 0

A.4 (Twelve Nodes)

0 400.00 800.00 360.56 670.82 1414.21 1523.15 1700.00 1746.42 1878.83 1897.37 608.28

400.00 0 400.00 360.56 360.56 1414.21 1414.21 1746.42 1700.00 1746.42 1811.08 223.61

800.00 400.00 0 670.82 360.56 1523.15 1414.21 1878.83 1746.42 1700.00 1811.08 223.61

360.56 360.56 670.82 0 400.00 1100.00 1170.47 1414.21 1414.21 1523.15 1552.42 565.69

670.82 360.56 360.56 400.00 0 1170.47 1100.00 1523.15 1414.21 1414.21 1500.00 400.00

1414.21 1414.21 1523.15 1100.00 1170.47 0 400.00 360.56 360.56 670.82 565.69 1552.42

1523.15 1414.21 1414.21 1170.47 1100.00 400.00 0 670.82 360.56 360.56 400.00 1500.00

1700.00 1746.42 1878.83 1414.21 1523.15 360.56 670.82 0 400.00 800.00 608.28 1897.37

1746.42 1700.00 1746.42 1414.21 1414.21 360.56 360.56 400.00 0 400.00 223.61 1811.08

1878.83 1746.42 1700.00 1523.15 1414.21 670.82 360.56 800.00 400.00 0 223.61 1811.08

1897.37 1811.08 1811.08 1552.42 1500.00 565.69 400.00 608.28 223.61 223.61 0 1900.00

608.28 223.61 223.61 565.69 400.00 1552.42 1500.00 1897.37 1811.08 1811.08 1900.00 0

0 5 2 10 3 8 10 7 6 5 11 7

15 0 3 6 12 11 15 5 2 11 12 9

2 3 0 4 8 10 13 10 12 2 7 3

5 6 4 0 5 8 3 4 3 5 8 9

3 4 9 5 0 7 13 2 6 3 3 12

3 7 12 6 4 0 6 9 2 1 9 7

7 4 3 2 6 5 0 5 7 13 8 6

2 5 7 5 4 6 5 0 3 8 7 4

3 5 2 3 5 12 7 3 0 5 6 8

5 8 9 3 3 5 4 6 4 0 5 6

7 4 6 10 4 7 3 9 12 2 0 5

3 5 10 11 4 6 3 9 9 5 13 0
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Appendix B

Report of Exat Method

Model with Cirular Hub Route and Sub-hubs

Report of exat method for omputational test for instane 9_3_0.3.

Network Generated:

Figure B.1: Network generated by exat method for instane 9_3_0.3.

Routing:

Optimal solution: 463198

x[i℄[j℄: THE NODE i IS ALLOCATED TO NODE j

x[0℄[1℄ =1

x[1℄[1℄ =1

x[2℄[1℄ =1

x[3℄[3℄ =1

x[4℄[4℄ =1

x[5℄[3℄ =1

x[6℄[3℄ =1
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Report of Exat Method

x[6℄[4℄ =1

x[7℄[4℄ =1

x[8℄[4℄ =1

x[j℄[j℄: j IS A HUB WITH ALLOCATION OR u[j℄: j IS AN ISOLATED HUB

x[1℄[1℄ =1

x[3℄[3℄ =1

x[4℄[4℄ =1

t[j℄: j IS A SUB_HUB

t[6℄ =1

x[i℄[j℄: i IS A SPOKE

x[0℄[1℄ =1

x[2℄[1℄ =1

x[5℄[3℄ =1

x[6℄[3℄ =1

x[6℄[4℄ =1

x[7℄[4℄ =1

x[8℄[4℄ =1

y[i℄[j℄: THERE ARE AN ARC_NON_HUB BETWEEN THE NODES i AND j

y[0℄[2℄ =1

y[1℄[0℄ =1

y[2℄[1℄ =1

y[3℄[5℄ =1

y[4℄[6℄ =1

y[5℄[6℄ =1

y[6℄[3℄ =1

y[6℄[8℄ =1

y[7℄[4℄ =1

y[8℄[7℄ =1

b[i℄[j℄: THERE ARE AN ARC_HUB BETWEEN THE HUB_NODES i AND j

b[1℄[4℄ =1

b[3℄[1℄ =1

b[4℄[3℄ =1

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[0℄[1℄ * s[0℄[1℄[0℄℄[2℄ =5

�[0℄[1℄ * s[0℄[1℄[2℄℄[1℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[0℄[2℄ * s[0℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =2

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 3
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Report of Exat Method

�[0℄[3℄ * s[0℄[3℄[0℄℄[2℄ =10

�[0℄[3℄ * w[0℄[3℄[1℄℄[4℄ =10 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[3℄ * s[0℄[3℄[2℄℄[1℄ =10

�[0℄[3℄ * w[0℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =10 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[0℄[4℄ * s[0℄[4℄[0℄℄[2℄ =3

�[0℄[4℄ * w[0℄[4℄[1℄℄[4℄ =3 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[4℄ * s[0℄[4℄[2℄℄[1℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[0℄[5℄ * s[0℄[5℄[0℄℄[2℄ =8

�[0℄[5℄ * w[0℄[5℄[1℄℄[4℄ =8 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[5℄ * s[0℄[5℄[2℄℄[1℄ =8

�[0℄[5℄ * s[0℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =8

�[0℄[5℄ * w[0℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =8 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[0℄[6℄ * s[0℄[6℄[0℄℄[2℄ =10

�[0℄[6℄ * w[0℄[6℄[1℄℄[4℄ =10 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[6℄ * s[0℄[6℄[2℄℄[1℄ =10

�[0℄[6℄ * s[0℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =10

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[0℄[7℄ * s[0℄[7℄[0℄℄[2℄ =7

�[0℄[7℄ * w[0℄[7℄[1℄℄[4℄ =7 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[7℄ * s[0℄[7℄[2℄℄[1℄ =7

�[0℄[7℄ * s[0℄[7℄[4℄℄[6℄ =7

�[0℄[7℄ * s[0℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =7

�[0℄[7℄ * s[0℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 0 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[0℄[8℄ * s[0℄[8℄[0℄℄[2℄ =3

�[0℄[8℄ * w[0℄[8℄[1℄℄[4℄ =3 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[0℄[8℄ * s[0℄[8℄[2℄℄[1℄ =3

�[0℄[8℄ * s[0℄[8℄[4℄℄[6℄ =3

�[0℄[8℄ * s[0℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[1℄[0℄ * s[1℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =15

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[1℄[2℄ * s[1℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =3

�[1℄[2℄ * s[1℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 3
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Report of Exat Method

�[1℄[3℄ * w[1℄[3℄[1℄℄[4℄ =6 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[1℄[3℄ * w[1℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =6 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[1℄[4℄ * w[1℄[4℄[1℄℄[4℄ =12 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[1℄[5℄ * w[1℄[5℄[1℄℄[4℄ =11 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[1℄[5℄ * s[1℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =11

�[1℄[5℄ * w[1℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =11 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[1℄[6℄ * w[1℄[6℄[1℄℄[4℄ =15 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[1℄[6℄ * s[1℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =15

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[1℄[7℄ * w[1℄[7℄[1℄℄[4℄ =5 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[1℄[7℄ * s[1℄[7℄[4℄℄[6℄ =5

�[1℄[7℄ * s[1℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =5

�[1℄[7℄ * s[1℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 1 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[1℄[8℄ * w[1℄[8℄[1℄℄[4℄ =4 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[1℄[8℄ * s[1℄[8℄[4℄℄[6℄ =4

�[1℄[8℄ * s[1℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[2℄[0℄ * s[2℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =2

�[2℄[0℄ * s[2℄[0℄[2℄℄[1℄ =2

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[2℄[1℄ * s[2℄[1℄[2℄℄[1℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[2℄[3℄ * w[2℄[3℄[1℄℄[4℄ =4 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[3℄ * s[2℄[3℄[2℄℄[1℄ =4

�[2℄[3℄ * w[2℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =4 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[2℄[4℄ * w[2℄[4℄[1℄℄[4℄ =8 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[4℄ * s[2℄[4℄[2℄℄[1℄ =8

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[2℄[5℄ * w[2℄[5℄[1℄℄[4℄ =10 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[5℄ * s[2℄[5℄[2℄℄[1℄ =10

�[2℄[5℄ * s[2℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =10

�[2℄[5℄ * w[2℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =10 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 6
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�[2℄[6℄ * w[2℄[6℄[1℄℄[4℄ =13 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[6℄ * s[2℄[6℄[2℄℄[1℄ =13

�[2℄[6℄ * s[2℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =13

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[2℄[7℄ * w[2℄[7℄[1℄℄[4℄ =10 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[7℄ * s[2℄[7℄[2℄℄[1℄ =10

�[2℄[7℄ * s[2℄[7℄[4℄℄[6℄ =10

�[2℄[7℄ * s[2℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =10

�[2℄[7℄ * s[2℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =10

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 2 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[2℄[8℄ * w[2℄[8℄[1℄℄[4℄ =7 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[2℄[8℄ * s[2℄[8℄[2℄℄[1℄ =7

�[2℄[8℄ * s[2℄[8℄[4℄℄[6℄ =7

�[2℄[8℄ * s[2℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[3℄[0℄ * s[3℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =5

�[3℄[0℄ * w[3℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =5 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[3℄[1℄ * w[3℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =6 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[3℄[2℄ * s[3℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =4

�[3℄[2℄ * s[3℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =4

�[3℄[2℄ * w[3℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =4 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[3℄[4℄ * w[3℄[4℄[1℄℄[4℄ =5 ← 1-4 is an ar hub

�[3℄[4℄ * w[3℄[4℄[3℄℄[1℄ =5 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[3℄[5℄ * s[3℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =8

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[3℄[6℄ * s[3℄[6℄[3℄℄[5℄ =3

�[3℄[6℄ * s[3℄[6℄[5℄℄[6℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[3℄[7℄ * s[3℄[7℄[3℄℄[5℄ =4

�[3℄[7℄ * s[3℄[7℄[5℄℄[6℄ =4

�[3℄[7℄ * s[3℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =4

�[3℄[7℄ * s[3℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 3 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[3℄[8℄ * s[3℄[8℄[3℄℄[5℄ =6
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�[3℄[8℄ * s[3℄[8℄[5℄℄[6℄ =6

�[3℄[8℄ * s[3℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[4℄[0℄ * s[4℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =3

�[4℄[0℄ * w[4℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =3 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[4℄[0℄ * w[4℄[0℄[4℄℄[3℄ =3 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[4℄[1℄ * w[4℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =4 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[4℄[1℄ * w[4℄[1℄[4℄℄[3℄ =4 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[4℄[2℄ * s[4℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =9

�[4℄[2℄ * s[4℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =9

�[4℄[2℄ * w[4℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =9 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[4℄[2℄ * w[4℄[2℄[4℄℄[3℄ =9 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[4℄[3℄ * w[4℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =5 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[4℄[5℄ * s[4℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =7

�[4℄[5℄ * w[4℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =7 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[4℄[6℄ * s[4℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =13

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[4℄[7℄ * s[4℄[7℄[4℄℄[6℄ =2

�[4℄[7℄ * s[4℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =2

�[4℄[7℄ * s[4℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =2

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 4 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[4℄[8℄ * s[4℄[8℄[4℄℄[6℄ =5

�[4℄[8℄ * s[4℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[5℄[0℄ * s[5℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =3

�[5℄[0℄ * w[5℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =3 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[5℄[0℄ * s[5℄[0℄[5℄℄[6℄ =3

�[5℄[0℄ * s[5℄[0℄[6℄℄[3℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[5℄[1℄ * w[5℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =7 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[5℄[1℄ * s[5℄[1℄[5℄℄[6℄ =7

�[5℄[1℄ * s[5℄[1℄[6℄℄[3℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 2
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�[5℄[2℄ * s[5℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =12

�[5℄[2℄ * s[5℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =12

�[5℄[2℄ * w[5℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =12 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[5℄[2℄ * s[5℄[2℄[5℄℄[6℄ =12

�[5℄[2℄ * s[5℄[2℄[6℄℄[3℄ =12

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[5℄[3℄ * s[5℄[3℄[5℄℄[6℄ =6

�[5℄[3℄ * s[5℄[3℄[6℄℄[3℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[5℄[4℄ * s[5℄[4℄[5℄℄[6℄ =4

�[5℄[4℄ * s[5℄[4℄[6℄℄[8℄ =4

�[5℄[4℄ * s[5℄[4℄[7℄℄[4℄ =4

�[5℄[4℄ * s[5℄[4℄[8℄℄[7℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[5℄[6℄ * s[5℄[6℄[5℄℄[6℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[5℄[7℄ * s[5℄[7℄[5℄℄[6℄ =9

�[5℄[7℄ * s[5℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =9

�[5℄[7℄ * s[5℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =9

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 5 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[5℄[8℄ * s[5℄[8℄[5℄℄[6℄ =4

�[5℄[8℄ * s[5℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[6℄[0℄ * s[6℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =7

�[6℄[0℄ * w[6℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =7 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[6℄[0℄ * s[6℄[0℄[6℄℄[3℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[6℄[1℄ * w[6℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =4 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[6℄[1℄ * s[6℄[1℄[6℄℄[3℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[6℄[2℄ * s[6℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =3

�[6℄[2℄ * s[6℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =3

�[6℄[2℄ * w[6℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =3 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[6℄[2℄ * s[6℄[2℄[6℄℄[3℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[6℄[3℄ * s[6℄[3℄[6℄℄[3℄ =2

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[6℄[4℄ * s[6℄[4℄[6℄℄[8℄ =6
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�[6℄[4℄ * s[6℄[4℄[7℄℄[4℄ =6

�[6℄[4℄ * s[6℄[4℄[8℄℄[7℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[6℄[5℄ * s[6℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =5

�[6℄[5℄ * s[6℄[5℄[6℄℄[3℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 7

�[6℄[7℄ * s[6℄[7℄[6℄℄[8℄ =5

�[6℄[7℄ * s[6℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 6 AND THE DESTINATION 8

�[6℄[8℄ * s[6℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =11

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[7℄[0℄ * s[7℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =2

�[7℄[0℄ * w[7℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =2 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[7℄[0℄ * w[7℄[0℄[4℄℄[3℄ =2 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[7℄[0℄ * s[7℄[0℄[7℄℄[4℄ =2

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[7℄[1℄ * w[7℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =5 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[7℄[1℄ * w[7℄[1℄[4℄℄[3℄ =5 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[7℄[1℄ * s[7℄[1℄[7℄℄[4℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[7℄[2℄ * s[7℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =7

�[7℄[2℄ * s[7℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =7

�[7℄[2℄ * w[7℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =7 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[7℄[2℄ * w[7℄[2℄[4℄℄[3℄ =7 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[7℄[2℄ * s[7℄[2℄[7℄℄[4℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[7℄[3℄ * w[7℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =5 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[7℄[3℄ * s[7℄[3℄[7℄℄[4℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[7℄[4℄ * s[7℄[4℄[7℄℄[4℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[7℄[5℄ * s[7℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =6

�[7℄[5℄ * w[7℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =6 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[7℄[5℄ * s[7℄[5℄[7℄℄[4℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[7℄[6℄ * s[7℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =5

�[7℄[6℄ * s[7℄[6℄[7℄℄[4℄ =5

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 7 AND THE DESTINATION 8
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�[7℄[8℄ * s[7℄[8℄[4℄℄[6℄ =12

�[7℄[8℄ * s[7℄[8℄[6℄℄[8℄ =12

�[7℄[8℄ * s[7℄[8℄[7℄℄[4℄ =12

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 0

�[8℄[0℄ * s[8℄[0℄[1℄℄[0℄ =12

�[8℄[0℄ * w[8℄[0℄[3℄℄[1℄ =12 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[8℄[0℄ * w[8℄[0℄[4℄℄[3℄ =12 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[8℄[0℄ * s[8℄[0℄[7℄℄[4℄ =12

�[8℄[0℄ * s[8℄[0℄[8℄℄[7℄ =12

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 1

�[8℄[1℄ * w[8℄[1℄[3℄℄[1℄ =3 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[8℄[1℄ * w[8℄[1℄[4℄℄[3℄ =3 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[8℄[1℄ * s[8℄[1℄[7℄℄[4℄ =3

�[8℄[1℄ * s[8℄[1℄[8℄℄[7℄ =3

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 2

�[8℄[2℄ * s[8℄[2℄[0℄℄[2℄ =6

�[8℄[2℄ * s[8℄[2℄[1℄℄[0℄ =6

�[8℄[2℄ * w[8℄[2℄[3℄℄[1℄ =6 ← 3-1 is an ar hub

�[8℄[2℄ * w[8℄[2℄[4℄℄[3℄ =6 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[8℄[2℄ * s[8℄[2℄[7℄℄[4℄ =6

�[8℄[2℄ * s[8℄[2℄[8℄℄[7℄ =6

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 3

�[8℄[3℄ * w[8℄[3℄[4℄℄[3℄ =4 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[8℄[3℄ * s[8℄[3℄[7℄℄[4℄ =4

�[8℄[3℄ * s[8℄[3℄[8℄℄[7℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 4

�[8℄[4℄ * s[8℄[4℄[7℄℄[4℄ =7

�[8℄[4℄ * s[8℄[4℄[8℄℄[7℄ =7

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 5

�[8℄[5℄ * s[8℄[5℄[3℄℄[5℄ =4

�[8℄[5℄ * w[8℄[5℄[4℄℄[3℄ =4 ← 4-3 is an ar hub

�[8℄[5℄ * s[8℄[5℄[7℄℄[4℄ =4

�[8℄[5℄ * s[8℄[5℄[8℄℄[7℄ =4

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 6

�[8℄[6℄ * s[8℄[6℄[4℄℄[6℄ =8

�[8℄[6℄ * s[8℄[6℄[7℄℄[4℄ =8

�[8℄[6℄ * s[8℄[6℄[8℄℄[7℄ =8

FLOW BETWEEN THE ORIGIN 8 AND THE DESTINATION 7
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�[8℄[7℄ * s[8℄[7℄[8℄℄[7℄ =4
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Appendix C

Data Struture

The data struture used for representing a solution is omposed by dynami 1 dimensional

arrays and dynami 2 dimensional arrays:

C.1 CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB - int[ ℄[ ℄

In this array, the number of eah node is reorded.

The number of lusters is de�ned by the number of hubs (p), beause eah luster

must be onstituted by only one hub.

In this array, eah luster is represented by one line (see Figure (C.1).

Figure C.1: CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array omposed of 4 lusters

where the on�guration of eah luster is:

• �rst item: number of nodes used as hub;

• seond item until last one: number of nodes used as spokes.

In our problem, it is possible to onsider an isolated hub (see Figure (C.1), fourth

luster) that is to say a luster just omposed by only one item.
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Figure C.2: One line of CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array

Example of an instane with 10 nodes and 4 hubs ould have, initially, a solution

represented by Figure (C.3) below.

Figure C.3: Clusters omposed of hubs and spokes

Figure (C.4) represents the CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array aording to Figure

(C.3).

Figure C.4: CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array orresponding to Figure (C.3)

In algorithm (10), some spoke nodes are hosen as sub-hubs and they are inluded

in a seond luster. In other words, sub-hubs nodes are intersetion points between two

lose lusters (Figure C.5).
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Figure C.5: Close lusters with sub-hubs

Figure (C.6) represents the CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array aording the Figure

(C.5).

Some lines in CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array an be inreased in the algorithm

(10) (hoose sub-hub).

Figure C.6: CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array orresponding to Figure (C.5)

Where in Figure (C.6), the lose lusters and respetive sub-hubs are:

• lusters 0 and 1 with sub-hub 0;

• lusters 0 and 2 with sub-hub 7;

• luster 1 and 2 with sub-hub 4.

In this example (Figure C.6), it is possible to highlight that sub-hubs were inserted

in the last position of eah line and in the ordered sequene that eah pair lose lusters

is analyzed (�rst luster with the seond, and �rst luster with the third. After that,

seond luster with the third et...).
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In improve_hub (see algorithm 17 and algorithm 25), one spoke node of a luster

an be hosen as hub and the position between the hub and the spoke node hosen is

swithed.

Note that eah line from CLUSTER_WITH_SUB-HUB array an be inreased or

dereased with improve_sub_hub (see algorithm 17), shake remove_sub_hub (algo-

rithm 17), spoke_nodes_allocations (see algorithm (23)) and shift_spoke_node shake-

operator (see algorithm (24)).

For the example above (Figure C.6), one sequene of new solutions ould be:

Figure C.7: Proedures exeuted in improve_hub (a), improve_sub_hub (b), shift_

spoke_node or spoke_nodes_allocations () and remove_sub_hub (d).

Figure (C.7) is a possible sequene of proedures exeuted:

• In Figure (C.7)(a), nodes 5 and 6 beame hubs through improve_hub. Sub-hub

node an not be hoose as hub;

• In Figure (C.7)(b), node 0 is no longer a sub-hub and node 1 beomes a sub-hub.

Node 0 is removed from luster 1. In its original luster (luster 0), node 0 is

inserted in right side of hub. Whereas, node 1 is inserted between sub-hubs (luster

0 and luster 1), in the position of the previous one. These proedures an be done

by improve_sub_hub beause the node 1 was a spoke node.
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• In Figure (C.7)(), spoke node 3 is removed from luster 1 and it is inserted

in the luster 3. This proedure an be done by spoke_nodes_allocations and

shift_spoke_node only for spoke node.

• In Figure (C.7)(d), sub-hub 4 is deleted by remove_sub_hub. Spoke node 4 is

inserted on the right side from the hub of its original luster.
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